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Time running out for hatchery 
TERRACE -- The Deep Creek hatchery 
faces closure unless the federal, Depart- For more on the Deep Creek 
went of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) hatchery, see pageA5. 
changes its lnind about cutting off rite fa- 
cility annual grant. 
"It's now desperation," Terrace Sal- Tha!, in turn, would mean the loss of a 
monid Enhancement society Spokesman 16t of revenue for local businesses and not 
Rich McDaniels t01d a chatnber of corn- just:those directly involved in recreational 
mcrce luncheon crowd last week. anglii~g. 
: E/~hoing:that warning, hatchery manager 
(and'its sole employee) Jonna Jyrkkaneu 
said::Deep Creck's goal was to raise 
enough:Cedar River chinook to replace 
those taken by the commercial, native and 
sports fisheries. 
He also warned the plosnre could cost 
Terrace significant ourist dollars in the 
long run. 
That was because Cedar River Chiaook 
were among the fish raised at the hatchery. 
And those chinook were what drew tourist 
anglers to the community each May. He estimated hatchery fish accounted for 
Without the extra fish produced by the 12 per cent of the run last year. 
hatchery, McDaniels aid there was a real It: the facility were to close, Jyrkkanca 
possibility that chinook fishery would was not sure the society would be able to 
eventually have to be closed to protect continue with the research work it has 
what was left. doue in past years. 
Without the infonnation provided by the management." 
society on fish populations, he suggested Urging those present o come out to the 
the DFO could decide to "play it safe" hatchery to see for themselves what the 
and close the Cedar chinook fishery, fedt~ral government was ignoring, Jyrk- 
Jyrkkanen said the DFO has based its de- kauen added, "We need people, we need 
cisiou to cut off money for Deep Creek money, we need ideas and we need to get 
based on production figures. 
However, he pointed out, Deep Creek 
was not another Kitimat-style hatchery. 
"What we are doiugis keeping our finger 
on the pulse of these fish," he said. 
Emphasizing the value of'theresearch 
work done in past years, he explained it 
had revealed local chinook spent wo years 
in fresh water before heading for~the ocean 
and there was one' strain which lived'to 
nine years. 
Those were both previously unkn0~/n 
out and hustle." 
" Noting federal fisheries lninister Johll 
Cr0sbie's attention was focused on the fish 
i~roblems of the east coast, McDaniels aid 
he just doesn't appreciate the situation 
here. 
If Deep Creek was to continue raising 
the same amount of fish each year, had 
two full-time mployees and could rely on 
continued volunteer help, McDaniels said 
it could operate on $145,000 ayear. 
If DFO was to shave just 0.03 per cent of 
facts, he stressed. "This is the kind of - the btidgets of all other hatcheries, it could 
knowledge coming out of our program.' find that amouut of money. 
Discoveries like this help fine tune fish " I t 'sa crime," headded. 
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dorma dyrkkanen 
Kalum option 
gets the chop 
TERRACE -- Council has de- 
cided to drop one the most far- 
reaching proposals from its draft 
plan for future land uses. 
Mayor Jack Talstra conf'mued 
last week what was known as the 
Kalum Street Option 2 will not 
appear in the revised draft which 
is due to be made public at the 
end of the month. 
The area in question is the 
stretch of Kalum from Davis to 
the foot of the escarpment. 
The original land use plan sug- 
gested most of the land on the 
east side of Kalum between the 
courthouse and Soueie could be 
earmarked for future commercial 
development. 
Such a designation, it predicted, 
"would be of benefit o the city 
changed to commercial. 
Couttcillors had also decided it 
was unlikely there would be com- 
mercial development of. the area 
for many.years even if it was 
designated for such. 
Administrator Bob Hallsor 
added consultants hired by the 
city had suggested the option be 
dropped because it would be "a 
retrograde step". 
Noting the focus now would be 
on infilling properties along 
Lakelse east of Kalum, he said 
that approach Would keep the 
city's conunerciai area 
"centred". 
Hallsor also pointed out the cast 
end of the community had 
originally been the town centre. 
It was ext)ected lh~e land avail- 
LOADING UP::Avalanbhe artillery technicians from the high- into the;breech of an old U.S. Army 105-millimetre recoiless, 
Ways m n stN a~d.ON Bail .carefully slid e .a.24-pound shell rifle, "rheguns are being used for Hwy16 avalanche control:. 
lTaking  Oim at theavalanches:,. 
Guns in, bombs out 
TERRACE I t  Some heavy 
firepower has' been loaded up 
to take on Hwy 16 avalanches; 
A pair 6f 105mm, recx~ildss worst storms precisely 
rifles::havearrivedher~andiare wh n the avalanche danger 
being Used;by CN Railcrews, grows high. 
in conjunction wi thh ighways, .  ,, ~: ,,' . ~. ~ her . . , .~ .:~. : . .  , After. seems, the ,._.- 
mmmtry avalanche tech . " " fo rmance  o f the  rifle out on 
nicians, to stopa~,/ilanches be- the  highway, we. feel we can 
fore they start • ' , -~... 'shoot . theser i f les  in zero 
Bill Golley, district avalan . . . . .  '::: . . . . . . .  ~ .  vlmbfllty and,be,assured that 
che assistant for Merritt here , : . • "0  a U . . . . .  ., . . . . . . . . . . .  we re gomg t : cc rmely ntt 
two weeks ago.to: help test: . thet__h,~ lnri,,~f_.e,_.," • ~.oll,'v_ . -  sald._ ~....artar 
guns, said explosive shells are ' "' " " • nearly 100 r6unds were shot 
fired into avalanche start during the test firing. 
zones to produce small snow 
s l ides . .  The guns were fired from 
By discharging the snow ear- each of the six concrete firing 
ly and often, he said/,large positions. One is located at 
avalanches are avoided. Usk and the  other five are 
In the past local avalanche along the  highway between 
technicians have dropped Terrace and Prince Rupert. 
bombs onto .the snowpaek-, . . " I t  took an:average of two beautifully and accurately. It 
from heiicopters to Control rouhds to hiL:exaetly wherewe wagbangon."  
avalanche areas, wanted to~" •said Golley, He said avalanche tech- 
But Golley says helicopters The 105-miilimctre recoiless 
are often grounded during the rifle was originally built by the 
U.S. Army as an anti-tank gun 
at the end of the Second 
World War. It never saw use 
in Europe, although it was 
used in Korea. 
The gun is also capable of 
filling in for artillery When 
mounted on fixed emplace- 
ments, and Golley said that's 
the role it serves now with 
B.C.'S avalanche crews. 
Golley sa id  the crew here 
was firing it accurately at 
much longer ranges than it 
was originally designed for. 
"Some of our shots (range) 
were out as far as four and a 
half kilometres," Golley 
added, "The guns performed 
the Shames Mountain road. 
Although there .aren't any 
gun positions on the Shames 
road, he  said the recoilless 
rifle can be fired from a spe-. 
cialized mobile trailer that 
could be set up in the ski 
resort's parking lot .  
The gun could then be fired 
at avalanche start zones in the 
surrounding mountains. 
The shells explode high in 
the snowpaek, said Golley. 
"We' re  trying to provide a 
nice shockwave in the air, 
which is more effective in 
producing avalanches in the 
snow," he said. 
" I t ' s  a fairly major change 
in how avalanches are control- 
Icd in this area," adds CN 
spokesman Rod Gee, noting 
the CN and the highways min- 
istry will save money by join- 
ing forces. " I  think the tax- 
nieians also hope to use the,  payer benefits in the long run 
guns to control avalanches on from that." 
values and therefore encourage 
it's redevelopment." - 
Now zoned multi:family 
residential, most of the land is oc- 
cupied by trailer courts and 
townhouses. 
However, the report also .recog- 
nized a downside to the concept 
-- "the unavoidable displacement 
of the residents living (there)." 
And that, said Talstra, was one 
factor in council's decision to turf 
the commercial zoning concepL 
Pointing out "People have to 
go somewhere," he said alterna- 
tive housing options would be 
needed before that area could be 
meet demand c, iVen nroiccted 
able future: 
Another change to the draft 
land use plan sees the multi- 
residential only designation 
removed from city-owned land on 
the bench. 
It will now get a less specific 
designation which will also allow 
for single family home develop- 
ments. 
Hallsor said the amended raft 
plan will go before council at its 
next meeting, Monday, Jazz, 25 
and will be released to the public 
once adopted by councillors. 
Province yet to 
pay road share 
TERRACE - -  The NDP govent- 
ment has yet to fulf'dl a $7 mil- 
lion commitment made by the 
fonner Social Credit government 
to help pay for a northern mining 
road, 
And provincial officials are 
now going to ask the provincial 
cabinet what to do. 
The commitment to help pay 
for a 38kin road into the Iskut 
Valley. from Hwy37 was first an- 
nomreed in April 1991 by former 
Skeena Soered MLA Dave 
Parker, then the minister 
responsible for northern develop- 
went. 
A road into the gold-rich Iskut, 
and a branch route leading south 
to the Eskay Creek area, also an 
area containing gold ore, had 
been wanted for years by mining 
companies. 
Prime Resources, the main 
player in the Eskay Creek area in 
the late 1980s and a company in 
which Murray Pezim was in- 
volved, began construction of the 
road in 1991. 
The province agreed to help pay 
for the first part of the route while 
Prime would be responsible for 
the southent branch. 
The provincial government and 
Prime finalized financial arrange- 
ments Oct. 10, just days before 
the provincial election. 
Called a loan, the $7 million 
was scheduled to be repaid by 
user fees applied to the first piece 
of road. 
But l)ayment was held up after 
the new government was elected 
atuid general statements hat the 
Socreds had been favouring 
friends and allies. 
The mad was coml)lctcd last 
year at a cost of $13.5 milliou, 
making the provincial commit- 
went ~ had it been paid - -  at ap- 
proximately 50 per cent. 
Cont'd on page A2. 
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Ray Tank 
Modular home draws protests :S IDENT IAL  CAMPAIC  
TERRACE -- The appearance of 
a modular home in a new ben- 
chland subdivision has prompted 
protests from its ncighbours. 
Maroney Ave. resident Ray 
Tank cha~gcd council was guilty 
of "a very serious oversight" 
when it failed to put a restrictive 
covenant on properties it sold on 
that street. 
He pointed out developers of 
other sub-dlvisions had ensured 
there were restrictions placed on 
their lots prohibiting the erection 
modular homes, this area was not 
it. 
Realtors, he added, were of the 
opinion that the appearance of a 
modular home on Maroney had 
brought down the value of neigh- 
boudng homes. 
Tank said that news was "a 
little disconcerting, to say the 
least," for people who had spent 
a lot of money building new 
houses there. 
That concern was echoed by 
Marge Drahorad whose un- 
of modular or mobile homes, developed Walsh Ave. property is 
Referring to a 31 signature peti- adjacent to the one the modular 
tion of protest from Birch Hill home has been placed on. 
beach residents, he said there was She feared the value of her land 
a clear public perception that had already dropped because of 
while there was a place for the proximity to that unit. 
CCS buy land 
for the future 
However, its grade 6 and 7 
classes are large ones and 
tienderson oted the elementary 
grade numbers continued to 
grow. 
Although that growth may also 
necessitate further expansion of 
the present school, he emphasized 
there were no firm plans to do so 
in the immediate future. 
Henderson pointed out the pres- 
ent building had been expanded 
twice in recent years. 
i .. 
Tank asked council to ensure 
restrictions were placed on the 
remaining city-owned lots before 
they were sold. 
Administrator Bob Hallsor said 
the six unsold lots had been with- 
drawn from the market Dec. 19. 
when the city became aware of 
the situation. 
Staff were now drawing up 
restrictive "building scheme" 
which would go before council 
prior to the lots being put back on 
the market. 
TERRACE -- The Centennial 
Christian school's governing 
body is about o purchase landfor 
a new secondary school. 
But, says Bill Henderson, eon- 
stmctiou of the proposed school 
is a few years away yet. 
Henderson is 'chairman of the 
Terrace Calvin Christian School 
society's long range planning 
cotnmittee. 
The society membership agreed 
Such building schemes were not 
uncommon, he added. 
Mayor Jack Talstra said the city 
would refund the purchase price 
to anyone who wished to give 
back their undeveloved lot. 
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THE afiariart rtn esiat~rat~t 
The friendliest "Inn" townt ~- ~ . i  
Make our  ; ) lace "Your  P la to"  to en joy  an  even ing  
ol ~nt~mato dining and reasonable pficesl 
Start the New Year by joining our 
TIGER PRAWNS SAFARI 
SHRIMP STUFFED PRAWNS- =14.95 
. 
with swiss potatoes & cocktail sauce 
GARLIC PRAWNS AU PERNOD - =14.95 
with saffron rice and vegetables Can't decide? 
CAJU N PRAWNS - =14.95 Try a sample of all three 
with spinach fettuccine COMBO • =16.95 
Mark your calendar for our 
WINTER BLUES NEW YEAR DANCE JANUARY 30 TM 
RESERVE NOW 635-9161 
4332 Lakelse Avenue Terrace, BC 
, , , : ,  Thank you 
I r~-~ I T H E 
.... for~ur D iabetes  
~ _ ~  . . . . . .  support of =: ,,c Det, llEfgs eIN&DIINNt ASSOCiaTiON OU DIaStTI[ 
KID'S FIRST 
INTRODUCTION TO PRESCHOOL 
Ages 30 too. to 5 years 
This 20 day program will introduce hildren 
to a preschool environment which includes group interaction. 
art. science, pre. math. pre- reading, circle time and indoor/outdoor 
free play 
~ll ' ~L, ,d~( .~ Start Date: March 1st . ~i~.~l 
k Completion Date: March 26th J~,,~'~ A
q Times: 9:30 AM to 11:30 AM ~_~j :~ 
I , .~ '? .  17A/ ,~ 
.................................... Cost: $7.00 per day tq~'gL-kJ~~ 
i r a . - .  1 
I The following early enrollment issuggested: 
Parent's Name 
] Address 
I Phone # 
# Of Children 
Ages Of Children 
Please clip and send early enrollments to: 
THE KID'S CASTLE  
4435 B IRCH AVENUE 
TERRACE B.C. 
V8G-1X4 
L_ .  ~ 
OR CALL 638-8890 
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PARENTS MAY CHOOSE TO ENROLL THEIR 
CHILDREN IN OUR REGULAR PROGRAM 
AT THE COMPLETION OF THE KID'S FIRST 
PROGRAM 
at a Jan. 12 special meeting to 
purchase approximately 7 acres 
of land opposite Parkside 
Elementary and north Of Ddong 
Crescent. 
Henderson said the society's of- 
fer of $100,000 for the land had 
been accepted and, now the ntem- 
bership had okayed the purchase, 
it only remained for the paper- 
work to be done. 
Close to five acres of the parcel 
is level land with the remainder 
climbing the escarpment below 
the bench. All of it is on the north 
side of Howe Creek. 
Test holes drilled at five ioca- 
tions on the parcel have shown 
the soil is generally clay on top of 
silty sand, considered suitable for 
building. , , 
While Construction of a 
secondary school will take place 
one day, Henderson said at this 
time "it's a fairly long range 
The existing, schoolhas an en- 
rolln:d~i'~cJ~8 ~iudents, only ~15 
of whom are m grades 8-10. 
from front: 
Road ( al 
"There was Some conceru with 
respect 'to:!oans 'from the new 
government at' that time," said 
Brian ParroH/the 'mines luiuis- 
try's nfineral policy director last 
week of:file period jUstafter the 
election. 
"We're seeking direction with 
respect to providing the dollars, ' ' 
hc added. "We are prcparingin- 
furnmti0tt o go to cabinet o get a 
decision." : " 
Prime Resdurbes, at  i that time 
half-bwned by Corona, is now 
part Of H0mestake Canada. "That 
happdncd !i.la/;t :SUifimer when 
Hotnesfake ~ ac.quired control of 
Corona. : " . :  ! 
Home.stake is working on the 
Eskay creek project and plans to 
make a detailed submission to the 
lirovlncial:,g0vermnent this year. 
lncludeddnAhat will be a request 
for pei:inisSiOh to  build the route 
south..:,i. : :;,: 
H0ttiestakc.-officials have also 
been pursulnE:the road loan and 
had'discdsSions'- just last week on 
the tnattcr;/says Compauy presi- 
dent Jack Thompson. 
"The issue's: not dead. We're 
S AVE I 50  
: :. ":':."~:.:. ::.:i ; ~ : '.i )i'. , : : . : .  ¢~: :. 
Sweaters 
Mens & Boys 
Selected Sweaters 
Drapes 
Wide Assortment of 
Clearance Drapes, 
Your Choice 
*10 °° 
: : : i : ' . .  : ;',L:::.~:I. : :: .:: ~ . .  ".,' 
N Oa l  - 
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 nus 
l , 
Blouses 
Boys Fall 
& Winter 
Fashions 
l 
Stereos 
Reg. Priced Asortment 
Of Stereos & 
Electronics 
strics on, a thUtually I. agreeable 
resoluti0nl io ~isi!' said ;rhotup. Wide Assortment 
soa, : : i "  of Ladies Fall & 
We must also be cognizant of 
what i, m0itey~i ' the::i: provincial Winter Blouses 
govcnuiient has, it does,'t have a 
lot,') headd~d: ~ : : 
ThompS0if said a ~ developntcnt 
of the Eskay, Creek areadoes not 
iti,tge 'Up0, :g~lting.: 'the.. money 
fro,n:the govc.i.i~.t;::::: 
Est [l!ihi~:~!ddV~lopifient cos  of 
$180,$200 ifiii li6n ~1o not iiuclude 
receivingidi~ hi0iicg; ii6 added, : ~ l~h. ,  ( , , : BO% Off 
cial 'is~serioiis•'about ~re~iting jobs , ~  ~ :' 
and ,~;attractntg~ Investtnent and ~p From: wd01worth s CLEARANCE 
Ihetl !t~'i"iakcS!proi;iiSes it can,t a ~ COUNTER Choose from all 
ddiVet,;~ i.~'aii~i wili! hurt i i t s  ~ [ ~ .... remaining Dollar Days Promotion, 
crcdi~!!Jtyli! sa{d~nipso, '  i '  ' ~  Plant pots, bedding, hardware~ 
/ ~ t  shower curtain~ ' Tli~ihps0i~: if:! ~noted that', ousewares. Hom~lal<c is aCting'!n0t only for atlonery, toys, et ltseif, i'bUt foil 0ther shareholders, 
of Prii,¢:Sesoarces~ ~ . , t~  / ~  I 
L~rning the: I f~ , /  
ROP, p~ysoff 
WE IhF_,SERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
Outerwear 
Large Assortment of 
Ladies, Girls and Childrens 
Touques, Scarfs, Mitts, etc. 
SORRY NO RAINCHECK~ 
Mens Fall 
& Winter 
Fashions 
Lamps 
Large Assortment of 
Discontinued Lamps 
Outerwear 
Selected Mens & Boys 
Mitts, Gloves & 
Touques 
Slippers 
Mens & Ladies 
Assorted Slippers 
Jackets 
Wool 
Large Assortment 
Large Assortment of 
Ladies 
WinterJackets 
TV's Boots 
Reg. Priced Asortment Choose From Selected 
of "I'V's and VCR's Mens, Ladies & Childrens 
Boots 
UPTo 
Ladies & 
Childrens Fall & 
Winter Fashions 
30% Of f '  , 
50% Of f    ,Furr, iture 
Discontinued Furniture, ~Ch oose from Entertainment All Fall & Winter Centres, Bookcases, 
Fabric Prices S lashed '~  _.  • End Tables, et~ Headboards, 
" HOURS: 
Monday & Tuesday 9:30-6:00 
Wed., Thurs,, & Frl. 9:30-9:00 
Saturday 9:00-6:00 
Sunday 11:00-5:00 
Claims 
survey 
a first 
TERRACE ~ Federal land 
claims negotiators are conducting 
a province-wide SUrvEy to find 
out how much people know about 
the subject. 
It'll form the basis for iufonna- 
tion campaigns, says a federal 
public relations official attached 
to  the Nisga'a land claims talks. 
• :But it isn't being done to find 
out attitudes of people toward 
"land claims or to determine nego- 
tiating strategies, aid Susan Sieg. 
"Oh, no. Quite the opposite. 
We want to find out where we 
should start, to find the general 
level of understanding," she 
added. 
This is the first tune federal 
land claims negotiators have 
commissioned such a survey. 
B.C. residents were phoned last 
month. 
The survey was conducted by 
Summerhill Research, a division 
of Decima which is one of the 
major public opiniou SUrvEy com- 
panies in the country. 
Protest 
planned 
TERRACE - -  Queensway area 
homeowners have called a meet- 
ing for this Saturday to 
organize a mass appeal of 
recent property value assess- 
ments there. 
They're meeting at 10 a.m. 
Jan/23 in the Thorohill Com- 
munity Centre. 
Some property owners say 
they're planning to protest the 
assessments. 
They claim the figures don't 
reflect the drop in property 
values residents blame on the 
area's sewage problems. 
Health ministry officials or- 
dered some residents last year 
to clean up failed septic systems 
in the area. 
The problem has put the 
Queensway area on the last two 
consecutive lists ,, of pe_~i~ 
'~i'tes around the province, and 
• the area is to be cited a third 
time when the quarterly report 
is next released later this 
month. 
POST-CHRISTMAS FEED, Discarded Christmas trees were reduced to chips last week as 
the city tried a new way of dealing with the festive season's cast-offs, The residue has been 
added to compost piles at the landfill site and that compost will be used on local park flower 
beds or sold to residents. Above, Trevor Olson feeds the chipper another tree while Shayne 
Ems waits his turn to do the same. 
Christmas shredded 
TERRACE--  Your old Christmas tree could end The compost project is being carried out by 
back in yourgarden this summer. Uplands Nursery under a two-year agreement 
But if it does, it will be it) the form of co)npost, with the city. That deal sees the city provide the 
That's possible because of a change the city composting material while the nursery is 
made this year in the way it handled discarded responsible for handling it once it's there. 
Christmas trees. Gare said the city will also get sonic of the 
Environmental health services head Don Gate resulthlg compost which can then be used by the 
explained in past years the trees had been col- parks department. Uplauds plans to sell the rest 
lected as part of the regular garbage pickup, locally which is how your tree could end up corn- 
Once at the dump, they had been buried with ing back. 
the rest of the refuse or burned. Gore said burying Pleased with the way things went, he suggested 
resulted in using up the landfill's capaeily more the city will likely stick with the new system in 
quickly than necessary or desirable while burning future years. 
created an airpollution problem. And, given there was a possibility the provincial 
Under the new system, the trees were collected Waste Management braach could one day outlaw 
through as special city-wide pick up and piled all landfill bumi)]g, Gate said chipping might be- 
separately at the dump. ................... come theway allwood waste was:handled. 
.They were then put through a chipper and the In the meaiitlm'e;~shredding~:~rjsllt~.tt, e.esf~as~: 
chips added to compost piles already in place at in line with the city's push to persuade local rest- 
the dump. "This is a much better way to do it," dents to reduce their weekly garbage production 
Gare added, by composting where possible. 
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CITY BEAT 
Playground upgrade planned 
THE PARKSIDE PARENT advisory conunittee watlts the city's 
hel I) m improving the demEntary school's playground. 
In a letter to council, chairman Auna BEddie said the group wants to 
replace some existing equipment and add new features to the facil- 
ity. 
She said the equipment would cost nearly $27,000, a further 
$12,600 would be spent on site preparation and a further $1,000 
would be needed for garbage cans, picnic tables and benches. 
Pointing out the parents had raised $14,000 themselves and 
received $10,000 from the school district, Bcddie invited the city to 
add some dollars of its own. In making the suggestion, she pointed 
out the playground was increasingly used by neighbouring children 
and other local residents taking family outings along Howe Creek. 
The request has been referred to council's recreation committee and 
city officials will also discuss the matter when they meet with the 
school board Feb. 15. 
North Thomas rezone sought 
ANOTHER North Thomas St. property owner is seeking rEzouing 
to allow subdivision of her property. 
DorEen Byng has asked council to approve an RI single family 
residential for her land located oil the west side of the street be- 
tween Twedle and Hall)well Ayes. 
She has submitted i)laus showing the inunediate creation of three 
lots, one of wliich will include the existing house, with the pos- 
sibility of developing a further eight lots iu the future. 
Last year council gave Herb Quasi the go-ahead to subdivide his 
North Thomas property by rezoning it R1. At thai time, it also 
chauged the Official Connuuuity Plait designation of all properties 
north to Hall)well to RI so as to facilitate future subdivision 
proposals. Byng's is the first sittce that change. 
The request has been referred to the newly formed planning coin- 
mittee. 
Retiree wants a break 
A LOCAL RESIDENT who wants to pursue woodworking in his 
retirement has asked council to waive its building regulations so he 
can build a workshop. 
Eldon Rcay plaus to erect a 24ft. square workshop at the back of his 
Keefer St. property. However, he pointed out, he cannot fit it into 
what is defined as the "buiidable area" under city by-laws because 
it would overlap the house. 
HE has thEreforE asked the city to grant a variancE. If that were ap- 
proved, the workshop would be located so the back of it was five 
feet from his rear property line. The planning committee has been 
asked to look into the matter. 
Drop-in centre needed 
THE COMMUNITY'S mentally handicapped nEEd, but do not have 
a drop-in centre, says local resident Pat McKinnon. 
And she'd like the city to hE! l) change that. 
"How about raising money for a suitable building and organizing 
self-governing bodies to man it under a paid attenda ut," McKinuou 
suggested in a letter to council, adding ~ose who would benefit 
were eager to support he project. 
ThE matter was referred to the newly fonnEd Housing and Social 
SErvicEs committEE of  council. 
• proclamations annroved 
"COUNCll~LORS'h~ve',iigi:ecd to eclare FEb. 20-26 Muir)cultural 
Week in Terrace and Friday, March 5 as Sport Day. hitended to 
recognize the importance of amateur sports to most British Colum. 
bians, this will bE the first time a Sport Day has been observed. 
2ND TIRE 1/2 PRICE ON GOODYEAR'S BEST 
(Until Jan. 30th) 
INVICTA GS Size 
P165/80R13 XNW 
P175/80R13 XNW 
2nd tire 2nd tire 
Price half price INVICTAGS Size Price half priq 
s109.99 =54.50 P185/80R13XNW =122.00 s61.00 
=118.00 =59.00 P185/75FI14XNW =126.00 =63,00 
153995 9£} ALL SNOWTIRES :$; oo  AQUATRED STARTING 
FROM 3 0 %  5 0  WORKHORSE Get up to $100 rebate when you 
DECATHLON - % Size Price trade in your set of 4 tires for 
Whitewall Size Price 235/75915 C6 OWL '99.00 Aquatreds. Ask about Aquatreds 
P155/80R13 XNW '39.95 
P165/80913 XNW '45.95 OFF 215/85916 D80BL =107.00 unique design and warranty. 
875R165 D80BL *120.00 
P175/80913 XNW '50.95 e - S to  P185/80R13 XUW %3.95 Whil ck Lasts 285/85916 ElO OBL '121.00 
31X1050R15 B4 OWL =123.00 
P195/75R14 XNW =55.95 A 
.. "rire sale ends Jan. 30, 1993, Call for additional izes and sale prices. No cash down. P ) 
interestwith up to four months to pay on credit card purchases exceeding $250,00. Get $100 
trade in rebate for 15" tires, $80 for 14", $60 for 13". Earn I AIR MILE for every $4 spent ; 
on tires and service. Ask your i :, 1 
F . .~ l .x . .~H. .  ,..6^=o.,i : i  ~ ! ~ i~ 
635-4344 
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CONTROLLED 
Special thanks to 
all our 
contributors and 
correspondents 
for their time and 
talents. 
Recessions, depressions and economic 
downturns do more than rip the fabric of 
modern day society. They also play havoc 
with the institutions and connections that 
make up the grounding of that society. 
Woodward's is one such example. A 
B.C. company, it played an ~mportant part 
in provincial history. Its gutting is tragic. 
Another important business is the Hud- 
son's Bay Company, the pre-eminent en- 
terprise that defined things Canadian 
several centuries before there was a coun- 
try called Canada. 
The Hudson's Bay Company is little 
known nowadays in the northwest, despite 
its all consuming influence in the last 
century. It established trading posts and 
waypoints at strategic locations along the 
rivers and lakes which were treated, fol- 
lowing the native way, as waterborne high- 
ways of commerce. Fort St. James was one 
of those as was Fort George which is now 
Prince George. Hudson's Bay also estab- 
lished posts at Babine Lake and at the 
mouth of the Stikine. Fort Simpson, for in- 
stance, is now called Port Simpson. 
As times changed, so did the the Hud- 
son's Bay Company as it became part of a 
larger retail empire. Many stores in the 
mid-1980s were converted to Zellers oper- 
ations. Others, primarily those in the far 
northern parts of the country, were bought 
by former employees and were called The 
Northern. 
And now The Northern in Old Hazelton 
is closing as o f  the end of January. Its 
building is ancient and the store is un- 
profitable. The closure ends a historical 
connection dating back to 1866 when the 
Hudson's Bay Company first opened a 
trading post at the Wet'suwet'en village of 
Hagwilget in the Hazeltons. 
By 1900 the post was a main supply con- 
nection to interior Hudson's Bay Company 
operations and by 1903 it was called "one 
of the most important in the district," ac- 
cording to cornpany archives. Too many people 
It would be tempting to dismiss the 
closure as just another sign of the times. 
Some might say .that those businesses 
which cannot survive, should disappear. 
But it is important o remember the place 
the •Hudson's Bay Company and The 
Northern has in this area's history. Without 
the Hudson's Bay Company, the north 
would be a much different place. 
Land for everyone 
So, the city has withdrawn five lots from things. One is that the pleasure of a view 
a subdivision it developed on Birch bench, can be limited by those who already enjoy 
~Why.:~ererha'~e,been complm~ahg?ng ~ one. The ~other, ~s that the~Clty accepts the 
~of thea.h~mes; bmlv"m~the subd~!st~., ~.s~gf.,,~ theory that those who can. afford a wew d~d 
so to look down on modular homes and not 
across the street from one. 
Any restriction by the city is disappoint - 
ing r It should be.doing its utmost to pro- 
vide as much landas possible for more af- 
fordable housing. Not everybody" fits the 
stereotypical single iresidential : home im- 
• age. A city that encourages high standard 
modular housing is one that will be  repaid 
with a•stable and balanced population. 
th'd "m0dufA'r :type. ' It  wasn ' t  wanted by 
those who had stick homes built on the lots 
they bought or were planning on building. 
They say modular homes devalue sur- 
rounding property ahd do not want 
anymore up there: 
The city is. contemplating • a restriction 
limiting/new homes to stick built' ones 
w,~en the ,!rts are put back off the:market. 
From this we can assume a couple of 
depend upon fast 
diminishing wood 
VICTORIA ~ Corky 
Evans is up to his keesters in
meetings these days, and he 
wishes it was timber. From the 
Stop'naval gazing 
Evans is chairman of the Oa pilal 
B.C. Legislatur's all-party 
standing committeeon ~'.~i : I~0:~ HU b~rt. B-,,v~"r 
. forestry, wMch is hoidtnff ~. .............. ~.:~.,.- .. .. ........... .. 
once and further cuts are ex- 
pected. 
Such reductions inthe allow- 
able cut don't, of course, af- 
fect only the smail'remanufac- 
turing fii'ms, but cut deeply 
into the operations of the big 
companies. 
In the last three years alone, 
the number of International 
Wo0dw0rker~ of America 
(IWA) jobs lost on Vancouver 
Island as aresult of mill 
closures in Victoria, Lake 
Cowichan, Sooke, Nanaimo, 
Port Alberni and Tahsis is 
estimated at3,000. 
The two sectors are competi- 
ng for the same diminishing 
wood supply which gives 
credence to Evans' suspicion 
that the little guys are being 
• prcssuredby the big firms into 
staying away from the com- 
mittee hearings. 
The picture !sewhere in 
BritishColumbia s equally 
bleak: too little lumbertogo 
around. In Williams Lake, the 
local Share Group, a coalition 
of stakbholders in the forest 
industry, has called on the 
chamber of commerce totell 
its. members that what happens 
to the forest industry happens 
to everybody. 
Share groups have a wide- 
ranging membership, compris- 
ing forest workers, 
housewives, business people 
and community leaders. And 
they want to send a message to 
the business community in
general tharthey have to join 
the fight for adequate lumber 
supplies, unless they want to 
see their towns go down the 
meetings around the province 
to find out what's ailing the 
industry's remanufacturing 
,sector. 
Remanufacturing is that part 
of the forest industry which 
takes raw lumber, re-mills or 
refines it into products uch as 
panels, shelving, window 
frames and similar value- 
added items. 
Many industry officials be- 
lieve that the remaiiufacturing 
sector is the only part of the 
forest industry that can be ex- 
pected to create new jobs in 
the future, but there is a prob- 
lem - -  lack of wood. 
The other problem is that 
few representatives of the 
remanufacturing dustry are 
actually coming out to the 
meetings. 
Evans says he has reason to 
believe that the operators of 
remanufacturing plants, most- 
ly small outfits, are being in- 
tim!dated by the big com- 
panies. And if that is so, he 
says, it's nothing short of 
blackmail. 
But some firms have been 
represented at !he public hear- 
ings of the committee. Among 
them was Roy Summerhayes, 
president of the Vancouver Is- 
land Association of Wood. 
Processors. 
Summerhayes says there are 
an estimated 100 small wood 
remanufacturing firms on 
Vancouver Island alone, 
employing about 1,000 people. 
The future of the remanufa'c- 
turing sector, he told the com- 
mittee in Victoria last week, 
k, as threatened bythe steadily 
dwindling timber supply. Van- 
eouver Island's allowable an- 
nual cut has been reduced 
smokers. 
Equally incomprehensible, 
scrubbing of football field- 
sized naval ship decks is still 
done on hands and knees. 
With a sponge. Headquarters 
seems never to have heard of 
mops; with handles. Maybe 
they requisition their cleaning 
tools from Uzbekistan or 
Bangladesh where brooms are 
whisks. Or perhaps mop hand- 
les are stockpiled for use as 
limbo poles when the navy 
goes ashore during NATO. ex- 
ercises in the Carribean. 
Campbell may reduce the 
uppityness of navy hierarchy. 
And what an improvement 
that would be. But a navy that 
clings to antiquated tradition 
like barnacles to a rusting hull 
tube. 
Summerhayes told the com- 
mittee the most urgent thing 
the remanufaeturing dustry 
needs is some commitment 
from government that it is 
wanted. And theproper signal 
wouldbe tomake sure that he 
industry has a:secure supply of 
wood;- 
The small firms, he said, 
could pickup a lot of the slack 
in the overall industry, if itis 
allowed tO expand. 
"I don't believe one two-by- 
four should leave this province 
if there is one person in British 
Columbia who can process it 
further," Summerhayes said. 
Gary Brookes, a self- 
employed logger from Sooke, 
told the committee he has been 
making a living from leftovers 
and smalltimbcr licences for 
years. He said he Could ex- 
pand his operation, but there's 
no timber available. 
Evans told me he was dis- 
appointed that only so few op- 
erators hoWed up at thehear - 
ings. He had expected people 
to line up to be heard. 
"We are discussing the 
wealth of the province, and I
would think that anyone wit h a 
stake in the industry would 
beat a path to the committee's 
door." 
Welcome to 'politics, Corky; 
The long and,the short Of it is 
that too many people are " 
depending for their survival on 
the same, ever-diminishing 
resource, and they'll do any- 
thing to come out the winner. 
What's more, yon can't really 
blame them. 
By appointing the first ever 
female minister of defence, 
Prime Minister Mulroney has 
thrown military tradition off 
kilter. While:the navy's teeter- 
ing in shock, Kim Campbell 
should topple some of their 
antiquated conventions and 
mindless protocol. 
For instance, One morning an 
ailing recmitdonncd bluejeans 
and T-sliort to Visit the base 
doctor after Spending the night 
crampcd:with.  Severe ab- 
dominal pains which he right- 
ly guessed to be acute appen- 
dicitis. But before the doctor 
would examine him, he was 
ordered to go home and return 
in'uniform. ' 
The navy w0uldwelcome 
any amount of expensive up- 
dating from nuclear-powered 
submarines to modern helicop- 
ters, In the meantime, less 
costly more personal'issues 
need to be dealt iWiih?to.im- 
prove daily livds:oflordinary 
seamen. . 
For starterS;.  Campbell 
should test wear the service's 
uniforms on a'sub-zero morn- 
fake fur currently supplied 
serves best as a chamois for 
buffing the hatchback. 
Laundering costs less than 
dryeleaning. Yet ship,s per- 
sonnel are expected to make 
the trip to work wearing'full 
uniform, even walking 
through Halifax or Victoria 
slush and mud. Despite ob- 
vious traffic hazards to white 
uniforms, regulations forbid 
dressing in Levis or other 
casuals. Even seamen who 
ride back and forth ~o Work on 
motorcycles are expected to 
don knife-pleated trousers and 
shirts with tics under any pro- 
:teetivc lcather. A commander 
• with common sense would zap 
that rule before he went out to 
lunch, 
~goH otrfsm~.~ " J . .l I V~c~ ~' f~ I l 
, WI4oLP- tOoRt.l:> ~ 
t ~lq, I'1 r t .  . 
ing with h windchill of 65 be- ^ . . . .  . . . .  won't welcome it. 
• ... , .  . .. . on anomer laCK, fiespne vi- lOW. ~ne:u  instantly learn . . . ~ : ~ " . 
t .  _~^~ ..'CL~'L~..~=.:._¢.__ , . uenc¢  tonacco  causes  cancer ,  ' 
wna[  l l l l~ l l - l i l "  i l d l~ l~ '|li~lU-~/,~ LU .~ "' '" I* . =- -  : 
t : '  ~ : . . . . .  " me navy seus c~garettes on at mn - -  mat uncovereu ears . • . .., : , . . . .  . , . .., . . . .  -, : o 't~oara stop at me auty free ln- trceze ~anors tanomg tour. :.•~ . . . .  , . . . . .  ..... . .... . . -. cenuve price ot :~13u per 
hour watches ~on.wmd swept ..... 'ack :'~ - ' 
decks wear qoqui~si"ihough: P..," :::C/. 
weather may.cattier a parka : Why? , : . i  
hood snugged about the face) Campbell:would d0 well to 
not casually tossed back Miss follow theleadof etty councils 
Piggy fashion. Ears must pick who : discourage: puffing, 
up commands barked frdm be- Declareienhre navy ships and 
low. ~ ~ ~-', docks NO smoking zones, 
Campbell Should muster the 'Educate smokers to abandon 
courage to issue. Winter caps their expenswe, unhealthy ad- 
withearflapS~:thai w:6r~."Thb diction. Reeruit"only non- 
I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  /~ ~:~; .~,~"  . . . . . . . . .  ~.. ~, ~ ,~Td~:3 .  ~_' ~- -~,  ~,~ 
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to'hogs' From eggs 
Life cycle 
explained 
TERRACE -- It's like having 
kids. 
You give birth to them, raise 
them with loving, tender care and 
then theyleave home. 
:But  atthe Deep Creek hatchery, 
they know they'll be back cue 
day.~ :) ! . 
Of course; it'll be a few years 
efore•the prodigals reappear in 
the watcrs of the Kalum or Cedar 
rivers, but those involved in the 
hatchery can wait. 
That's because the retunn sig- 
nals the beginning ofa i~ew cycle, 
one that ensures the world's 
largest Salmon continue to 
flourish andjustifies the facility's 
existence. 
: The cycle begins in late sum- 
mer, say s hatchery manager 
Jorma Jyrkk~nen. 
That,'s 'when hatchery staff and 
volunteers head out to the Cedar 
Rivet,:a tributary of the Kalum, to 
gather'chinook eggs and semen. 
: A month later, Kalum stocks 
are the target of the same opera- 
tion. 
The objective is to collect 
:150 000 eggs from Cedar salmon 
~nd" 225,00 from the Kalum 
:giants. , 
The  collection complete, eggs 
and :semen are mixed together 
back at the hatchery. 
: Jyrkkanen explains emen from 
two different males is used to 
guard against infertility problems 
that might occur if only one's was 
used. 
That  done, he says, 2.8 litres of 
fertilized eggs are then put into 
each of the hatchery's Heath trays 
(photo at right) where they in- 
cubate and eventually hatch. 
Hatching takes about four 
nonths. From that point on, the 
miniature salmon feed by absorb- 
ing the yolk sac. 
Once the sac is exhausted, the 
fish's stomachs closes and they 
are ready to be moved into the 
i ugei!: stainless steel Capilano 
roughs in the next room. 
In ,the case .of the eggs har~- 
Vested lasfsnniiner, that will,hal 
. " ~ , - ~ .:-:e~:~¢" ~. .  ,~cnan abouta week s tree. ~'= 
~ ~:~a~'ai'~vhe" the'work reall. 
starts; 
"Once they're there, they have 
to:,be fed every hour and the 
Screens have to be cleaned every 
day," Jyrkkanen otes. 
Thatcontinues for approximate- 
~' erght months, he adds. 
Alth0ugh the hatchery used to 
, •move the salmonids into the out- 
:d0or holding ponds in early sum- 
i ~ • ~ aer, he says they waited until the 
first week of September last year. 
The change was partly because 
: - the  federal DFO wanted the fish 
to  be smaller when eventually 
~-~ into local rivers, and 
:ause of the fish's sus- 
to disease under the 
h 
:Jyrkkanen points out the switch 
did succeed in reducing losses to 
disease. 
There were other benefits too. 
Because the fish do not develop 
as quickly if held longer in the 
oughs, they 
much food 
; ponds. 
tease period 
Ld they are 
could have 
e ponds in 
don't coal- 
wild stock 
ter, 
Cedar and 
; from late 
• .pending on 
the fly. 
~urrently in 
:rned, they 
fired them- 
bre the late 
'.ry can con- 
ing beyond the end of 
. . . .  The 
.start 
7eople 
" \ \  
,i • ~! =• 
BEFORE AND AFTER. Compare the size of Jorma Jyrkkanen's 
hand to the tray above, realize there are literally thousands of 
miniscule salmon in the tray, look at the photo below where Jyrk- 
kanen is seen cradling a Kalum monster during the annual egg- 
•£ 
f , 
semen collection and all that gtves you an idea of just how much 
growing those fiddlers do. Jyrkkanen estimates that 'hog' below 
weighed in at around 70-80 Ibs but had probably lost as much as 
20 per cent of its weight during its two months back in the river. 
I Stories by MALCOLM BAXTER 
Call goes out 
for volunteers 
Deprived of money by the fed- 
eral government and therefore 
reduced to a single employee, the 
Deep Creek Hatchery is in 
desperate need of volunteer help. 
And the . Terrace Volunteer 
Bureau is attempting to fill that 
vital gap. 
Co-ordinator L0vina Taylor 
:S~i~d ~ "tli6 .:~bur'6au -:~,would be 
While feeding the fish is a 
major task, volunteers are also 
needed' for less obvious tasks 
such as book-keeping and equip- 
ment maintenance: 
Those are the type of jobs that 
need to be done but for which the 
hatchery has no money. 
"Needs like this are c0mong ' up,  
all the time," Taylor pointed out,:. 
Even DFO's own at a loss over cut 
'hi~hliglitin~ l'th~?iplight : of the ,' "adi]ing the66reau'/; ligf 6fii6tcn- ' 
• haiehery : in  its regular, weekly" tial volunteers had grown from 
;'Volunteer Opportunity o f  the just 17 last September to just 
Week• .newspaper advertisement, short of 100 today. 
1 "W6 need as many volunteers As to who puts their name 
as wi~ can get," Taylor said of the down, she said some were new to 
Deep Creek drive, the community and saw volunteer 
• ,:: •,That's because once the fish are work as way of getting to know it 
"): mo'¢ed to the Capilano troughs -- while others were looking for 
, likel3~ next ~week -- they need to jobs and did volunteer work in 
:'~'befed e~ery hour, she explaified, the meantime. 
!(:Ands-that :translated to i30 Taylor said the bureau tried to 
~,6iUnieer.days. place people where they could 
: She sa~d volunteers were gain experience which might help 
: ~:..:~ needed to work between 8 a.m. them eventually f'md employ- 
. . . .  and4:30 p.m., seven days a week. ment. 
! : ::But that did not mean And there were already several 
::::!i::~: ,: Volunteeis were expected to work cases where working as a 
? [ all day. " I f  they can only work volunteer had assisted individulas 
'~ part of the day, that's fine," she in f'mding employment. 
I said. 
Barry Peters 
"I cannot explain the decision 
to close the hatchery." 
Those were the words of one of 
the federal Department of 
Fisheries own at last week's 
chamber of commerce luncheon. 
Barry Peters is the DFO's com- 
munity advisor. As such, he has 
been and continues to be closely 
involved with the Deep Creek 
hatehcry. 
He also gets local school chil- 
dren involved in fish stock con- 
servation by helping put together 
in-class raising of fry. 
That includes arranging for the 
students to eventually release 
their fish into local Streams like 
Herman Creek, a tributary of the 
Lakelse. 
"It seems almost incredible," 
he said of last year's decision by 
the DFO to cut off its annual 
grant o Deep Creek. 
However, he conceded the local 
hatchery's rearing costs were 
higher than others when ex- 
pressed in "per fish" terms and it 
was probably on that cost effec- 
tiveness argument DFO had de- 
eided to cut off Deep Creek's 
money. 
But that decision does not mean 
the hatchery need die nor that 
DFO will not come up with 
money next year. 
Peters said he hoped the Ter- 
race Salmonid Enhancement 
Society's fund raising efforts 
would'succeed this year and that 
financial support from the local 
community would persuade the 
federal government to "come up 
with more", 
He said that kind of arrange- 
ment had worked in the past in 
other paris of the province. 
The local guiding association, 
he added, had already thrown its 
support behind the campaign to 
save the hatchery by promising a
$1,000 donation. 
During its 10 years of opera- 
tion, Peters said Deep Creek had 
worked almost exclusively with 
rearing chinook from the Kalum 
and Cedar Rivers and echo from 
Dry Creek. 
He also pointed out information 
the hatchery personnel collected 
during their work had been used 
by the Canadian government in 
fish catch quota negotiations with 
the Americans. 
In response to a question, Peters 
said the provincial government 
had not to date provided any 
money whatever towards the cost 
of running the hatchery. 
Guns and 
avalanches 
Artil lery will be 'used to 
set off  avalanches early. 
Setting the snow sl ides 
o f f  early helps keepthe  
roads and railway clear. 
Hel icopters used to do 
that bydropp ing  bombs,  
But the  artil lery guns 
are better ~- because they  
can fire during storms. 
Back into 
the ground 
Our old Christmas trees 
are being recycled this 
year. 
The city is chipping 
them. The  machine that 
chips them turns them 
into compost.  
The  compost  will be 
spread On parks in town. 
End this 
charade 
Dear  Sir:. 
Too often I hear that Indians 
benefit too much from the 
government. 
How about the latest 
privilege. Indians can sell fish. 
Tell me now, how is it that 
when the little Indian did sell 
fish he was slandered with 
prosecution charges. 
In my opinion I see some 
council leaders as fronts. The 
govenunenta allow them rights 
and grants to them money as a 
way of holding them back 
while the government logs the 
crown land as fast as it can. 
Then, as soon as the land is 
deemed worthless and un- 
productive, it is given back to 
the Indians. 
I seen an end to the Indian 
charade. The govermnent will 
leave the land alone and let go 
of the Indian people. 
My great leaders won't have 
anyone to depend on for 
money, but they may be dead 
by then.. 
Then what about the chil- 
dren. These old relics in office 
seem to be all out for them- 
selves. They may deny the al- 
legations, they'd be stupid not 
to. 
After all is said and done I 
am still proud to be Indian. I 
am proud because of my 
heritage. 
Mary-Ann Williams Jr. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Giving 
forever 
Dear Sir: 
Many people say that Christ- 
mas is a time when people 
want to do good things for 
others....but I don't agree. 
True;-people arergenerous at
Christmas time. They see the 
need in our community and 
want to do something to help. 
This past year we were able to 
help over 360 families with a 
Christmas hamper. 
We gave away over 700 toys 
to children and over 600 
Christmas bags to shut-ins and 
people in institutions. We were 
also able to serve Christmas 
dinner to over 25 single people 
on Christmas day as well as 
give them a hamper. 
It is true that many, many 
people came to volunteer their 
time with wrapping ifts, pack, 
ing Christmas bags, making up 
hampers and helping with the 
administration. 
It is also true that good 
people allowed us the use of 
their building which made dis- 
tribution a breeze. 
I know it is true that many 
offices decided to forgo the 
usual Christmas gift exchange 
and donate the money toward 
helping the less fortunate but I 
still do not believe that people 
want to do good things for 
others at Christmas time. 
I bclieve they want to do 
them all year round....but at 
Christmas they have the op- 
portunity. 
This is my third year in Ter- 
race and I don't think I have 
ever been anywhere quite like 
it before. People are com- 
munity minded and sensitive to 
the needs of others which 
makes my job so much easier 
and much more rewarding. 
I would say thank you on be- 
half of all of the people who 
benefited from your generosity 
over the last year and wish you 
all the best in 1993. However, 
I would also like to encourage 
you to continue in doing good 
things for others and allow 
yourself to retain the Spirit of 
Christmas all year ound. 
You will find that God will 
bless you and you will feel bet- 
ter toward the world and 
people around you and they 
will feel better about you. 
May God continue to bless 
you and yours this year. 
Sincerely, 
Mike Hoeft, 
Lieutenant, 
The Salvation Army, 
Terrace, B,C. 
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Well-known name arrives 
Restaurant nearly rea.dy 
NEW SIGN says it all as Denny's gets ready to 
open in the former Heartland restuarant location at 
the Sandman Inn, That's Kevin Bilinsky of Pare 
Sign Shop from Oliver, the company that erected 
the sign. 
Orenda 
land buy 
moving 
along 
cials~.~ha,v~grcled in principle lo l l  
sell Orelt:~l~ Fdrest Products land I 1 
for its platmed, pulp and paper 
mill. 
But a final decisioa on price 
won't come until the company 
gains final applroval for its $41'0 
million plan, regional : Crown 
lands minister iJim Yardley Said 
last week; 
He said the ;ovemment will at- 
tach conditions to the sale of the 
approximately .170ha- Orenda 
wants .  
"We are still reviewing the ap- 
plication;to purchase the land," 
said Yardley, "Assuming the mill 
gets final approval through the 
Major Projects Review Process, I .' 
can't see any reason why they l
• t . } 
could not purchase it.' . ' l I 
"When the :approval coines H 
through, then v~c'll deal with the l '1 
. } , .  ) ,  . 
questtonofevalpat~on, he sat& I [ 
Conditions attaehedto the salel I 
would ensure t~e laud is:devel- 
oped for the mill, said Yardhy. 
The province has hired an inde- 
pendent appraiser who has come 
up with a price!for the land. 
Orendd's plaimed mill will oc- 
cupy only a small portioacf the 
170ha. It want~ the rest to act as a 
buffer tO ensure there is a pure 
and stable soulce of  groundwater 
for the mill. 
Bottles 
return: 
' TERRACE ~ Milk sold ]tt one 
iitre gl~ss bottles is provi,g so 
popular at Terrace Co-op it's hard 
to keep the product in stock, say s
a Co-op worker. 
"We have  cnsto lue ls  who 
phone and if there' isn't arty, they. 
won't buyuntil it Comes in,"said 
Karen Kaptie. ~ 
"They say It keeps colder and 
tastes better than tit the other eott- 
' tainers,", she added. 
Dairylattd~inkoduced the glass 
bottles last No~ember. 
" I t  just goes like ,crazy, •Maybe 
it's a remindcLof the ro idd i iys , "  
Baptie said.,, ::, ,~ ' : ,  L 
The store i:harges. a bottle 
deposit, refuhded Whm the 
cleaned boric lsrelunted. 
The bottles are picked up. attd 
returned to Daityland. for use 
again . . . . .  , 
The product does cost more 
than milk in eard[~?rd cotttalners 
but ~i~ prlcei:]Si imtl d~te~r[itig 
demand, said Baptle. 
d" 
. . • ,•  / , , , J  
• " : . ,-' " i 
. . ,~ 
Sandman next 
for a new look 
TERRACE ~ A $750,000 
renovation project is scheduled 
for completion later this week 
when a Denny's restaurant opens 
ils doors here. 
The 24-hour, full-service stab- 
iishnteut is going in at the Sand- 
nlan hut, in the space once oc- 
cupied by the Heartland 
restaurant. 
There are 126 seats attd 
Denny's presidentTom Gaglardi 
expects to serve between 6,000 
and 7,000 people aweek. 
The restaurant is owned by 
Dencan Restaurants Inc. and is 
connected to Northland 
Properties, which owns the Sand- 
man chain. 
"It's a perfect marriage. Sand- 
man is a budget chain, targeted at 
families, seniors, tours, travelling 
salesman. Deuuy's is the same," 
said Gaglardi. 
He said Northland began look- 
ing for a new restaurant concept 
because its Heartland restaurants 
where old and served maiMy 
Sandman customers. 
"They weren't profitable. We 
decided we need something else 
and Denay's fit," Gaglardi 
added. 
Deucan has the Denny's rights 
to Western Canada but is con- 
cenlratit~g now in converting its 
Heartland restaurants. 
The first conversion took place 
last November in Williams Lake 
and at least 12 more will take 
place. Dencan also has plans for 
free standing outlets. 
Denny's is a franchise operation 
owned by a South Carolina corn- 
patty and there are 1,400 
restaurants across North America. 
The restaura ttt here will employ 
65 people, half of whom will bc 
fall time. 
The opening of the restaurant 
will be followed by a $2.50,000 
renovation tothe Sandman. 
. . " • . . •  / 
AM/FM 
cassette. 
: /  
-o--,, i BAND DANCE 
Saturday, February 6, 1993 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
Cocktails 7:00-  8:00 
Hot Buffet 8:00 - 9:00 
Music & Dancing 9:00 on 
NEW DANCE FLOOR!! 
TICKETS 
*30.00 per person 
Available at 
• Sight & Sound, Safeway • Fields 
Block Reservations Available 
Call 635-3315 
Solid high-strength 
galvanized steel box floor. 
, , ,  ' ! .  
G , ' 25 MPG" : "  
\ 
night--. " -" 
,/:= -, , . 
oweg 
All season 
steel-belted 
radials. 
. n t .~ ,  ;t 
- .  L 
Single panel 
,steel tailgate: 
[ t ir- 
" - I 
Wiiieh~mbii~tdd .......... i ., 
ful l  size spare tire. -.:.  
,..-: ::,:?. 
~.~.. ~Recessed ',:f~, 
i-, :[ : .u~,~:h, 
, ..... : , .  
", e: - i'-: 
DOES '8995' 
ET YOU THESE DAYS? 
] 
W H A T ' S  M 0 RE:  
The Chevy S-10 Tahoe ~ / f f ~ ~ : ~ .  
and GMC Sonoma SLE ~ ~ ' ~  -~-----~-~. 
Extended Cab come with 
more great features, 
including a"gt it" Y 2"8I~ V'6 ,Sll,9 
: anldlinterio~p lc khge.!:i 
InCludes F~ei; # t and:/PDI. 
L 635-494I '  " , 2', ~.(-'i 
~3q )
Vehicles mugbe ptlrchased tx0m deale'r Inventory, Dealer 
mac  ' sell for |~k'tl. **BJifi~ oh q ' r~stmrt  Canada test meth- J / l l l lm " 
A lot more than you bargained for. 
Check out these standard features on the 1993 
GMC Sonoma and Chew $40, then check into what 
, the Competition has to offer. 
.i : And put it together for yourself. Whenyou get 
right do~ to it, no other compact ruck comescloSe, 
:: So  hurry into VourB:.Ci: GivI dealer now. BecaUse::::i 
get it whileybu can, 
;S IS ' i :  *" 
td 
- +: - :~  ! J  " 
i!::i!:i~:~i •,. •~y:•~•',:~ ~:~ 
!i•i:/ 
+?;.;.,, 
m i l l  
i;/~i: 
i~i.ili~ili?!ii;:!i~ii!~iiiiiiiii!iiiiiilili!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iil 
i!i!i~ii~i!~!~.!~iii~!iiii!i!iii!i!iiiiiiii!i 
ii~iii~ii!i!ii:ii~ili:iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!~i 
;ii ...... 
::::::::: 
!i!ii!i!i 
!ii!iiii! 
ii!iii!ii 
iiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiil; 
. . . . . . . .  . . , . , . .  
Eternity Ring 
14 Karat Gold +4990, 
Reg. 
$1032,95.,...SALE 
Elegant Diamond Dinner 
Ring 14 Karat Gold 
Re . $I  S2~OO.OO.,SaLE 199°' 
i!:i:!%1:!:i: 
Beautifully + Styled 
Engagement Rlng • 
Reg. . ~2390~ 
$585.95.,,...,SALE 
.Matching Wedding Band 
Reg. : . 
8178 .00  .......... SALE '+7900 
• " -8~,  
~,- - -~5+'"  , . [ -  . . . . . .  
Diamond Solitaire 
Engagement Ring 14 Karat 
Gold 0.25et 
~.  _4+_~, 
• - .%-:t  ,.~,~.. > I:il 
H 
Young Ladies Mlni 
Dlsmond Rings' I0 Karat 
Gold 
Reg. Sg~o~ 
8;79.95 ............ SALE. ."  "" 
. : : / . : : :•%, . i : . i . . . , : ! . .  ::.i:::i::!:!::!:! 
Diamond Dinner 
Ring 14 Karat (]old 
0,40ct~TW 
Reg. $,79Qo ~ ~I~O~.~....~ALE " ~ 
i;:: +i[ , i . i : i i . i  : i : i~?i~ i ;  ;; . : . i  I I I I IZ I I . .  : : : i :  
+ 
i 
I 
I 
J 
I 
i 
+ 
, One.Of-K/nd 
Genuine. Onyx 
Pendants In 
I0 Karat Gold. 
Reg. 
817'3.05 ....... ii. ..SALE '79°° 
' i .  v ,._._ 
i 
: / : i i i :  +: i::: i:!L:?)i:i:[:!•:. 
+ 
~ ~ Se iko  
: ,~ ! . Watches  
~!:':~!~'::~': : Gents Selko Quartz 
/ ;:i'~i!':i:!'i/~ ~ Reg,~ ~ $ IAO00:  
) "  : ............ "~ $295.00.SALE '~ '~ 
Gent's Selko Quartz 
Reg. r ' 15 9 00 
8310.O0..BALE 
Ladles' 5elko Quartz 
Reg, . ,109o0 
$220.00..SALE 
• Ladles' Selko Quartz 
Reg. +990o 
8199.00 ..... SALE 
i+i~i~iiii 
FREE DRAW/  
iiiiiiiii!!i!iiiii~i!iiiiiiiiiiiii!i:!iiiiiii!ii!i!!ii:~i~iii:~i! 
::::::::: 
i!i!iiiiii 
i!i~ili!:i 
iiiiiiii~ 
ii 10 Karat Gold 
Reg. +399ooiiiiiiiii 
$803.95 ....... SALE ......... 
! i .  . . . . .  
Gent's Syn Emerald Signet 
Rlng I0 Karat Gold 
Reg, 
S299.95,1,,.,SALE +1 4900 
:~"[ ' ..... " ~}~/  ii{}iil 
+ ~! l,~J ::iiil ~[~I 'l ,~ 
i:i " ' t ~ !:!:~1 
~:~:- . .  ;,.,die,' Des+ Wedding iiii 
Band 10 Karat Gold 
I 
'°+ ilil 
~+i~ ,; ............................................................... . i iiiiiiii:iiil .................................. ~ ,, 
" Wedding' Bands 
White GOid ;ith: Diamonds 
Reg . . . .  8299.  
8616,95,,,,,~ALE . . .  
GOLD 
CHAINS 
and Brace le ts  
lO -karat  ;go ld ,  Save  up  to . ,  
50% 
Of f .  
,,~ilttL:, 
Ladies' Uniquely Designed 
Dinner Ring with genuine 
Aquamarine & diamonds, 
14 karat gold, 
Reg. +3790 " 
8695.00 ........ SALE 
One Onlyl 
Bulova 
Fashion 
Watch 
Wine goblets, bowls, tea 
services, trays m,d more 
HOLLOWARE 
'+°  50% reduced up to ........... 
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Adrian 
heads 
east 
TERRACE -- Adriau Van de 
Mosselaer will trot be makiug 
auother attempt to get on coun- 
cil when November's 
municipal elections roll 
around. 
But that's only because he 
Won't be iu towu then. 
Van de Mosselaer put iu his 
last day at the local weather of- 
fice on Friday and is now in 
T0routo. 
The move results from his 
protnotion to head oFthe de- 
partmettt handling "data stau- 
dards and procedures," he ex- 
plained. 
, In his new role, lie Will be 
respousible for the type Of iu- 
formation collected by the At- 
mospheric Envirotmlent Ser- 
vice across the country. 
He will als0 look after liaison 
with other eouutries to eusure 
the Cauadian system remains 
coulpatible with those else- 
where. 
Vat! de Mosselaer said one 
attraction Of the job will be the 
opportunity to travel abroad, 
certaiuly to Wash'ington,.D.(~. 
and possibly ~:'the:/World 
body's headiluartets '~ iu 
Geneva, Switzerlalid. 
Whatever the attractious 'of 
tile new posting, however, he 
cotteeuea, ision to leave 
Terrace ffasu'.t an easy oue 
.And one of the eonsi, dera L
tioits that made it tough' was 
the kuowledge hewas passing 
up the Chance to seek a seat on 
council. :. 
(His 1990 bid failed'by, only 
a haudful o f  votes after two 
re~:0unts). ' 
~'I already had it all platmed 
out~" he ,, dihg he't 
ii6ula rly.I 0kiug f0! I 
to the  all-eaitdidates f t 
whd/e he had iutended to ask 
some tough questi0us. " ' 
• Although the new job will 
take hnn far front B.C., Vail de 
Mosselaer said his long-term 
plan,is to return to the province 
eventually. 
"You might even see me 
back here one day," he added. 
Van:  de Mossclaer has'been 
head of'weather st~i'viees here 
siilce June 1989 wheit he took 
over from George B!akey. ~: -~ 
Van de Mosselaer's owu re- 
plaeetnent will be a familiar 
name to mauy area residenL% 
Dan Morrisou: 
"Morrisott, who worked at the 
Terrace office during the 70s 
aud early 80s, retunts as 
officer:in-charge at the cud of 
next tu0nth. (
TERRACE ~ htvestigators are 
trying to deterntine what caused a 
Ceutral Mouutain Air DC-3 cargo 
plane to crash at a gold mine near 
Stewart last week. 
The crash killed both crew 
members ~ pilot Grant David 
John Webb and co-pilot Matffred 
Entest Harrichhausen. Both were 
36-year-old Smithers residents. 
The DC-3, an 18-seater aircraft 
converted to carry about three 
tounes of cargo, took off at 8:30 
a.UL Jan. 13 from the Brottsou 
Creek airstrip on the Iskut River 
bound for Wrangell, Alaska. 
It carried two 3,000-1b ags of 
gold ore. eonceutrate fronl Conl- 
inco's SNIP gold mine. 
"They took off, got into the air, 
nlade a runt attd then ran into 
trouble," said Stewart coroner 
G°-t id plane crashes 
Terry Heinricks. times. 
The plane rolled upside down 
attd then crash-landed on the icy 
bauks of rite Iskut River about 
500 yards from the end of the 
runway, he said. 
A "tremendous" fire ensued, 
Heinricks said, destroying the 
• plane. 
The temperature was about -15 
degrees Celsius attd the weather 
was clear at the time of the crash. 
The pilots flew the run between 
the mine and Wrangell several 
times a day. It was to be the first 
flight of the day. 
"This was a crew, that was very 
familiar with the airport, with the 
coudltions, attd with the route," 
Heinrieks added. 
Company officials esthnate 
Webb had flown the Wrangell- 
Bronson Creek trip about 2,500 
The crash came just three days 
before Ceutral Mountain Air's 
contract o service the milte site 
was to end. 
The DC-3 was the fourth Cen- 
tral Mountain Air plaue to go 
dowu in as many years. 
A DC-3 burned on the runway 
at Br6usou Creek after an engine 
fire May 21, 1989. 
Three crew tueuibt;rs and three 
passengers died when attother 
CMA DC-3 went down Apr. 4, 
1991 ou Thutade Lake, 250kin 
uorth of Slnithers. 
..Mid a pilot and three pas- 
seugers died Sept. 12, 1992 when 
a four-sealer Cessna 206 under 
charter from CMA crashed while 
attempthtg to laud at a remote 
Babiue River fishing camp. 
Claims deadline to c;hange? 
goveruments. 
Sieg said negotiators for the 
three parties do uot regard the 
March 1993 deadline as a fixed 
date that could cause problems if 
an agreement is not coucluded. 
"The three parties are still com- 
mitted to au agreemeut. They'are 
working toward that, to get it 
done," she said. 
Sieg said an announcement OU a 
deadliue extensiou is expected 
soon. 
Progress has beeu slower that) 
expected since negotiations be- 
gan. 
While there are what are called 
main table negotiations, the 
parties have also created a nuul- 
TERRACE ~ A Mar~'h deadline 
to have a preliminary Nisga'a 
laud claims deal completed could 
be exteuded, says a federal land 
claims official. 
"A l l  three parties have dis- 
cussed this at great leugth. Al- 
though they are making best ef- 
forts, it ntay not be possible to 
have au agreement in principle 
completed," said Susau Sieg last 
week. 
The discussious on extending 
the deadline took place during a 
uegotiating session here. 
The March deadliue is part of 
an agreement signed in 1991 be- 
tween the Nisga'a Tribal Couucil 
and the federal and provincial 
I BUYING A COMPUTER 
I WE WILL MAIL YOU A FREE BUYERS GUIDE SO 1:HAT 
I ~ YOU WILL STILL BE SMILING MONTHS LATER 
I ~ PRO-TIP:  Dont buy the 
• ~: '~  computer desk, before you buy 
i [ ~ I~  ~ y o u r  system you may find things 
• / / . ~ 1 ~ ' ~ " ~  wont fit the way you thought. , 
I ~ / / 3  f I PaO~ TERRRACE 1 
PRO-SAM COMPUTERS 
798-2491 
Continuing a Second We&i<i , :., 
Hear Ulrich Unruh present  
"THE BIBLE SPEAKS" 
Lectures 
Saturday's Topic 
• "How in the world:did we 
~, . : get into~this mess?" 
Time: Saturday, January 23, 7:17 p.m. 
Place: Seventh,DayAdventist Church 
3306 Griffiths Street 
(Behind Rainbow Inn, on Hwy. 16 West) 
Wed. Jan. 27- "The Man Who Was God" 
Sat. Jan. 30 -"You Can Live Forever!" 
Wed. Feb. - "Steps To Eternal Life" 
I Gift Bibles and,Books 
' AwardedN=ghtlyt • 
Lectures illustrated On the screen! 
For Further information, 
Phone 635-7313 
EnterY0ur Business Card 
t0 Win Dinner 0n. 
ber of working groups examining 
specific issues such as self 
government, health, education 
attd resources. 
Negotiatious also became com- 
plicated last year when the ['eder- 
ai government refused to sign an 
interinl protection measures 
agreeuleut uutil the province gave 
it assurances it had talked to 
people who would be affected. 
The interim protection 
measures agreement was finally 
signed wheu Victoria gave those 
assurances. 
This agreement gives the 
Nisga'a a say in resource devel- 
opment on their claimed laud 
leading up to a final settlement. 
Valentines Day 
Come watch the Super Bowl 
on our big screen Sunday  Jan. 31 "t 
i 
Propane heater 
blamed for blaze 
TERRACE ~ A propane heater 
is being blamed for a fire that 
destroyed a trailer in Thonlhill 
Friday monling. 
A plumber had put the heater 
under the trailer to thaw frozen 
pipes and apparently left it un- 
attended, assistaut Thomhill tire 
chief Guy Bela uger sa id. 
The sub-floor caught fire and 
the blaze spread quickly from 
there, he added. 
Firefighters were called out to 
the trailer at 3745 Pine St. at 11 
a.m. Jan. 15. 
"It was burning good when we 
got there," Belauger said, adding 
there was no chance of saving the 
home. 
The woman liviug in the trailer, 
Enuna Brochu, escaped without 
to jury. 
It was the third time in as many 
weeks that a tire destroyed a 
home in the area. 
Ou Jan. 3, Robert Robertsou 
and his 15-year-old son Kenneth 
narrowly escaped from a fire that 
gutted their Lanfear St. house. 
And on Dec. 30, five people 
died when the Burkett family's 
log house iu Thornhill burned. 
Belanger said firefightcrs have 
decided they will never con- 
elusively detennine what caused 
the Burkett house fire. 
"There was nothing left," he 
said. "The damage was too ex- 
tensive. There was uo couelusive 
evidence pointing us in auy direc- 
tion.' ' 
He noted that the concrete floor 
had been burnt white in spots, in- 
dicating a "very hot fire." 
The Lanfear blaze was linked to 
the house's wood stove. 
Q 
NEED To 
SoMETHINO ABOUT 
YoUR NEW 
oorvIMUNITY? 
 / 0me 0tt 
Phone Elaine 63`%3018 
Ph'6,ne Diana 638-8576 
Phone Gilllan 63,%3044 
Our hostess will brine gifts and 
greetings, alone with he!pful 
community information. 
THERE'S A COLD HEARTED 
THIEF IH YOUR HOME. 
It's lurking outside the back door. Or in the shadows of 
the basement. It 's the humming,  whirring, cl icking, old 
second refrigerator. And it's robbing you of  cold cash - 
an old inefficient second fridge can cost you up to 
$100 a year to run. 
WE'LL COME AND GET ITAND GIVE YOU $30!* 
We can take the problem of f  your hands: We'l l  p i ckup  
your old operating fridge (10 cu. ft. to 24 cu. ft. size) 
free o f  charge, dispose of  it in an environmental ly  safe 
manner  and send you a cool $30. 
To register in the Program, call the Refrigerator Buy-Back  
Hot L ine toll-free 1 -800-663-CASH (2274). In the 
Lower  Mainland, call 683-CASH (2274). 
% 
BChudro 
*B.C.Hydro reserves the right to change or cancel the rebate offei;at 
any time without prior notice• 
CALL FOR PROPOSALS 
NORTH COAST REGIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 
REQUIRES APPROXIMATELY 5,000 SQUARE FEET OF 
LEASED OFFICE SPACE IN ORDER TO ACCOMMODATE 
INCREASING ENROLMENT. 
PERSONS WISHING 
CONTACT'. 
ADDITIONAL. RMATIC INFO, , ,J ,~ 
: ' 
0na~ uorresp( 
"e:rrace; B :CI 
el.:-635-7944 
ax: 638-3649 
SEAL 4A TRIPLE I 
RECE,vL~, ,-~,.,.,,.,JRSIGN ED BY 
BY 3,P.Mi THE:LOWEST OR ANY PR( 
- .  ) ,  ACCEPTED.- .  
). Piersdorff 
Treasurer . . ,  , 
:istrict No. 88 (Terrace) i:: 
I=i, lJ!;:Kenney Str eet ::.: :~i~::~i~i; 
~errace, B.C.. 
ii!!ii!VeG 359. : --:-'!i!!!::ii~ 
Tea 635,4931; i .-~./.!ii~::i 
i 
In the bank 
ATMA SINGH MANHAS is one of the many volunteers help- 
ing out with the Terrace Churches Food Bank, The January 
distribution was held last week. In the background is another 
volunteer, Jake Drooger, 
River valley 
threatened 
TERRACE - -  The Tatshenshini 
River is becoming a wilderness 
threatened by its own popularily, 
a new study warns. 
The river is the focus of an in- 
ternational environmental 
campaign aimed at stopping a 
giant copper mine proposed for 
the area by Geddes Resources. 
The Tat, as it has become 
known, is located in the extreme 
northwest corner of B.C., acces- 
sible by road only from the 
Yukon. 
The study - carded out for the 
tourism ministry by SFU master's 
student Ethan Askey and profes- 
sor Peter Williams ~ examines 
recreational use of the 200- 
kilometre Tatsheushiui-Alsek 
river system. 
Recreational use of the river is 
up 200 per cent since 1989, ac- 
cording to the study's findings. 
More than 1,000 people visited 
the area last summer and 75 per 
cent of them were part of 
organized rafting tours that gener- 
ated an estimated $1.3 million in 
direct revenues. 
The study also surveyed visitors 
and rafting operators to find out if 
the increased use is destroying 
the wilderness values that make 
!lie area so popular. 
The most common complaints 
were of trampled vegetatioiL 
canq~fire scars, disruption of 
wildlife, human waste and litter. 
h~ereased encounters with other 
river users was also seen by some 
visitors as detracting from their 
"wilderness experience" 
"Any recreational use of the 
river will have some impact," 
Askey noted. "The challenge is 
to decide what is an acceptable 
impact, and to whom." 
Move, We Have Moved ~'~ 
or else 
TEILRACE - -  If vehicles parked 
on the road right-of-way cause 
1)roblems for snow clearing 
crews, they will be towed awa3'. . 'L 
That wanting comes '1'to hi city !~ 
engineering director Stew 
Christensen. 
"It 's not legal to pai'k iJn tlie 
road right-of-way," he explained, 
adding the city had taken out ad- 
vertisements advising the public 
of the winter-long regulation, 
He also pointed out "right-of- 
way" means anywhere between 
the property line on one side of 
the street to the property line on 
the other. 
h| other words, Christensen 
said, vehicles parked offthe street 
but on the grass verge were still 
on the right-ol:way. 
Prohibiting parking on the 
verge was necessary because that 
was where graders pushed the 
snow, he added. 
Although in years past as mat!y 
as 30 cars hadbeen towed in a 
single day, Christensen said the 
city had only had to tow a few so 
far this year. 
~Aithough the ci!y tries to warn 
people to move their vehicle be- 
fore !'ailing up the tow truck, he 
sa id  it depended on the circum- 
stances. 
.I1, ,for example, a vehicle was 
found parked in the downtown 
core during the night, it's u~dikely 
the owner would get any war|ring. 
Hosp.ice 
meet=ng 
Copper Mountain 
Electronics Ltd. 
3389 Hwy. 16 East Terrace 
Phone 635-9054 
~ ~ T.V. =~rVCR - Homeand C~i¢'Stere0'i~ C!D;"  
Auto Electrical Repairs and Installations j 
Putting It 
S imply . . .  
We Have It 
All!! 
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIGN 
TERRACE - -  Eleven board 
mEmbErs are to be elected and an 
executive deternriued at the Jan. 
26 annual general meeting of the 
Terrace Hospice Society. 
The aim of the society is to pro- 
vide support o terminally ill per- 
sons and their families at home or 
in the hospital. 
It is intended as a separate func- 
tion frmu palliative care at the 
hospital. 
While hoth activities support 
tenninally ill people, said society 
representative Amte Ansom~ the 
hospice group provides 
volunteers to support the dying 
and those experiencing the griev- 
ing process. 
The volunteers do |tot replace 
professional carE, she said, 
ThE annual general meeting will 
also give mforloation Oil s ,iety " 
affairs. A volunteer trainhtg ses- 
sion is anticipated this year'. - : 
The meeting takes place Jan. 26 
in the Mills MemorlalHospilal 
education room at 7:30-p.ni. 6,35-2976 
Th~. "registration fee, 
YOUR DECOR, 
, =,,ace Carpet Centre 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16W 
TERRACE 
1-800-665-1657 
Better management of the area 
is the key Io maintaining its high 
wilderness values, Askey said. 
The a|mwer is to not solely limit 
use, he said, but to also effective- 
ly manage the type, timing and 
distribution of use. 
"For exatnple, there is a risk 
that increased use by people who 
do not subscribe to a common set 
of wilderness values and who are 
not co||scientious about haw they 
behave will hann the unique so- 
cial and environmental features of 
this river system," he said. 
"We're in the enviable position 
of having a recreational river still 
associated with high wilderness 
values," says Askey. "We cau 
either manage it by default and 
risk the consequences, or set up a 
formal management plan to 
ensure its sustainable use for gen- 
erations to come." 
gel0itte& 
Touche -----)3 
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES? 
Call us to arrange for a free 
consultation and a copy of our 
information booklet 
(604) 564-1111 
Toll Free: 1-800-663-5103 
DELOITTE & TOUCHE INC. 
#800- 299 Victoria Street, 
Prince George, B.C., 
V2L 5B8 
" Estimates 
.Reasonable 
P.ce, 
~'(~ ~k-~' Efficient 
11,4 
L Lf: , NExtract=on 
OTHER SERVICES PROVIDED: 
• Fire & Water Damage Restoration 
• Odour Control ,Pet Odour Control 
635-3558 
FOR FREE EWI1MATI~ 
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HELPING HANDYMAN 
VOLUNTEER 
Over 65 years of age? 
'~  ~r~ ~"  Sufferingilness? from short or long term 
.~1 Disabled? In need of help to stay In 
q k ~your  home? 
/ t " '~  ", ~ ~ T h e  Volunteer Handyman will Install 
and maintain safety devices, access 
!~ ramps, do minor epairs to home and 
i, :' equipment. 
• ^,,N~ V~z'y'" )-'Emergency Snow Removal 
~'/  / from roof, sidewalk, or deck 
In need of these services? 
Know someone who does? 
Ca, 635-7550. Leave a 
message at anytime. 
Only you know 
the beauty that lies beneath... 
Clearance Sale! 
January 18th - 30th 
5 
AL SAVE UP TO 
i1% OFF 
V on selected men's & 
ladie's intimate apparel 
New Location! 
'~  638-0774 
Skeena Mall 
x: )-' . £ Royal Canad!an Legion 
Branch 13 Terrace 
Royal Canadian Legion Branch #13 Terrace 
and the Ladies Auxiliary 
Present 
Robe tBurns Night 
the Legion 
Date: January 23rd 
Dinner at 7:30 pm 
Special Guests - Terrace Pipes & Drums 
Dancing: 9:00 pm i 
Music by: Rocky Top 
Tickets Available at the Legion or Fields 
Call Legion at 635-5825 for more info. 
Members and Guests Welcome 
Disc )ver 
a bran,] new 
yoH  ind 
save dl .O0 
Come see the New Weight Watchers. People laughing, 
Meeting new friends. Listeni,g to tapes or enjoying 
entertaining videos. So call the New Weight Watchers to 
become abrand new you. You'll ove the changes in our 
Program. Almost as much as the ones in your mirror. 
J , . 
L/ c A~t 'T 
For a brand  now you. 
1.800'682'8011 
TBmACE 
• , INN OF TItE WEST 
: : 4620 L~ELSEAVENUE 
r ) 
rUESDAY8~ 7:00 I,M, 
0f( J r  Valld A,eaN,~.68 tlrid,i, colt*ml,ia0 .~a.uaf t2 -  !3 19c)3~ (~oi,*lill be e,,,ni)ined wid, ,,ray ¢,,her offer n,.! iN n.t nvnihhle fl,r at work. 
IndividUal welglil IoNs may ~'m'y, 0 1992 Weight ~ ktch, r~ fnternaii,mnJ, Ine4 ()whir of the l!~siNlerecl Tta,J~marlc All llight~ IleN~rved, 
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RCMP roadb locks  smoke CAll RENTAL 
out cigarette smugglers 
STEWART - -  Stewart RCMP Stewart used to be a patrolled 
are cracking down on the illegal border crossing mttil the station 
smuggling of cigarettes into Can- was disbanded in the early 1980s. 
ada from Hyder, Alaska. Since then there's only been a 
Cigarettes that cost nearly $50 a sign advertising a toll-free nut-  
carton in Stewart go for just $25 her in Prince Rupert that shoppers 
across the U.S. border in Hyder, 
Alaska. And they're being bought 
by people out to make a quick 
buck selling discount cigarettes. 
"It's a big incentive," says 
Stewart RCMP Const. Dave 
Smith. "A lot of people are eom- 
ittg out." 
And a lot are getting caught, 
too. 
The RCMP detachment there 
has stepped up its customs enfor- 
cement. They're setti,g up road- 
blocks ahnost daily and they're 
now makiug seizures ahnost as 
regularly. 
"We're seizing 10ts and lots of 
stuff," Smith said. "I 've got an 
exhibit room full of confiscated 
goods here. The chances of get- 
ling stopped now are a lot greater 
than they were two or three years 
ago." 
Liquor attd tobacco sold in 
Hyder doesn't include any of the 
accompanying Canadian taxes 
and duties. 
Seven 
Sisters 
surface 
returaitg [rom Hyder are sup- 
posed to l)houe to declare their 
imports. 
It's probably one of the least- 
used toll-free numbers in the 
country. 
" I  guess it's pretty easy to ig- 
nore," Smith says. "They know 
it's cheap and once they're out of 
10wu, they're home free." 
The majority of the illegal im- 
ports are people who buy a few 
cartons of cigarettes or a few 
bottles of liquor for their own 
personal use, Smith said. 
But for a few, it's big business. 
"Most of them get away it," 
said Prince Rupert RCMP sub- 
division Cpl. Dave Beech. 
"'You're looking at quite a few 
dollars." 
One Terrace woman was caught 
last fall returning from Hyder 
with more than $7,000 worth of 
cigarettes and tobacco. 
Smith said they usually head 
back to either Terrace, Smithers, 
or the Hazeltons and re-sell the 
cigarettes. 
"The people who head out of 
town with caselots are reselling 
the stuff," he said. "They're not 
going t o spend a couple thousand 
dollars on  cigarettes for them- 
selves and put them in the tree- 
zer." or else lose their vehicles. 
He said umch of the out of town Smith said several vehicles 
traffic through town are people have been seized in recent 
going to Hyder. mouths, but each owner paid the 
"They're not coming for the more than $40 a carlon penalty to 
sceuery. Why drive three and a get them back, 
half hours from Terrace if it's not There's also a miniumm $100 
worth their while? They're com- 
ing for more than just a milk- 
shake at the King Ed hotel." 
Smugglers who are caught are 
penalized harshly, however. 
They forfeit the cigarettes and 
must pay large peualty flues - -  
fine for undeclared imports if the 
amount of goods brought back is 
small. 
"The penalties are extreme," 
Smith said. "They're just ruth- 
less. hupaired drivers don't get 
that much." 
V ~  O~L IUL4 C E NTEER 
UREAU 
Volunteer Opportunity of the Week 
URGENT URGENT URGENT 
Help Care for Our Fish 
The DEEP CREEK FISH HATCHERY 
Needs volunteers to help feed the fry and ' 
maintain the Hatchery 
Jan. 25th - March 31st 
8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m, 
7 days per week 
Can you give them one or two days of your time 
to keep the Hatchery operating 
Contact: Lovina Tyler phone 638"1330 
4506 Lakelse Ave. (across from Totem Furniture) 
m 
Call us today for more information on our great rates. 
~ "~~ ~ l ~  3779 River Drive 
, ,  , ,  " 6 3 5 - 1 3 0 0  
YOU'RE ONE IN 
] ! 
E, ec a.  
You. Especially for ~ ~ -  _'_--: -2:_ - -- - - 
Your Hair. A l'iair ~ = --_-~-~_ - -'- i -  
care system to meet ~ ~ ~  
your hair and scalp ~ /  ~ ' ~  
needs. A Matrix ~ ~.~.~.~~ 
Essentials Regimen I ~ ~ ' ~ r ~  ~ .  __  ~ /  
as individual as you ~: ~ ~ ; ~  
are. Call today. , ~ ~ ~ ~  
i 
i 
/ ~ :~, , '~ :~ ,~,~" ')~;:."i, • , :  ~;- . . . .  , : ,  , , i: ' i : : '  
Nmatnx 
ESSENTIALS  L ~  
HAIR ( ALLERY 
D geith 635-3729 
again 
TERILACE - -  More meetings 
are planned to give people a 
chance to examine the plans of a 
company that wants to build a 
multi-million-dollar destination 
hiking resort northeast of town. 
Lauds ministry regional man- 
ager Jim Yardley said Seven 
Sisters Ventures Ltd. has filed a 
management plan that's a couple 
thousand pages i~ng. 
And he said there will be anoth- 
er rouud of:l~ii61ic meetings in a 
i ~ 
couple of months before any de- 
osion is made to allow the com- 
pany to proceed. 
The company is seeking a ~m- 
mercial backcountry recreation 
licenee to develop a$12.6 million 
wilderness hiking and skiing 
resort. They want to build 55 
miles of trails and a series of 
remote cabins and suspension 
bridges in the mountains above 
Dorreen, across the Skeeua River 
fro,n the Seven Sisters. 
Company president Titus Nel- 
son says local people would con- 
tinue to have free access to the 
trail system. 
So far, however, Seven Sisters 
Ventures has been unable to 
reach a deal with Gitksan natives, 
who include the area within theii. 
land claim. 
Gun 
costs/ 
rise 
TERRACE ~ At the same thne 
some people were tuntlng h'f theit 
unwanted guns, '  others:::~T"~e~re 
lining up to getgun perlnits bd: 
fore fees increased JauH,::, !LI-/ 
Wiiit, Terrace RCMP. SgCJ6ny hit. 
ing said the iiuhibeff.Of ai~plica~ 
tions for :_Firearm: AcquisitiOn 
Certificates receivedilieri/ was 
about four times the ,onnal rate 
towards the end of 199ZI~: 
Canada's i iiew L gun! -  control 
regulations took effect Jan. 1, and 
among the ~chaffges: are~an in- 
crease in reg .The Cost o f obla in. 
tug all  FAC :iSinowi:,$50:i~ ' up 
from $10,-~ anda feheWal is $25. 
The rush ~ for gu" permits came 
while a liatld,al fireafi,s alnuesty 
was being ~,dfiaed~froi~ Nov. 1 
to Dec.' 152 ?,.;,i:' :- .:i ~:.i/' ::- 
Peopie: Wh0~ ,,owiiedi::guns and 
a nnnu|titiolt~w6re~allOWed, to turu 
in unregistered Orun~a.ted guns 
aud ~atnnzunitiOn ~wl~bht peualty 
during theamnesiy.:. : ii
Whiting said: 14fireamts were 
turned in here, along with: some 
am,nunitlon and a tw6 snfali eX- 
plosive devices, 
He said the guns turned in in- 
cluded registered : and un- 
regist~:ted ,haitd~,sl and" semi. 
automatic rifl~/s~ !~, 
ENJOY A MAZDA 
O qE VCEIGH OR THE 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION. 
• " . . - . , . . .  
EQUIVALENT CREDIT *• 
HT NOW GET AUTOMATIC  TRANSMISS ION OR•IIII~ !:: 
2 
¢'ALENT" C RE D IT ON SELECTE D MAZDA MoDELs~ :I 
transmission or equivalent i~uportvan. And tough, rugged Mazda Trucks  (Regular CabS., 
Jzredit on new Mazda models like the peppy, fun-loving and Cab Plus) Canada's number-one selling import pickup: 
thecompact with the largest interior in its class, The  ~ ' '  : : '  ;!i2:: i i~ MAZDA " : :  
i::ii,/i::(i ._ ~::~,=^nmc-,D ~^RRANT¥ : / / / :  
Ly,/': practical Proteg6, the roomiest Japanese car in'its-class. 
spacious, family2sized MPV*  the number, one 
M P V  " " ' :  
MAZDA T R U C K S  
cm "bumper.to.bum 
a~arranW, 
" t 0 {er apphes to new Mazda vehicbs delivered from dealer stock at participating Mazda dealers from January 7, 1993 for a limited time. Offer is automatic transmission or equivalent 
credit of $750 on truck, $850 on 323 end Proteg6. Standard transmission is not available on MPV~ a credit of $850 is available on MPV. Limited supply and stock may vary by dealership. 
I 
Thomhill Mazda- 3040 Hwy. 
The new,: regUlatlonsl now in .... 
place also: increase th~:/mlnitnum . . . . . . . . . .  : ~ ~¢ " 
age to get art FAC from16 to 18, r " . . . .  
16 East, Terrace, B.C., 635-7286 . I 
. . . . . . . . .  
t 
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COMMUNITY NEW S 
JEFF-NAGEL 638-7283 • TERRACE STANDARD 
City 
Scene, 
Page B2 
What's 
Up 
The Terrace S tandard  offers 
What's Up as a public service to 
its readers  and  communi ty  
organizations. 
Tlds column Is Intended for 
non-prof i t  o rgan izat ions  and  
those events for which there Is 
no admission charge. 
I tems wil l  run two weeks  
before each event. 
We ask that items be submit-  
ted by noon on the FRIDAY 
before the Issue in which it is to 
appear. 
For other contributed articles, 
rthe deadline Is 5 p.m. on the 
'THURSDAY before the Issue 
:comes out. 
Submissions hould be typed 
or printed neatly. 
JANUARY, 12-FEB 16, 1993- 
The Nobody s Perfect Program 
offers a 6 week program, devel- 
oped to give parents with children 
0-5 years helpful info on parenting 
and support. Carol 638-3310 or 
Margaret 635-2472. 2p39 
• JANUARY 20, 1993 - Wednes- 
day, Homebased business meeting 
will be:held at Gim's Restaurant 
12noon. Call 635-9415. 2p39 
JANUARY 22 & 23 - Public 
ltealth & Canadian Cancer Society 
is having a National Non-smoking 
Week mall display at the Skeena 
Mall Fri. 5-9pm/Sat. 9-Spin. Ip40 
JANUARY 25, 1993 - The 
Order of the Royal Purple Lodge 
216 will having an information 
meeting for women interested in 
learning about the OORP in the 
Elks Hall at 7.15. • • lp40 
JANUARY 25, 1993 - The 
Lakelse Community Associate will 
hold it's Annual General Meeting 
on Monday at 8:00 p.m. at Mount 
Layton Hotsprings. Topic: Elec- 
tion of the Ex~utive, lp40 
liI~?JANUARY 26, 1993 - Terrace 
I H~pice Society Annual General 
| meeting 7:30 in the tlospital Edu- 
[ cation room. ** • • • 2p39 
~"~:""~----"[,:jANUARY 26, 1993-Huff 
II Puff-Asthma.support group meets 
ifi the Public Libary at 7:00.9:00 
pm. 2p39 
JANUARY 26, 1993 - 3:00 
p.m., Support  group 'for 
Alzheimers and Dementia 
Caregivers. will be held at the 
Mental Health Centre -Skeena 
Health Unit. For info call 638- 
3325 Ip40 
FEBRUARY ~ 1993 - 2:30 pm- 
3:30 pm at the Terrace Women's 
Centre, 4542 Park Ave. Event: 
Understanding your tax return with 
accountant Donna Demers. 2p40 
. CRISIS LINE is open 24 hours a 
• day for anyone in crisis. Call 635- 
4042. tfn 
TERRACE PUBLIC Library 
:.|will be holding preschool 
| storytirae for three to five year old 
:, ITlii~rsday afternoons at 1:30 p.m. 
i [and Friday mornings at 10:30 a.m., 
| beginning Jan. 29 and 29. This is a 
: [ forty-five minute session with pie- 
..... l ture bocoks, puppets, fingerplays 
i I and iots of fun! Please register in 
~ [ advance. There is no charge. Tel. 
~.. [ 638-8177." 
[ IT's A PUPPET SHOW! At the 
i I Terrace Public Library, Saturday 
! |January 30 at 2:00 pm and a repeat 
: | performance Frlday, Febrary, 5, at 
~: [~7:00 pro. Enjoy.the thrilling adven- 
: |  tures of Molly Whoppie and the 
:: 1Giaot. There is no charge. For 
on call the Library, 
kCARE Days at the 
~Terrace = Public Library, Thursdays 
~at 110:30 am, January 28, Febrary 
25,1and March 25. Caregivers are 
!Welcome to bring children of all 
;.ages]for a special storytime. Please 
leLuii know if you plan'to attendas 
;a~minlmum registration is needed 
:t0 1;0 ahead with this program. 
There Is no charge. Te. 638-8177. 
i ~ "TALES FOR TWOS" at the 
Terrace Public Library begins 
Wedn~day, Jan. 27, at 10:30 am 
andWdl run for six weeks. This is 
a/half.h0ur storytlmo with picture 
books;' puppets and fingerplays 
~s~:tall)/for two year 01ds. Chil- 
dren~must be accompanied by an 
aduit. Please register in advance, 
l'hem is no charge To register call 
i!h~ librarY, tel. 638-8177. 
': ~TERRACE* *~;LU N TEI=.R 
iBui~EAU for Volunteer Opportu. 
Snlfl'es~te Sutt your needs & time 
J'avallable, Contact Lovlna Tyler at 
i38-i330. Mon-Frl, 8 30 - 4:30. 
~ ,,: .~." I t# ,  It $ 
i~i~VERY WEDNESDAY from 8- 
i'i00 pro. Terrace Narcotics Anon. 
~9~ "Steps to Recovery" meets 
~t he Skeena liealth Unit aUdito. 
t6 i~. -  : " : i ,  ~, ~ ' 
iSroups to help fire survivor 
A major campaign is underway to help Jean- 
nette Burkett recovei" from the fire that took 
her family and her home. 
The only survivor of the tragic Dec. 30 blaze 
in Thornhiff, she lost her husband and three 
sons in the fire. 
The family had fie fire insurance on their log 
house and their car, also destroyed, was not in- 
sured against fire. 
The Independent Order of Foresters is col- 
lecting goods and money in an effort to help 
Jeannette rebuild. 
"We swung into action and decided to set up 
a trust fund," said Milt Lindsay, adding the 
Burketts were members of the order. 
The trust fund is called the Jeannette Burkett 
Trust Fund and is at the Bank of Montreal. 
"We didn't have insurance of  any kind 
- -  i t  ran out three days before the fire. 
We lost everything. We didn't even own 
the clothes on our backs." 
"There wasn't anything saved," Lindsay added. 
"Mrs Burkett is totally wiped out. They have lost 
absolutely everything." 
Anyone with donations of household goods can 
contact Grant Lindsay at 635-2635 or Chelan 
Benoit at 635-7721. 
The Thornhill Volunteer Fire Department is also 
helping coordinate the effort. 
"We're hoping to come up with at least $20,000 
to help Mrs. Burkett out," Lindsay added. "That's 
quite a tall figure. But we'll try to reach it." 
IIe said Copperside Foods stores had raised more 
than $2,000, with more than $1,200 of that being 
donated at the Copperside I store in Thomhill. 
As of last week, he said, another $700 in other 
donations had been collected. 
The Skeena Valley Rotary Club has become part 
of the drive by organizing a benefit dance to take 
place Jan. 30 at the Inn of the West. 
"The club felt we could put on a dance sad raise 
some money that way," said local Rotarian Ed 
Graydon. 
All proceeds from the $10 ticket price will go to 
the trust fund. 
One of the pcople helping organize support for 
Burkett is Shirley Middleton, a Thornhill woman 
whose own .tragic past mirrors that of Jeannette 
Burkett. 
A Thornhill house fire killed Middlcton's two 
children and destroyed her Simpson Ave. home in 
1979. 
They, too, had no fire insurance. 
"We didn't have insurance of any kind ~ it ran 
out three days before the fire," Middleton recalls. 
"We lost everything. We didn't even own the 
clothes on our backs." 
"There was nobody to help me - -  only my 
brother." 
Middleton says she wants to see Jeannette Barker 
a friend she played softball with ~ get more 
support in rebuilding than she received. 
FAMILY  PHOTO: Lawrence and Jeannette Burkett with their four sons - -  Steven, Russell, Michael and Gregory 
Burketts struggle with loss 
By YVONNE MOEN 
A large crowd gathered at the United 
Church oa a very cold but bright sunny 
afternoon to mark the passing of Larry 
Burkett and his three sons. 
They lost their lives in a tragic house 
fire in Thornhill on Dee. 30, 1992. 
The memorial service was held on 
Tuesday, Jan. 5, with Elizabeth Starkey 
officiating. Afterwards, everyone 
gathered at the Elks Hall for refresh- 
ments and a time for sharing. 
Lawrence Julien Wilfred Burkett was 
born July 10, 1943 in North Bay, Ont. 
After three years in the Navy he 
moved to B.C., first living just out of 
Prince George at Giscome. 
He worked there for the Eagle Lake 
sawmill and there met his wife Jean- 
nette (Roth), daughter of Frank and 
Pearl Roth. 
Jeannette was born in Edmonton, 
Aita., moving with her family at the age 
of two to Giscome. 
In June, 1965, the Roth family moved 
to Terrace and six months later on Nov. 
13, 1965, Lawrence and Jeannette 
Burkett were married at I~ox United 
Church in Terrace. 
He first worked.:here:for Columbia 
Cellulose and lati:r worked here as a 
welder. 
The couple bought their property ,on 
Valleygiew Ave. in Thornhill in 1970. 
The entire family helped when they 
started building the log house in 1980. 
When fire struck, a dozen years later, 
• they were awoken by a loud blast to 
find the bedroom already filled with 
smoke. 
Lawrence then broke the window and 
pushed Jeannette out to get help. 
She fell 24 fcct to the concrete walk- 
way below, in the process receiving 
burns, breaking her attkle and elbow, 
and receiving cuts to her legs. 
She crawlcd and walkcd to the ncigh- 
hours for hclp and latcr spcnt four days 
in hospital. 
Jeannette is now staying at hcr son 
Stcvcn's home. Both are trying to 
recover from the terrible fire. 
Their three sons were: Russell Julien 
Burkett, born Jan. 3, 1970; Michael 
Frank Burkctt, born Mar. 11, 1971 and 
young Gregory Darrell Burkett, born 
Mar. 18, 1978. 
All three boys were barely old enough 
to start living. 
Sixteen-year-old Darlene Poissant, 
from Wainwright, Alta., also died in the 
fire. 
She and Michacl were going to be 
married. 
Larry and his three sons left bchind 
loving wife and mother Jeannette and 
one son - -  Stcven.. They are also sur- 
vived by mothcr Jean, father Julian, and 
many more relatives. 
ARRRGH! 
AVAST YE, 
MATEYS! 
SWASHBUCKL ING 
pirates like bearded 
buccaneers Scott 
Vanderlee and Tyson 
Vandevelde in Anita 
Struyk,s Grade 1 class 
took over Centennial 
Christian School last 
Friday as part of Book 
Week. The event this 
year featured books by 
Canadian authors. The 
children read each day, 
met local children's 
book author Brenda 
Silsbe, and dressed up 
on Friday as the 
characters from the 
pages of their favourite 
stories. 
: . . . . .  ~% 
:i 
Caledonia grad ~ J ason  . . . . By Malcolm Baxter 
Krause is one of  16 Grade  12 
students in B.C. who have  It seemcd like a good idea at the 
been awarded the Premler ' s  time. 
Excellence Awards,  ' ~  Promote National Non.Smoking 
parently sound advice that you Anyway, hcrc  goes, The  last, 
should change your habits, loving drag before the Great 
WEEDLESS WEDNESDAY 
Krause wins 
scholarship • Day of fate a r r ives  
Especially troubling is the up, down on the nicotin'e intaket 
do the things that you associate Oh, no, I fcel like I want a an- 
I gather the idea is if you don't Endcavour bcglns,.; i. 
Tile awards  include a greek and give up thecvil habit at with smoking, it's easier, othcr clgarctte alrcadyl 
• the same time r~ . . . . . .  ~ = : ~ ~ ~ ~ 
m da l  o f  recognit ion and a -. : :- ' -  ~- :  , . .  But goiiigo~/etthe activities as ,  ,~t ,  ,-, = , ,  : ,~  , . . ¢~ ann ~. .h^l .~k l .  4..**^...a DUg as lne nay o t  oeprlvatlon , . : . ,  :,  = . . . . .  lno ~anaman ~.ancer ~oclew 
~,.., . . . . .  m,,=, ~-,v ,v =,,©nu . . . ~- - ~ : ' -- socmteo with SnloKlng, it appears will have a dls-la" "ab' s " ' -  ... ~ . .. .. ClOSeO m, me prospect ot me : . .  . .  . . p y ~ Je, et up in 
au,~.umversnyorconege,  awon|o~ rtf tu|~hdf'awal hO,,o,, , , ,  that means t nave to give up urea; : the skeea  ~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ................... n Mal l  for National 
• . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  , t i l ing ' . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ' " ' cloud the supposedly blue:skies on Friday 
ofiifewithohtthewcC& that ~oUld Certainly cut ~ : night and Saturday, ~ 
i / 
Malcolm Baxter 
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MUSIC 
U~¢omi~,~" 
• TERRACE COMMUNITY :]lAND Presents their 'Pre-  
Festival Concert' at 7:30 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 30 in the RIE.M. Lee 
Theatre. Tickets are $5 ($3 for students and Seniorsiand:children 
under 12 get in free) and are available at the door, 
• THE RANGE ROCKERS play the Terrace Curling Club Jan. 
29-30 during the Legion Bonspiel. 
• BIG BARK AND THE HOWLERS will play a Saturday Jan. 
30 benefit dance at the Coast Inn of the West with all proceeds 
going to a trust fund for the Burkett family. Tickets $10 at Copper- 
side Foods and the Inn of the West, Doors 8 p.m., band starts at 9 
p.m. Door prizes and a late night buffet will be offered. 
• JACK OF CLUBS plays at the Terrace Curling Club on Feb. 
12 daring the Ladies Valentine Bonspiel, and :THE RANGE 
ROCKERS play on the 13th. 
THEATRE 
Up~omi.~- 
• THRILLER OF THE YEAR, a whodunnit murder imystery, 
produced by Terrace Little Theatre plays at the MCColi playhouse 
on Kalum St. Feb. 4-6 and Feb. 11-13. Showtime is8 p.ml Tickets 
$10 at Carter's Jewellers, Skeena Mall and the Bank of Montreal. 
MOVIES 
• FOREVER YOUNG, starring IVlel Gibson and Jamie Lee 
Curtis, plays at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m, Wednesday and Thursday at the 
Tillicam Twin Theatres. Home Alone Z: Lost in New York plays 
at 7 and 9:15 p,m. • . . . .  
Starting Friday: 
• A FEW GOOD MEN starring Tom Cruise, Jack Nich01son 
and Demi Moore plays at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m: atthe Tillicum. Home 
Alone 2 plays at 7p.m. only. Trespass with Bill Vaxton p!ays at 
9:15 p.m. only. 
ET C EI'[iR A 
COMEDY DOUBLE-HEADER at Hanky Panky,s in .he Coast 
hut of the West on Thursday, Jan, 28at  9 p.m. features Idaho 
'homestead' comedian Rick Reed and Los Angeles Comedian Bob 
Hobbs Jr. (recently of Arsenio Hall fame). $3 cover charge. 
• ART RENTAL paintings of local artists are featured in the 
current exhibition at the Terrace Art Gallery. Gallery hours are 
noon to 3 p.m. Tuesday to Saturday; 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Tuesday to 
Thursday; and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. on Sundays. 
.• ~ .~ :~ ~l~, ,v ) /4~aem~ IIf~.W,,,~,f~*iui/~i~l~*Zg,¢'~-ai~i*', " . .  ~i¢~.b'!t~.~,~i: ~rgt~ ' ,~ ,L  • • ~ 
your event o the Standatd'~s, free.entertamment;listmgs. The ~: 
deadline is S p,m. Thursday for the following week's paper. 
EOR RENI": Art gallery aRendanLdilLWlhiting.hangs thi •,painting -- Orch ids  and  Bot t les  ~ by Terg 
race artist Dave Comfort in the,gallery's art rental show. The Jam 1-31 exhibition features works of 
local artists which can be rented for a nominal fee (around $10 per month). 
Gallery 
calendar 
Art gallery patrons can lo0k 
forward to a series of imaginative 
and interesting exhibitions this 
year. 
The year kicks off with a dis- 
play of the Terrace Art Associa, 
tion's art rental program. 
The art rental program started 
last year and has expanded to in- 
clude the work of more than 20 
local artists. 
The art rental show is an op- 
portunity to look at local art, and 
even rent some of it for a while. 
The show runs through until 
Jan. 31. 
Visitors to the gallery• will also• 
notice a new face. Jill Whiting 
has been hired as the new part, 
t ime gallery coordinator. She~ 
came here from Ottawa. 
Upcoming shows at the gallery 
also include: ' 
. Multi-Media '93 (Feb. 3-28): 
A curated show of the work of art 
gallery members. There will be 
people's choice award winners 
named~ and the winning works 
will be hung at the 10th Anniver- 
sary Show. Deadline for submis- 
sions is Jan.29. Opens Feb. 5. 
• 10th Anniversary Show 
(Mar. 3-31): A show • including 
works that were on display When 
the gallery first opened its doors ~ 
on Mar. 18, 1983. Opens Ma r. 5. i 
. Kitlmat Art Association 
Group Show (Apr. 2-28). 
• Spring Art Fair (Apr. 30~ 
May 1). 
• Art Rental Show (May 4-9). 
• Caledonia Installation Show 
(May 11-31). 
• Marylou Westman, J0 Kil~ 
bach, and Vikki MacKay (Junc~ 
2-30): A display of pottery and: 
painting. Opening June 5. 
• Members' Show (July 2 - 
Aug. 31) 
. Where the People Gather: 
v, Sept. 2-26): The 'photography of 
~ '  J~fis6i~ highlt~h~'ili~drk 
of~y~J~g~a'. ' i~te~ "p~J~'~" :a'rv'~r'( 
Norman Tait. 
I i7 .: ~ :i • ..~•ii ,! 
I I ! / | ~ I 
I 
Terrace Shopping Centre - Lakelse Avenue 
 )SAVE WITH PRODUCTS 
,299, ,169 
Shoppers Drug Mart 
Garbage Bags 30's Life Laundry 2L Life Bathroom Tissue 
i i$4 49 29 ..... $059 
Prices in Effect f rom 
|20thi"'r/'':~ . . . . . .  L I  F E B  R A i N  D S W ,  E A T  S H I  R T  T: 
to  ~, (Deta i l s  ava i lab le  in  the  s tore )  . t 
Sat .  Jan  23 rd .Only-  - 
. . . . .  ~• i : :~:  •:~ii: i•••: ~•••  . . . .  • 
1 
. . . .  Poster power 
WINNERS OF the Royal Canadian Legion's Remembrance Day poster, poem and essay con- 
testwere recently congratulated by legion representative Peter Crompton. That's intermediate 
poemwinner  Anita Leach from Skeena on the left, junior poster and junior poem winner Juli 
Elkiw from Veritas and junior essay winner Aaron Klein, also from Veritas. Not pictured is 
Cal students 
lend a hand 
Poor people thousands of miles 
apart will benefit from the lalest 
fundraising brainchild of the 
Caledonia Student Council. 
The council is donating $100 to 
the Terrace Anti-Poverty Group 
Society and another $I00 to the 
Olinda school for the poor in Bra- 
zil. 
Most of the money was raised 
last November at a "butler auc- 
tion," says Caledonia couiteil so- 
cial convener Gerry Ray. 
Students donaled money to 
"buy" a student council nlcmber 
for the day. 
The butler then became that stu- 
dents servant for the day - -  and 
the butt of many jokes. 
"It was kiud of embarrassing," 
said Ray. "We had to bark down 
the halls, sad sittg Chrisbnas 
carols while piggybacking each 
other around." 
Rotary gives 
gift of learning 
LOCAL ROTARIANS were ill 
Prince George Jau. 9 to celebrate 
what Uuiversity of Northern B.C. 
Natasha Walker, a runner up in the junior poem contest. There were 18 poster entries, 16 as- president Geoffrey Waller called 
says and five poems. "a gift for all time." 
• The first contributions to the 
Rotary 'Endowment Fund were 
Rabies utbreak alarming made wizen Prince George's Downtown Rotary Club and 
O Nechako Rotary Club each con- 
tributed $50,000. 
The $100,000 total pledge will Legal danger even greater 
By Dr. Tom Sager 
All alarming outbreak of rabies 
is occurring in the Lower Main- 
land. 
There •have now been three con- 
finned cases of rabies in cats 
within the Lower Mainland. 
The  first cat was discovered to 
have rabies last November in the 
Tsawassen area. 
Then a second cat died Dec. 17 
and was confirmed to have rabies. 
Aud now a third cat has been 
diagnosed with the fatal disease 
on Jan. 11. Currently there are 
two more cats being tested which 
may add to this number. 
This  represents an alarming out- 
break of~ an always fatal disease 
that Can be transmitted topeople. 
..~gbiesr9c,~ursin pets when they) 
ai:d eXlibsed to some wild an~i, al 
. t , f .$ t f , ,  ~ ~L~, I .  i!I d.  • Uet ,  i )~i 
which is carryiug the disease. The 
carrier can be any warm-blooded 
hia,ihial such~ as a fox era haL 
.One of the mysteries of the 
cases:within the Lower Maixdaud 
is  the uncertainty of which animal 
exposed all of those cats. It is un- 
likely thatond animal exposed all 
three cats since animal rarely live 
more than 10 days after the dis- 
ease reaches the contagious stage. 
:Rabies isr:caused by a virus 
which can enter animals or 
people who come in contact with 
inflected saliva, blood or tissue. 
The vires enters auy wound and 
begins to travel up the nerves 
' toward the:brain. Once in the 
bi'ain tissue, it begins to 
reproduce. The time from ex- 
posure until the virus reaches the 
brain and: begins causing signs 
can vary from as little as two 
weeks to as long as six months. 
:::OnCe in the brain, the rabies 
virus can cause oue of two types 
of disease. 
.Furious rabies is seen ill 
animals that act excited, irritable 
and restless. They often attack or 
bite ally object ill their path aud 
experience xcessive salivation 
and convulsions. 
:Dulnb rabies Call take an anilual 
Who" is normally active aud ex- 
cited and produce a docile and 
lethargic animal, They may act as 
if they are choking or have dif- 
ficulty swallowing. They progress 
to paralysis and death. We usual- 
ly do .ot expect a rabid animal to 
~et calln :aitd quiet as it may with 
this type of rabies. 
Every :dog  and cat - -  even 
those: who never go outside 
should be vaccinated for rabies. 
While it is still rare for pets to 
get rabies even with such an out- 
break as we are having now, there 
is great potential for legal liability 
in aipet that hasn't been vac- 
cinated for rabies. 
:The, first cat discovered with 
rabies in Tsawassen was a stray 
that was taken to Glen Eden 
Elementary School. As a result of 
that exposure, more than 40 
people are being treated for rabies 
exposure with a set of six shots. 
I have known a case where a 
pet contacted rabies and went to 
visit a children's birthday party 
and arace horse fann. The owner 
of that dog was liable for post- 
exposure treatment of all those 
children and for the lost .income 
of the lace horses while they .were 
quarantined for six months. 
;:Itis~aiso possible for children 
visiting ~,our home to provoke 
your pet to bite. If this. happens, 
you will be defenseless against 
liability if your pet is not current- 
ly vaccinated for rabies. 
I f  your unvaccinated pet is ex- 
posed to a wild animal bite, it 
could be quarantined for six 
mouths. 
These are all good reasons to 
have your cat or dog vaccinated 
for rabies. 
Ills recolnmended that dogs and 
cats be vaccinated every year. 
Check your records and if there is 
douM, get your pet boosted. 
It is very mdikely that auy of 
the cats in the Lower Mainland 
would have died if they had been 
vaccinated. The incidence of 
rabies is even greater ill dogs than 
in cats. 
For more ittformation, contact 
the Terrace Veterinary Clinic at 
635-3300 or the Parkside 
Veterinary Medical Hospital in 
Kitimat at 632-2401. 
Tom Sager is a vet at the Ter- 
race Veterinary Cl in ic .  
be matched dollar for dollar by 
the provincial govenlment. 
Although the funds cattle from 
Prince George clubs, the money 
was coutributed iu file uame of all 
northern B.C. Rotary clubs, and 
representatives from Terrace, 
Smithers, Prince Rupert and 
Mackenzie were also in at- 
tendance. 
Future :contributions are ex- 
pected to boost the Rotary 
Endowment Fuud, which will 
provide scholarships and bur- 
series to help northeru students 
study at UNBC's teaching eeutres 
across northcru B.C. 
. FOOD BARS 
.... ' : :  ' """ : : :::::: :::-'.k :: . ' : : ; : :~:f4;'221:c'¢~ 
. .  . . . , . . , . . . . . . ,~ ,~"~T~' , .~ .  - ~-: : -  : - ) , '~  
g to  any  of  our  g reat  menu I tems . -  
l ads  - desser t  pop  refil ls free! 
36 Lakels  . . _  
. . . .  Terrace 
• % Qg6  : / , i i .¢. .  638- .... 
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LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
JANUARY 1993 PALACE JANUARY 1993 
Terrace 
Ringettes 
Parents Coalition 
for the 
Advancement 
of Education 
• t ~ Terrace 
I ~J UttleTheatre 
Parents Coalition 
foe the 
Advancement 
of Education 
"7 Minor 
- So,bal~ 
Pornnts Coalition 
for the 
Advancement 
ol Education 
t'k A Mile 
,~',~, Theatre. 
Par0nts Coalition 
3 1 Rlngotlea 
Community Band 
11 
Teirace 
Minor 
Hockey 
25 
Terrace 
Minor 
Softball 
5 
Kerm0de 
Friendship 
Society 
12 
Kerm0de 
Friendship 
Society 
19 
Kerm0de 
Friendship 
Society * 
26 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
Sat. & sun.Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games 
errace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
13 
Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
20 
Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Clum 
27 
' 747 
~r 
Cadets 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
l a Order of - r  Royal 
Purple 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
t ) .~ 747 
,r_ a Air 
Cadets 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
28  Terrace & 
Dlsrlct 
Terrace S,P,C.A, 
Peaks Terrace 
Gymnastics Anti.Poverty 
Doors 11:30 ~.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Doors 9:30 p.m. 
TN. MONITORS 
CLOSEO 
Canadian 
Paraplegic 
Association 
Nlsga'a Tribal 
Council.Terrace 
"t ~ Canadian 
i ~,~. Paraplegic 
Association 
Nisga'a Tribal 
Council.Terrace 
22 Canadian 
PuopleQIc 
Assoclatuon 
Nhga'a Tribal 
CounciI.Terr~,ce 
20 Royal v Canadian 
Legion #13 
Nllga'a Tribal 
Council.Terrace 
LI~o 
Theatre 
Parents 
For French 
Shames 
Ski Club 
C]I Minor 
Softball 
Terrace 
Figure Skating 
t ~ Mille 
• .a Then.Ira 
Kinsmen 
Search 
and Rescue 
Terrace 
~Ringettee 
Terrace 
Soccer 
Terrace 
Figure Skating 
3( '~ Little v Theatre 
For French 
8haman 
Ski Club 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
I 
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,::': Help open doors for Call 732-t33t or 
I~'iobetes 4-800-665.6526 
=-= Please Volunteer .................. 
R ETRA(  :TI O N 
' I!i? 
In land Kenwor th  Parker  Pacif ic & the Terrace Standard  
wou ld  like to announce  that  the 1987 Kenwor th  W900 
Tractor, 425  CAT, 15 spd, advert ised in the January  13 
i ssue  of the  Ter race  S tandard  was  mispr in ted  at 
$14,900.  The  correct  pr ice was  $36,500.  We apolog ize  
for any inconven ience  this may have caused.  
WHEN QUALITY REALLY COL 
BUDGETS CANNOT BE FOR(: 
/% 
IRLY  B IRD GOOD INTERIOR 
E~7 LATEX SEMI.GLOSS OR 
INTERIOR/EXTERIOR ALKYD 
SEMI.GLOSS 
Value pdcad quality paint hat b easy to 
apply and Is washable, Tlntable to a range of 
pMtel coloum.TINTING EXTRA F01 
YOUR CHOICE ' " A"  V 
. I ~ ~ . , :  T~SHBUSTER GARBAGE CAN 
£71~ WITH "AHIMAL PROOF" LOCKING LID 
The trash can that le garbage man tough. Made of rugged 
long lasting plastic that out-tougtm hot ,,ummera and cold 
w{q~m,.~O gallon (90.02 litro) capacity, Feat~p Io~kl~ 
ii/!~y, ~ ~ I i  ~/,,I LIIIt 
~'lil; ~ [ : L I : ~  I i: I; I'i I?'II ' "  ' ' ; '  
,.%" .. ',,, , 
N6.!c9 
q~l  WELDBOND 
" %-7 . . .~  ~ BONDING 
' ' L A D H E S I V E  
Use for wood, trio, plutor, ff/paum, mdab, 
2 8 
, toxlc. 21 n. ozj600 ml. 0r~.2122 
MULTI PURPOSE [ ]  ~]u~poo 
PL200 ADHESIVE 
Eety to apply multi.purpose adhe-lve, Idetl for all 
Inhaler panelling, hardboard, rywall end foam 
Imui~on eppllcatiom. Umffected by Wemth~ 
conditions. 300 ml, 062-3120 l 
2o? .,;, , ,,~, , 
SET THE MOODI  ~ ' ~  "~ 
ROTARY DIMMER 
SWITCH 
Create the dght atmosphere ~ O MA 
_ - J  - -=~-  , - -  J . - - l . - - J  
for any oecaelon with thle 
single pole llght dlmmet. 
EHy to Icatati. 'rum o~toff. PORTABLE 
and rotate to dNIrad 
~#n. , ,  DESK LAMP 
, No. SDR.600. 61-3423 mt lamp or In U-m off lee. The 
,~  A i  ~ ~ckallowiyoutoadJ'"tthe 
~ ~ 7 It= maded. Mats. ! shade, Black 
i l i l  each z0200e°'U°U°4' A 4 ~1~ 
' I~  m a r  
I reach, 
" , \  
PLASTIC LAMINATE HANDY PANELS 
Top off a table or counter]@ with ~ economical handy 
poach, Yartoua coloura nd pattorr= tochocae lrom, 
A,oroxlmate liZe 2' X 4'. 014.-1600. 
99 
- -  BUILDING , ~  CENTREI 
HWY. 16 EAST>TERRACE 
OPEN Across from Pacific Northern Gas OPEN 
EVERY Phone:  R.qR.R711N EVERY 
SUNDAY SUNDAY 
~ t v v v  v / v v  
- I  
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I-Skeena Angler, Invitation to pursue bartender 
',2 ~ ~  oVVh~t~S~oh~s~n sot  Shames set  fo r  Sk i  W e e k  :ms ::s Sbh;f°Wr/; :h~a~ett6~l~;~h° g barkeep g t o those Rob d c y pes, a 
Brown but every 
Saturday, Jan 30 brings more fun with 
a skiing hurdle race...yes, a hurdle race. 
~l ",': ~ i ~  of  the fun events Shames has planned to check out the latest in ski and snowboard cannot refuse -- free ski lessons. Pos explains it's not as suicidal as it 
Heritage 
Webb and I took a stroll across 
Lakelse Lake recently. There were 
more houses than before, alot more. 
In the distance a plume of smoke 
marked the place where somebody 
was clearing a significant chunk of 
land. Don Gillanders told us he 
thought i  was the site of the new golf 
course. 
The south end was the only stretch 
of lakeside still in its natural state. It 
doesn't take long to turn a silk purse 
into a sow's ear. 
Over-development has ruined too 
many of our lakes. It's a shame to see 
it happening here. 
The ice was 18 inches thick. Even 
when the wind.wasn't cutting through 
us like a knife, it was almost un- 
bearably cold• 
Yet more than a few fishermen were 
out huddled over their neatly angered 
holes waiting for nibbling trout. 
The icy water had squeezed the fight 
out of the small fish but the anglers 
were out bucking the dements 
nevertheless, and they seemed to be 
enjoying it. 
To a non-Ksherman this behaviour 
may appear curious, if not downright 
bizarre. Webb and I agreed this 
branch of the sport was not to our 
liking, but being anglers .we un- 
derstood its lure; there have been 
times, after all, when we've ,tracked 
across the barrens to fish the Kalum 
River in January - -  times when it was 
so cold we had to wade into the river 
to warm up. 
The arge' to fish is not easily sup- 
] • ~essed  bemuse ~shiag, no matter, if it 
~] ,.js'~on~ ,tth a cane~r~Kand?-a~fully 
I dre~e d~salm°n fly or ~jleiig-tll"6T line 
| and a~piece of corn, is'ins important a
part of our cul~ral heritage as it is for 
cultures the world over. 
True, I 'm speaking of fishing for 
sport, but the cultures, including those 
of the native peoples in this part of the 
world, have a sporting side to what isl 
primarily asubsistence fishery. 
The fishing industry can:provide us 
with fish to eat, so there is no longer a 
need for us to fmh for food. 
Yet we continue to fish because of 
'the ~fnlfiIiment ~t lFov~des, us, because 
of the, need to re-cre~te and'recreate. 
The millions of anglers ot~ this con- 
tinent are testimony to the important 
place angling occupies in our cultural' 
landscape. That's why it is ineffably 
sad when a sport fishery goes extinct. 
At one time, not very long ago, there 
were a lot of coho to be caught in the 
Skcena during the summer months. 
But now, thanks to over-fishing, the 
number of these fish returning is so 
small, the 6pportunity o catch one is 
so unlikely, that sport fishery verges 
on extinction. 
It wa s rapidly diminishing returns of 
steeihead to the Kispiox River that 
prompted Olga Walker to .take time 
out from running her steeihead camp 
to tap out a letter to federal fisheries 
minister Romeo LeBianc. It was 1976. 
" In the last 13 years," Olga wrote, 
"there has been a dramatic decline in 
the number of fish arriving in the 
Kispiox River." She then proceeded 
to document he regulatory adjust- 
taunts reflecting that spiral - -  three 
fish per day, six in possession; one 
fish a day, three in p0ssession; toone 
fish in possession; and finally, catch 
and release. 
In response the honourable minister 
was reassuring. "Whatever may be 
required, we are prepared to do," he 
wrote, "we do not intend to see the 
Kispiox steelhead population 
decimated to the point that the runs no 
longer attract •sportsmen and the 
tourist.' ' 
That promise was made 17 years 
ago and nothing meaningful has been 
done to address the interception of 
stcelhcad, by, the oo~er¢la l  fishery, 
The, fishery, remains .a :shadow Of its 
former self. 
Even abandaid sp!ution involving 
alterations to gill ~ieL~so ~at more 
steelhead may,  escape, has,  been 
repudiated by the rising industry.,,, I 
It remains to be 'see  if :the Depafl- 
I ment of FisherI~'~d DC~ willhv~ up to the comm'llm~fit made ~8o i0hgl ago and for~ ~e~ne~t to"n~0~it th~ , experimental t~hn01ogy. " They 
entertain skiers. 
Mind you, it's an event where skiing 
skills also count. 
Explaining why, events co-ordinator 
Louise Pos said the event involves the 
'bartender' heading downhill bedecked 
with ribbons. 
Participants chase him/her and attempt 
to snatch one or more of those ribbons. 
For every one a skier pockets, they get a 
prize. 
Pus said the event had its debut last 
year and moved a tremendous success -- 
equipment at the All Seasons Sports 
demonstration. 
And there'll also be a barbecue on the 
upper deck (weather permitting) during 
the lunch hour. 
The barbecue will be fired up again on 
Sunday which will also feature a 
scavenger hunt open to all ages, Pos said 
all the items on contestants li ts will be 
related to skiing but will not include 
chairs from the lift or other vital pieces 
of operational equipment 
The equipment display that day will be 
They mn every day until Friday, Jan 
29. 
But remember, to take advantage of 
that offer, you have io be a group of at 
least five and phone the Shames 
Mountain office (635-3773) at least one 
day in advance. 
Lessons run from 9:30-11:15 a.m. and 
1:15-3:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, Jan. 27 skiers gets chance 
to learn a valuable lesson with the pre- 
ski fitness workout. 
Pos will be on the mountain at 8:30 
sounds because skiers do a sideways 
step-over of the hurdles rather than hur- 
tiing at them head-on. 
She also plans to stage that event at the 
base of the hill so those sitting in the 
lodge get to enjoy the spectacle. 
That day also sees relay races (open to 
all ages) and another barbecue, assuming 
the weather co-operates. 
Finally, Sunday brings Nat iona l  Sk i  
Week  to a close with another equipment 
demonstration, slalom races and a timed 
obstacle course vent. 
straight against fellow Terracite Marie 
Beckley foursome. 
But it wasn't as easy as that sounds. 
Although Carruthers took the opener 
easily enough, Becldey and rink Shirley 
Baker (Smithers), Elaine Anderson and 
Batty Nordstrom (both of Terrace) 
fought back in the second game. 
Eccidey took control eady, picking up 
a single in the first and then stealing one 
• raore in each of the next hree ends. 
Carruthers finally got on the board in 
the fifth but had to settle for a singleton 
after missing a chance for two on her 
final rock. 
Eeckiey came right back in the next, 
squeezing past a centre-line guard to hit 
and stay for one more and a 5-1 lead. 
Facing an empty house with the ham- 
merjn the seventh, Carruthers elected to  
• blank thelend and 'promptly . cap!talized 
with.a-two in the eighthe~ ,~ ,-~ 
: TM~ deucewas the beginning on; a tri- 
umphant comeback. 
Eeekiey couldn't get by the guard with 
her ninth end haunner,~wrecking to allow 
Carmthers a steal of one. 
Eecldey then found herself acing two. 
y¢llgw roi~ks on•her' ~/hl' stone of the 
• tenth ahdwithlno eli0i~but togo for the 
double. 
Unfortunately, she could only pick off 
one of them, giving up another steal and 
sending the. game into extra ends. 
': The Carrnthei-s "nnkq'uicld3, seized the 
initiative ,when ~Thomas ~p|itt0 lie., two. 
Two red misses and a Jacques guard 
later, Becldey's rink found itself under 
.' the gun; . . . .  
' After third Sk=d dr~ ihe back eight- 
foot on her first delivery, Beckley's for- 
tunes took a turn for the better when 
Baker hit and stayed to cut Carruthers to 
one and Skead came up short on her 
nexL 
However, Baker's final shot went hor- 
ribly wrong, taking out her own to re- 
store three yellow counters. 
Carruthers having thrown up a partial 
guard, Becklcy kept her team's hopes 
Carruthers provincials-bound 
Dcbbic Carruthers' rink is on its way to 
champlonships.the Senior Ladies provincial cuding '~ '  " U " " ' c ~ o u " a "  
Carruthers, third Marg Skead, second 
Norah Jacques and lead Rose Thomas fa l l s  shor t  
took the Dec. 9 best-of-three playoff two 
CORN.BROOMS are an uncommon sight at curling rinks these days but 
BaineAnderson and Marie Beckley put theirs to good use Wing to pull the 
• rock in to freeze 'to the opposition counter. Watching are Betty Nordstrom 
(nearest camera) and Debbie Carruthers whose rink eventually triumphed. 
alive by raising in one of her own for 
• shot rock. 
• But the ~ock was open ~' and Cavruthers 
made no mistake with the takeout to lie 
three again. 
Left with a hit and stay to save the 
game and force a robber match, Beckley 
had to watch her hammer swing on to a 
guard to give Carruthers a 8-5,win nnda 
berth m next month'~ provmcmls m 
Esquimalt. 
After dropping behind early, Car- 
ruthers aid theteam's sitategy.had been 
to "junk tip the front" in order to set up~ 
opportunities tosteal. 
"We had to give them •nothing, to 
make them chase us," she said, adding, 
:'And it worked." 
That game was in stark contrast to the 
first match up in which Carruthcrs 
blasted Beckiey off the ice in eight ends, 
13-3. 
Up 7-3 after six thanks to thrcc-enders 
in both the third and fifth, Carruthers had 
all but extinguished her opponents hopes 
in the seventh. 
Facing five red rocks on her final shot, 
Beckley made the take out to lie one but 
her counter was an open target. Car- 
ruthers made no mistake with the ham- 
mer to open a yawning 12-3 gap. 
When Carruthers managed to steal a 
further point in the eighth, Becklcy's 
crew decided it was time to shake hands. 
Downplaying the significance of the 
scoreline, Carruthers explained, "We 
hadthe luck." 
Noting the Esquimalt rip will be the 
first provincials for all her team mem- 
bers, she also pointed out this is the first 
year she and third Skead have been to- 
gether. 
Given Terrace hosted the Senior 
Ladies provincials last year, Carmthers 
suggested having a local rink represent 
the northwest his time was a fitting 
reward for all the hard work organizers 
had put in to the '92 event. 
Donne medalist first time out 
It was local boxer Robert Doane's first round knockout. 
Joey Losler 
- Canad ian  champion  - 
: . - • . 
Thornhill 
ever Uip to a national competition and he 
made sure he came back from the Canadian 
Nationals with an important souvenir -- a 
medal. 
Fighting in the 1191b. Intermediate divi- 
sion, Donne lost out in the semis to eventual 
gold medalist Rodney Auger of Alberta to 
collect a bronze. 
It was one of 4wo medals picked up by 
Terrace boxers at the Winnipeg event, half 
the total for the B.C. contingent; 
Not surprisingly, the other success came 
from the gloves of Jocy Losier who came 
away with a national title for the second 
straight year. 
Now fighting as a 1391b. Intermediate, 
[.osier started the march to the title by drop- 
ping Nova Scotian Tyler Dewar in a f'mt 
Thomhill Jr. Secondary beat all 
comers to win their own girls bas~t- 
ball tournament Yad. 9/' 
After posting comfortable round 
robin victories in pool A, Thornhill 
went up against pool B winners 
Nisga'a in the final. 
With strong defence reslricting 
Nisga'a to its lowest gamepohrt total, 
Thomhill went On to claim the title ~ by 
a 37-28 margin. 
Top scorers for Thomhill on the day 
were Tanis Trottier and Dadynne LaP 
: ~en bur coach Shannon Murdoch also 
girlstake 
'top.spot 
That brought him up against Hercules 
Kyvelos in the gold .medal match. Im- 
pressive as the Quebecer's name might have 
sounded, he didn't have what it took to stop 
Losier who went on to win on points. 
In an earlier tournament in Vancouver, 
Robert Doane had lost on a 3-2 split deci- 
sion to Marti Leviska, but was giving away 
nine pounds in weight to the Maple Ridge 
fighter. 
Buddy Donne, 14, also came out on the 
wrong side of a 3-2 split; However, the 
1321b. division fighter was up against an 18- 
year-old opponent in Adrian Keys from the 
Main St. Gym, Vancouver. 
But Brian Gervais turned the local fortunes 
around with a Victory in a 1561b. Junior B 
bout, defeating Victoria's Don On. 
of  Suzanne Stone, Keri Brown and 
Lisa Clark with contributing to .the 
team'striumph. 
Thomhill had topped its pool bY 
defeating cross-fiver rivals Centennial 
Christian 45-27 and the Smithers A 
team 37-12. 
Nisga'a clubbed Hazeiton 38-17 in 
its flrst round robin game before drop, 
ping Smithers B 30-21 to earn its 
berth in the find. 
Smithers B and Centennial Christian 
finished second in their respective 
pools, the latter also earning the most should . . . .  : -- • - 
' AnJmp0mnt~part of our heritage Is 
. .~. . . - , .~,  .: , , ,~.~. .~, . : / : i : . ,~,~:S, , .7 , ,~ :: ." ,. : . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  .,~.., ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - __ . . . .  
A mid-game slump by Ten'ace's 
Klm McDougall rink ended up cost- 
ing the quartet a trip to next week's 
Ladies provincial culling 
championships in Vancouver. 
McDougall had opened the Jan. 8- 
10 zone playdowns in fine form, 
blowing out Prince Rupert skip 
Judy Fraser and her Smither~ team- 
mates 12-2. 
McDougall, third Kathle Simpson, 
second Denise SawteH and lead 
Bibbi Dozzt then took their record 
to Z-0 with a comfortable 8-4 win 
over Hazelton's Lee Lemke. 
McDougall's crew then found 
themselves in a critical match up 
against c lubmate Rusty Blanes. 
!With Wendy Atch~on,'s ~stroeg 
~T~ince Rupert entry~alretidy 3~0 in 
~the round robin event, a loss to 
Blanes would have left McDougali 
with the task of beating Atchison 
twice to take the zones. 
Having blown a 5-3 lead by glv!ng 
up three in the sixth and a steal of 
two in the seventh, McDougaH came 
into the final end trailing 9-7 but 
with the hammer. 
After Blanes drew the four foot on 
her last, McDougall came through 
with the hit to take three and the 
game, 10-9. 
That set up Sunday s zone decider 
where the MeDougall rink again 
started strongly. 
A two in the second and steal Of 
one in the fourth gave them a 3-1 
edge in what was clearly going to be 
a tight game. 
Once again, however, the home 
team had trouble in the middle 
ends, Atchison, taking three in the 
f i fth and then stealing singles in 
each of the next two to build a 6-3 
lead. 
Having exchanged singles with 
Atchison in the eighth and ninth 
ends, McDougall ran out of rocks in 
the final frame to go down 7-4. 
Blanes, Paulette Patterson, Nancy 
Ellis and Carla McColl ended their 
weekend with a 9-6 win over Lemke 
(Ilazelton) to finish with a 1-3 
record. 
After an extra end and a measure- 
ment, Melissa Webster's Hazelton 
rink emerged as the Junior Ladles 
zone champs. 
But they almost gave the rifle 
away. 
Facing Smithers neighbour 
Megan Grifflth in the four-team, 
round-rebin format playdown, 
Webster appeared to lock up the 
game with a steal of three in the six- 
th to lead 8-3 lead. 
However, Griffith conjured up a 
two In  the ninth, then stole two 
more in the last to tie it up at 9 and 
force the extra end. 
After Webster missed on a short 
raised take out bid with her final 
stone of the eleventh, the measuring 
stick had  to be brought out to de- 
cide whleh of the eight-foot recks 
was the counter. 
The verdict was Webster, by a 
fraction. - . . . .  . . 
Terrace's entry of  Wendy I~rinz~ 
Cheryl Maflngren, Taffy Clark nnd 
Lisa Gardiner finished at 1-2 in the 
Jan. 9-10 event. 
Dropped 9-2 by Webster in their 
opener, :the home team then 
defeated Blackstone. of Prince 
Rupert 8-4 before finishing on rite 
wrong end of a 134 ~ort l lne 
againstGrlmth. ~ .- ,-  . . . . .  '- 
1 
t 
. . . .  i 
M nors' major event 
! 
division, certainly as far as the players were con- game. 
corned,,: Stevenson said minor hockey is going through a
MinorHockey Week chairman Dallas Stevenson strong resurgence atthe moment, not just here in 
explained that was the only time during the entire Terrace but across the northwest. 
i season the kids got to play a real game, making it That's good for the sport, but it also creates 
the highlight of their year. problems because demand is beginning to outstrip 
i .The previous day the youngest of mlfi0r hock' the availableicd time; . . . .  
ey,s more than 300 enroleea were given a chance' Minor Hockey Week itself had to make adjust- 
to practice and enjoy themselves in a "Funtime ments for just that reason, starting on last 
Skills" event, weekend instead of the coming one because the 
The  Novices division players took part in a mini arena was booked for a ringette tournament. 
house tournament under the Dairyland Penalty- He said the rising enrolment came close to fore- 
Free Challenge banner with game awards being ing Minor Hockey to turn away some kids who 
handed out at the end of the event, wanted to play this season. 
The Peewees launched their week with a Satur- If the upward trend continued, Stevenson added, 
day night game against visiting Hazelton, then hit that may have to happen ext year. 
file ice at 5:30 a.m. Sunday for a skills drill corn- All of which underlines the need for a second 
petition, sheet of ice in the community, he said. 
WEEK LAUNCHED. Mayor Jack Talstra and Novice division player Michael Scarborough 
went  head-to-head in a ceremonial puck dropping to officially open Minor Hockey Week in 
Terrace, watched by (left to right) Robert Gervais (Peewees), Ryan Stevenson (Bantams) and 
J ak e Dickson (Atoms). More than 300 local youngsters take part in the sport. 
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Play safe 
For local residents venturing 
out on frozen lakes and ponds, 
the Canadian Red Cross offers 
the following safety tips: 
Safe Ice Conditions 
~ c c  is 15cm 
thick for walking or skating; 
20em thick for skating parties; 
and 25cm thick for snow- 
mobiling. 
To rescue another 
If someone fails through the 
ice, you can help but remem- 
ber the first step is not to step 
on the ice; 
Extend your reach by using a 
branch, hockey stick, ladder, 
scarf or anything and tell the 
person to roll or crawl to 
safety. 
Self-rescue 
Don't panic, yell for help. 
Reach out with your arms 
and kick your feet behind you, 
then pull yourself on to the ice 
while still kicking. 
Once on the ice, stay flat and 
roll to safety. 
TERRACE 
CURL ING• 
CLUB 
The TERRACE CURLING RINK and the 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION are now taking 
entries for the annual Legion Bonspiel held Jan, 
29- 31/93 at the Terrace Curling Rink. We are 
also taking entries for the 38th Annual Ladles 
Valentines Bonspiel held Feb. 12-14/93. For 
more information phone Kevin at the Curling 
Rink 635-5583 or the Legion at 635-5823. 
A Benefit  Dance 
Big Bark & the Howlers! 
• Dance • Door Prizes • Late Night•Buffet  ' 
Saturday, January 30th 
O Coast Inn of the West 
Doors:  8 :00 p.m., Band:  9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. 
T ickets  Ava i lab le  a t :  
- Coppers ide  Foods  - To lsec  Canada Inc .  
- Skeena Ma l l  (Rea l ty  Wor ld )  - I nn  o f  the  West  . 
- Wi lk inson  Bus iness  Mach ines  
All proceeds to the Burkett family of Thornhill $ t i l~  
A project of the Skeena Valley Rotary Club a 
Kiwis 
chill 
By DAVE HULL 
The Terrac:e area is now four 
Kiwis Short of  'its regular load 
with the departure last month of 
UnCle Donald~.Huey, Duey and 
Loule. 
Yes, those lovable ducklings 
from Down Under have fled to 
the warmth of the New Zealand 
summer. 
And they've been joined by 
Mike McCuish (Uncle Donald 
who, after. 17 years in Terrace, 
decided to return to his roots be- 
fore another bitterly cold winter 
set in; 
Good timing, Mike. 
On:his way home`, Mike tucked 
under his fatherly wing two of the 
Kiwi .lads who joined the Terrace 
Northmen for the 1992 rugby sea- 
son. 
Jeff 'The "Rocket' Sehultz 
(Duey) .and Kerry 'Butch' Friend 
(L.ouie) left with .Mike in time to 
spend' Christmas at home in New 
Zealand. 
Darrin 'Hook' Eves (I-Iuey) 
spent Christmas: in Terrace just to 
see how bad the winters really 
are. 
After hclping shovel the mas- 
sive Dcc. 23 :snowfall and the 
minus 20 degree weather the day 
he departed, there was no doubt 
! in Darrin s mind he was doing the 
right thing. 
Mike McCuish' was a very big 
part of rugby here from the day of 
his arrival in 1975. 
.Very active and Very social, he 
was never far"from rugby action 
or the discussion of it over a few 
pints of ale. 
Mikehad maffy friends across 
the northwest and has sent out an 
invitation to all to come and see 
the,real Land of Wonder Down 
Under. : 
Tile ducldltigs from Stoke, N.Z. 
p/ovided the -Northmen with 
many ofthd teams highlights dur- 
ing what was a memorable sea- 
son; " 
If your old beater can't pass the new government safety regulations, or 
Its having trouble mak ing  it through thls cold winter, then PUSH, 
PULL OR DRAG it down to McEWAN GM in Terrace and we will give 
you a Great Deal on one of our Used Cars or Trucks or on a New 1992 
Car or Truck. 
NO TRADE-IN? NO PROBLEMI WE WILL DOUBLE YOUR DOWN PAYMENT* 
Example  # 1 - Wi th  A Trade  
1989 FORD our PRICE 
MUSTANG YOUR TRADE 
OUR DISCOUNT 
92207- I 
YOU PAY ONLY 
$6,995.00 
81,111.00 
81,111.00 
$4,773 .00  
Example  #2 - Wi thout  A T rade  
1988 CHEV 
4X4 PICKUP 
VB, Auto, Full Load 
92586-2 
OUR PRICE • 12,995.00 
YOUR CASH 81,111.00 
DOUBLE CASH S 1.111.00 
BALANCE TO 
FINANCE $10,773 .00  
McEwan 
Terrace 
I I 
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Newspaper Advertising is 
"CONSISTENCY" 
Your Advertising Message is at your customers fingertips 
when they want to see it. If it's not in print your message is 
just floating in the air. 
Business Directories ads - $22.00/week 
Contact the Standard at 638.7283 
635-1131 ~ 638-8545 
BUSINESS ~ HOME 
MECHANICAL FLEET 
REPAIRS SERVICE 
HI-PERFORMANCE GAS & DIESEL 
ENGINES ENGINES 
CHARLES PASSEY 
LIGENCED MECHANIC 
4818 B HIGHWAY 16 WEST 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 11.8 
BUSINESS 
OF THE 
WEEK 
. . . .  I I  I " i " " "  
• When you Ootta' have it, We'll ~ ' i t !  "~ 
"Our expediting service will save your company money" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
I I ! ' '  
i , ,, 
- . . .  = .  , .>~,~'~ '  J I 
, . rooming 
:l ....... :;~rEap;01ntment'call':::~:. '•i 1 :~ ~ , : ~: : :  . Small i '- 
I. at 638-1115 or We Groom 'era All 
• drop in at ' No Tranquilizers Used 
4546 Lazelle Ave. 
; I l l  " I I I I  
When you goita; •have it, we;fl d~LLrr it! ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :~  ,_~"e~ Z- ,_~'c r-_Zt~e ~ 
I~. seniors 7-.- ~- :~ ' . ! ,~  -=  ~'~..=: a 
:~ Discount,~, :i::i . : ' ' '~ .... ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ "~ PROFESS IONAL P ICTURE FRAMING,  
l~:~:'=~:~:i,  ~, .  ~ , ~ : ~ ~  ~ SALES OF LOCAL SCENERY/WILDL IFE  PHOTOS I~1 
,l~ir~ Z : , : ' : ;~ i~ l~, i .~ |{~. i i1~,~ ;,~ ,,~,~ ........... ~' ~ AND LIMITED EDITION PRINTS ~ 1 
B LOCATED IN CiTY CENTRE MALL, KITIMAT ~J 
i !  ~ ~ J  "'" " ~] (lower level) ~j  
,~~:~ ::~,:i ~ ~ ,  ~ CHECK & COMPARE Our expediting service will save your company money' 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 ~ After Hours Call 632-7431 [~J [XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXZXXXXXXXXXXXX:~ 
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors :  , 
• JAMES WESTERMAN &,DOUG MAC FARLANE . . . .  . .. 
....... : "::.:5;:::".:"-'::JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER " . . . . .  : ........ : . . . . . .  
;;~;:'~; 4~'~~: ~:  ' " r~ ero .~  24  HOUR ': ::. " ' 
: monume & Answering and Pager Service i /A 
Terrace, Kitimat, Smi thers  635-2444 Funeral'Serv,ce & Prince Rupert ,, Assooahon 
I 
0 
Jane's :Pet Gallery 
Dogand Cat Grooming 0 
].'REI.: PICKUP AND I)EI.!VI.;RY 
Pet Portraits 
Original Pastel Portraits 
Dogs, Cats, tlorsos and W.ildlife 
635-6552 
638-8018 JANE TURNER 
..:: . :: 
Scrap Car Removal 24 Hours Service 
Reasonable Rates 
DR. HOOK 
 :TO!W l :N::G 
. . . . .  "~'~": ~ ~ AND WRECKING' 
Fast, Reasonable 638-1977 
Service - Call TERRACE, B.C. 
[ • 
TOLSEC We' Back 
LOCK & KEY re Pioneer Upholstery 
CERTIFIED =.=,o- 
LOCKSMITHS same Location 300! Dobble  Street , 
• . Terrace. B.C. !! 
3238 Kalum Street, Same Phone 035-9434 :,! 
Terrace, B.C. Same Great Service Furniture Rcupholstery ~ !'. 
6 3 8-, , ,=-,,  c.c.~, .,,=. ~.,,. ~ o.v~ : 
ToLL I ~REE . 1-800-661-2676 CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  
I 
I 
i 
:i I
•i 
i 
I 
I 
i 
i 
J i I 
:i 
~ keena  Val ley  ~=~-~~! 
Video Clinic 
Audio-Video-Computer R pairs 
202-4716 LazeUe Avenue Ter race  635-7762 
O LA N dr~- ] l -~  
' LAND MOBILE  RADIOI - - IUUUl I I I  
CANADA LTD. 
( : :  Northland , 
N 2 Pohle 
:: Com m unication s Ltd. 
638-0261 
OPTOMETRIC 
C~~ON 
I I  
PAUL G. NEUMANN 
Dr. of Optometry 
4550 Lekelse Ave, 
Terrace, B,C. VSG ]P7 
(604) 638-2020 
~, .  M/Rb.G EJ!,D,E~OP~RODUCn~T I 0 N S
Entertalnment/MusidReal Estate Oerno Videos "All Special Events" 
A Picture is Worth A Thousand Words 
A Video is Worth "Infinity" 
Multi-Type Video Duplication (S-VHS,VHS, Video 8, Hi-VideoS, also Super 8mm, 
Photos and Slide to Video Trensfem) ( IV~I Orders Welcome) 
*PAL.NTSC-PAL and SECAM .NTSC.SECAM CONVERSIONS 
*Bulk Duplication *Full Editing & Broadcasting T~tling 
• 2807 Hall Street 
Gary Venture Terrace, B.C. VSG 2R6 635-3908 
I 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
~arn~. '~.  Ucnovations 
: .  
Victor P. Hawes, O,D. 
~, Windshield Repair/Replacements 
" "~"  " ~ "  • Windows : 
~!~~~. , '  . ,~,,e, on,,, 
~ ~ - A L  C S,,vBLA;SSo • LTD:  
: ,~ ;~{,  638-8001, in Kitimat 632,4800 
OPTOMETRIST ' 
I I I 
, , . 
. . . .  • . . . . . . .  
~ /#~ . ~4~LakasR Ave, .  i:,".: ,'. Appig:: ~.~o~,: .... 
:. ~ ; i i i : :~? : : : : )8G~1'  M0d~N~ 338-8691 ::.: :. 
~ I I I IIII III I I : I ~:~: , 
r 
, , : ;  [ 
Sports 
THURSDAY, JAN. 21 
Minor Hockey 
Bantam House League 
9:15p.m; - Remax v Bradford 
I SATURDAY~ JAN.23 
Bowling 
BIC. BOWL FOR KIDS at the 
Terrace Lanes. For more in- 
formation, phone 635-5911. 
SUNDAY, JAN. 24 
: Hiking Club 
CROSS COUNTRY ski trip to 
New Remo. Meet at library 11 
a.m, and bring lunch. For into, 
Vicki at 635-2935. 
: MONDAY~ JAN 25 
Minor Hockey 
Bantam House League 
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!!! i.!'~'he Ten,ace Standard of- 
fern Sports Menu as a pub- 
llc ~e~ice to its readers and 
local sports organizations. 
I f  you have an event 
planned , bring the details 
in and we'll add it to the 
Menu. 
:To  make the following 
w eek~slpaper, submissions 
musi be in by 5 p.m. Fri- 
'93 time to change attitude 
T obH:~aa trt iYetfluE~A! ° w i°l ~ b:iYe:: :~ ii~!°t "s'fen egd ~:; !~Ye 
Attitude: posture or position of body's needs and not just the ap 
a person, state, condition or con- 
juncture as likely to have a 
certain result. 
We are the creators of  our own 
reflection. 
How many times have we told 
our children that they need or 
must change their attitude? 
Well, kids, we must change our 
attitudel 
We need to look at fitness as a 
gift of happiness and well being. 
If we view it as a test, it will be 
threatening and stressful. 
We don't need any more bur- 
dens. 
Those that tell themselves they 
have to lose x pounds (body fa 0 
in a given length of time are as- 
suredly setting' themselves up for It is not only a matler of achiev- 
failure, ing that's vital, but also maintain, 
Each day nearer that goal date ing. . . . . . .  
becomes a test of will power and You need to look at each day as 
they apply more and more pres- 
sure on themselves to decrease 
calorie intake and increase ex- 
ercise activity. 
The key word is 'pressure'. 
Even if they achieve the body 
fat loss, it usually is regained a 
short time later because the 
'pressure' isoff. 
an adventure and opportunity for 
fitness and health. 
Each day, before you get out of 
bed, visualize yourself with a 
smile as you" perform your daily 
tasks. 
See yourself full of energy, 
lighter of step; see yourself ex- 
ercising towards that hard, lean 
petite. 
Everyday, before you get out of 
bed, tell yourself, "Today is an- 
other opportunity to lose one 
quarter pound," 
You will not only lose the ex. 
cuss body fat and achieve ahigh- 
er fitness level, you'll have fun 
doing it. 
The well-being you achieve will 
be easy to maintain. You will 
have been given yourself the right 
strokes. 
Attitude will be a smiling 
reflection. 
Keep that mirror primed and 
shining so you can see the best 
you can be looking back at you 
during 1993. 
Zone 10 
report 
By BOB GOODVIN 
The B.C. Senior Games Zone 
10 group held its regular 
monthly meeting in Prince 
Rupert Jau. 9. 
The executive also met with 
Doug Kydd, who will be lead- 
ing the drive to put on the 
Games in Prince Rupert in '94. 
A cheque for $1,000 was 
given to Harry Schoiten for 
delivery to the 400 Club's Jan- 
uary draw winner, Ray Bill- 
ings.  
Zone 10 also presented Kydd 
with a cheque for $4,000, sort 
of a match to light the flame of 
enthusiasm for the '94 Games. 
Delegates were also named: 
Mary Arneson, Molly Olson 
and Ted Arne will be handling 
Zone 10 affairs in Prince 
R,,pert. 
I 
9:15p.m. - Lakelse Logging v 
Remax Realty "O  . - ' 
Minor Hockey 
Bantam House League 
7:45p.m. - Rcmax v Bradford 
Minor Hockey 
Bantam House League 
9:15 p.m.Bradford and Sons v 
Lakelse Logging ! ~ [ ~ dP~Ni l  I /4P~'~ 
,- FRIDAY, JAN. 29 I / 
Cur l ing  ~ / ~ ~  S ~ [ i i N ' g  @ ~ i ~ TERRACE LEGION Men's 
Open bonspiel gets under way, 
ending Sunday. Entry $130, 
three events. To enter, contact 
Legion (635-5825) or Curling 
Club (635-5583). --" ~ January 13- 24 • While Stocks Last 
MinorHockeYBANTAMS host Kitimat, II o", -o" =rices l!k Grea" S <iincl! 
Midgets host Prince Rupert in 
two game series. First game / F EE 
tonight, second Saturday ~ ~ " ' : 
Hiking Club " ~ ~ ~:%: = ~;~ ~ . ,~~ ., ~ I[It~>~l 
CROSS COUNTRY ski trip to ~ ~ ~;~:~ i ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~' -~ '~/  
Chest Creek area, 12 miles l 
south of Terrace. Meet at It- ~ 
brary at 10a.m. or Onion Lake 
p~rking lot. For into, Kelly at Dynafit . ~}' Nordica ~)| ( i value with the p~urgcShaseof Raichle Solomon " 11 
798-2535. ~ Co mpSRJ ~0 La_dy=[ ec7001 j~j 0 any adult performance F)(7 MS ~900 SXTeam ~ i l l0  
" ii;:i;~,FRIl)AY,])arts.,,, ........  FEB.'S:~i.:i;:.. : : ~: .~: ,Heg... . ~uu .... ';' "~ J :  i Meg. ;auu . . . .  ! ,~i!~.1 ... bopt,~, . . . . . . .  Reg., '395 dr i l l  Reg. *250 ~ m ,~ I  
TERRACE LEGION Open . .- a l l [ '~~ A i"' SAVE:: I 0 
tournament begins tonight at8 Sk~ Sin=them t ~ i  ~ '", [ L ~ ~ .  ~ [] [] ~k~ ~ " Assorted p.m. with mixed oubles, eon- 
or "~ "': " ; ~  - '="  A ~ g  tinues Saturday with ladies' ~"N~VJ  s AI ina Over ~ Do .w_n  H , I I  and men's singles, doubles. Shame Double Lens Goggles .., P .. , 1= S k = p o I es  
SUNDAY, FEB. 7 100% UV protection, ontlfog ~I(lSS tToggle , , ,  • ~ ,  v "- 
]Bowling goggles by Gordinl & Smith Triflex Power Lens  Protect 20% ~g.9s $ 95 
PICK-A-PARTNEP, zone roll- Fleece Pullovers4_ $299n $499s Your 19  offs at the Terrace Lanes. For $ 99s  "as. '49.95 Reg. info, 635-5911. Made in Canada Reg. '60 n~j. ve.~s Investment O F F 
Snowmobiling ~;ll": ~ ' Solomon 1<:2  : : ( '  
SNOWARAMA '93. Because I ~I ~ i 
weather isamajorfaetor, this ~,,i:: ! Equ ippe  ~ ~  , _ _  i ~,~ ~]~. ' ,~  ~ ~ ~[  
date  is tentative. Time and ~' :.i:! "~:~;': "': : |~  i i ~ ~ ' E ~ . 
Ioeationofmntobeconfirmednearer date. For into Earl at ~-:"i"; Best Pr ice in ~:i-i~ !!~:~i C a m p  t/lltll ,4 V i /  ~ ~ ~- .~ [ | i  l t~  
635_5930. #.{I::i -~.. Canada - i~:.!~.:. i~ .,'.:~: - : ~ "7 o I~t |.g . a'~49k I%, ~ ~ [IP~'~ ~,~ "~ ~II ~'' 
~i:! ! Guaranteedl ::ii:::/~!:-ii::i~!:: ~ , .o  [~ l l  ]~1[~ -~.~ ~ 
,FREE LESSONS offered by ,.. ! ~":!:' : !  - t J '  ~ I  ~ ~ ~  
Kitimat Cross Country Ski 'i:~ .i , i'~ii=~?~! e ,55d~id)ill i d)t ) 'Reg.'600 ~ ~_ ., ~,~,- . 
Club to adult members every i~- ~ Reg. 695 I1~ ~;,;;~;~ =;:~:~:;:~; R g. 
Saturday at lia.m., Onion i< :2  
Lake ski trails. For more info, . . , "  Fischer KASTLE  ' phone 632-4359. 
BADMINTON CLUB plays i' ! : "-:./i : .  #~ A = . ,  .. , . ,  .., CVC Competition SL . . ~ ~ ~  
everyp.m, andTUeS;sun.and7:30-9:30Thurs" 8-10p.m. [ ..; : ". , ~L ;A  Nat iona l  team bL (170 & 175) =~~~ .~__..~ 
i I : : :  . - - - -  . , . 
at :Thomhill Jr. Sec. school. ' : at R a c e r  
l~leWcomers welcome. Contact 
~:Diane at635-3564. ,  " ~ I~  '~  (~ Re. '650 ~ ~1[ ~ ~ - ""5 ~ O O e =,~ A |~1 l 
JACKRABBITS hold cross :~I!I~ ~eg.'3~9 U ~ '  ' g ~,~i~- - -O  ,eo. zv __ .~, !  I OId~UlU l  
:country sessions every Satur- •- ~ ,,,'.~ . :~.., ~,,Y~J/J:.. ~. m 
;d,y, 9:30-11 a.m. at Onion ' ~ ~ ! ! ~ /  -,~z-'~, ~ ~ ~ Dr I m 411 dl l~O4f ' ~ : ,  ~ .  Padded Schneider, 
~k¢' ~ki trails. For into, phone '~~~ :~!~l ~ L~ ~ V l=  /4 ,  U " / f 'd~ ~:~,.,~,~,!e~ Steffner & aoffe 
(i32:~1359... . . ~i:il. ,~  ~i::!~'; ~ ~~,  1. . .  . " - -  "~" " ~ ~ ~_~~~'~ Sweaters & Stretch 
ADULT NOON HOUR drop ~f~~~{, l i i  ~ ~" ! ill~ .... Large selection of ~"~,~ ~'~qt~~J~ \,~ Pants 
in hockey takes place at Arena ~ ~  =~[, |  I ~ i~~'~. .~ Europa, Helly Hansen, / / ~ ~  \ \  ALL 
ll:45a.m.- 1 p,m. every Man., ~ ~ : ~ ~  ; ~  t ~ ~  "~,~_ Columbia, Sun Ice & // ~q[~._J~ \ \  -- A .  ,, 
:Wed. and Fri. Minimum age / ~ ' ~ ~  ~ ~ ~  ii= ..... Descente top quality I~ 1 , n /  19 years and limited to first 20 
players each day .  I ~ ; , ~ : . ~  ~ ~ ~ ~  ' winter ski wear i\ I ~  :,~ J '  i ' / 'A  
::r~.~c~ .... ROADR~'rN~RS ~ ~ ~ ~  • save  40"/,, ~ ~\ " / 1  dr= ,,, IO  
Motorcycle Club welcomes All Junior Jackets & Suit ~ ~  ~ ~  ,:. ~, \~\  ~ 'B  ~ Br"  BI"" 
neW' members. For informa- /sizes 2 to 18 ~ " )~:>:"" J l l~  ~j~ I/ "~\\ ~r~r  . ~ r r 
tton; ph0ne F_A (635-3489) or A # J ~ .~,,~i~i'"'"' Athletic Leisure Suits by \\ \ \~~ ,.~,, 
Karen (635-6495). ~ ~ ~"~/.,. : = .~~5 ~a;'' Adldas & Rucanor '~" \~7~',)" ~,/U K /U  ~ O .~ " " I l I : save  40 ~o ~.~ , REGULAR 
::~:':~ :" " -  ' OFF ~-=:=~- -=~' - -  " ',\~,,,,, LOW PR'.C E 
" 1 ?::!:i:::: ii~ii!! i.~:~ii : :~:i::i ::::~: ! ] : ~i:::::::!! ~:, i :i;iiii~i~::~::~ ::i~:i:i~;::~: i::i:.iiiii::i::!:i::::::::ii il 
v ~ ' li::~ ::i:!;!!~!iii:!i ;:: ~: ::i: !:i!~!!:: !~ ;i:!::! ::~::~ !i~i ::. !i~!i!ii~ii~ii!i!i!!:i!~, ,, |i::~ :~ ................ :::'.~:~:~:$ :.~ ........ ::~::':::::::::'::~i~!~:'.':::::~!i!i~!l 
I • t • ~:  ::: "'::::  :: ' : ' : ' '  : " : : '1 :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  :: ~::: : , Renta ls  . . ........................  : ..: .......................................... . . . .. . . . . ~ ... .. ... .  ~1 ~" At Kmg and Alfred - on  the way  to ,he ski  hdl ~.:: :: . . . .  , , . . . .  : ;:::, A . ..,~:,::::. ....... thi .s: : :~ou oD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, I : ]  ~::i~i~i!!~i~!'~:['~!!iii.i:!:? i.i:i::~:: :ii::::~ i!::~!i!~: ~:i i:!: i ::i.[ii:i:i:i:!.i.::~:;/~:i:i:~i:~.::~:ii~!!i!~i!i~:i!!~i!!!:':![~| , • Serv ice  In Smtthers - Phone 847-9333 [iiiii!i:~i;~iiiiii~:,~ii~!~,~!;ti;!iiiii~iiiii~ 
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EAL ES 
SPECIAL FEATURES: 
• : !  ~¢ ', . .  
#'the perfect choice for a hillside lot. 
/ Is land kitchen, with corner windows and 
ample counterspace, combines with bright 
breakfast nook. 
,/sunlit central living room Is warmed by a 
gas fireplace. 
/ 
,/breakfast nook and dining room feature 
access to covered deck. 
,/master suite, with gas fireplace flanked by 
his and her closets, Is complete with a 3 
piece ensuite. 
. . r ,  , : • :  , . . 
WEINMASTER HOME DESICN 
/-raltlng 
COVERED 
DECK 
DINING 
ROOM 
10'4 x 10' 
lIVING I , ROOt~" MASTER 
t~', t~'5 BEDROOH 
l Y4  ) 13'10 
gee g~oe 
fireplace fireplace 
rolling 
, ,re..  - I 
< [[~BEOROOM 
TWO-CARGARAGE ]] S'~ X 10'f0 I 
21' x 21' 
TOTAL: 1583 SQ. FT. 
(147.0 M =) 
WIDTH: 58!0" (17.6 M) 
DEPTH: 46'0" (14.0 M) 
MAIN~LOOR PLAN•: . . . . . .  
~583 SQ: FT. (147.0 M =) 
~" this home is complete with an flnfinished , . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  
walk-out basement plan, - - 
r • yeme,,Eerguson 
..... 63,5-3389 
~ .~, .. 
,,, ~ ,  ,~ :,,: 
COUNTRY CHARMER 
2 story providing bountiful space on 
4.43 acres, A sole owner, 2-car 
garage, gas heat, family room, 
country kitchen, 6 br/3 baths, deck, 
1358 sq. ft, on main, 2218 sq, ft. 
above. A first-rate home value, 
Brenda Erickson 
638-1721 
: . L .  
l e i^~o.  91631 i ~ t-,.rt,,~ i 
House Plans Available Through 
- MEMBER OF TIM,BR-MARTS LTD 
3207 Munro6: Terrace 
635-6273 
ITS QUALITY SHOWS 
Mother-in.law suite highlights this 
cordial split entry. Mountain views. 
Great family area, fireside glow, 5 
br/4 pce 3 pce/ene. 3 p¢e baths, 
built-in microwave, fencing large 
trees, largo view deck. Lot 140' X 
Great family home in Copper River 
Estates. Approx. 1,O00 sq. ft. 3b/r 
with covered patio on 3 sides. 
Fenced, landscaped yard with 
flower beds and fruit trees. To view 
call Dennis 638-8093, 
• ,,~. ~ . ~ . : ~ 
• ~,~.. ~ ,  ~ . .  . , ,  .~  
SENSATIONAL START 
This 3 b/r home with sho is on 
Dave Parker 
638-1579 
large lot in Copperslde. is well 
kept, nicely landscaped and offers 
a great start for young couple at 
$64,500. See Brenda soon MLS. 
I ' . ~  Prlced at $139,951. Ric White 635- 153', work room. $135,500. Marne LARGE BUILDING LOT , * ~ ~ ~  ~ ,  
": IJL~[///'/) ~ I i : ~ ~  6508 rerguson635-3389 1,03 acres available on Braun ~ ~" ;~="T '~ '~ 
~'~.~'*  "=~'#) .~ I ~ ~  ~ - ~ - - ~ - -  ~ . . _ ' ~ - ' ,  Street, Priced to sell at only ~ ~ i l ~ l ~  ~ ~  
('~,~X~.'..,~ -u'~#./.~, II ~ , ~  AUHI::AUI: ULUbI:/U UIIY LIMII~J $16,000. MLS Ca I Olga Power ~ i . i r . ~  ~ ~  
"~-J ' | ~ ~  This uncleared acreage has power 635-3833 ~I}~. -~~ 
/ , i  . i ~E:~ and water Drveway already WON T LAST LONG ~ : ~  
• , : : , | - . : ,  ,~ ,  ~ :,t~ developed io bulldn~] site. Ca DUPLEX VALUE .HORSEHOE 3692 Juniper Street, Beautiful 5 
• ,. i : . - •  | uennlsusslmor6 Olga for further informafion at 635. Solidly built duplex close to B/R, 2 full bath home In DianaWood 
ucensea Premises I 638-8093 3833 MLS schoo s shopp ng park 2 Thorhhelghts Phase Basement 635-6236 
+ ~ r.~" : ~ ¢~ ~ " • " , I : :  :~:~ ~ bedrooms up, 1 down on each Is completely finished Including a v~.~_v,~ou 
• = ~ I ~ JmOLDoWEfo'FHpR~ bHOToBo UY[ 29 :R~e~S iVnlEcWItAy,CRzEoAneGd E R1 i~8 ~ ~9 :nbu~es;m;;~y'N~G{I haa~ ~nr~!9Oac~!s~YD~drieSeldapda~aPned 
-~'.<~.: : ' , : ,~  . . . . . .  n'| ~ . . . .  d m, tull Adjacent to Westview Drive: -1 7 MLS $118,900. CallDennls638-8093,. ~ ~  
~'~ ,~.>-'- ~=J~_  I i  ~ easement name in pop,,ufa.r southerly views Potentia 27 ot ~ ~t~¢Hlnnlvlnl:tee 
,,£ ":~" "' ,~ ~ .~.~ ~: ( .~ ,  • ~ Thornneights SUDa VIS on I~llcely subdivision ¢220 000 ~,,,. ~-,, ~,~ . . . .  ,.,u=.~,~ m~ - 
.~i~,~, ': ~ , , ; : , ' "~ ,~ l~t~l~.  I I  ~ andscaped, yard, back yard fu, Y Dave Parker 638-1579. . . . . . . . .  " LOT IN HORSESHOE T~ls flat 50 acre parce can be 
-,.~.~ -. . ;  "~. ' , , )~1~1~"~|  ~ I~W~. j ] I~  fenced with garden area and 10 X ' Zoned R3. Cleared and convenient subdivided into 2 acre eta One 
: : ' ! ~ * ' ~ ' ~ " ~  %'| i~ , ,~  ~ 10' shed, A steal at $95,900. Call ; Large uncleared residential ot on to downtown and recreational road has already been ap;roved U ~ l ~ i l  
~ _ ~ "  ' | Ulga lower Diana now. Office 638-0268 Home Skeena Street, Priced at $17 000, facilities. MLS $22,000 Call Olga and dedicated for subdivision, MLS Ric White 
~ ~ . *~x ~ , . ,  II 635-~ 635-6236. Excluswe, ' Call Olga 635-3833 MLS. 635.3833. Call Diana now 635-6236. 635 6508 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT | 
REASONABLE PRICES I 
WEDNESDAY IS | 
SENIORS DAY / 
Senior Citizens receive | 
10% off menu prices | 
Mondayt.o Friday | ' 
7 a,m.-6:30 p.m. i 
Saturday 6 a.m.:, 4 p.m. | 
Sunday6 a.m, ;3 p.m. 
• 
4702=Lakelse/|' I l 
- ,  , v , . . -  / | Ralph Godlinskl Lisa Godlinski Rusty Ljungh Christel Godlinski JoeBarbosa Ran Redden ~;yndaBo~ece l i  I 
~ * ) =  ~ O ~ / ! 1  . s~gso  635.4950 635.5764 6.15-5397 635-5604 630-1915 638-1073 l :  i 
I 
d 
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E A L  E S T A T  l ? .  
Dist inct ive : 
, . .  . _ • ~ ~.~ ~=.*, ?~.  ~'  - . .~  ~ 
Hancner.  
• . ,  . . . .  . 
• .. ~ ',t . . . .  ¥~" ~ .' . ,~ • . ~,~ • . . . .  ... . .~ . , , .  . . . . .  Design L-,,o 
"-,,,,,~ ,~-  " " ~ ~-:" ~ ,  ' " '  ~ "~~'"  '~' . . . . .  ~""  . =t ": ~ ~" .  . 
. . . . . . .  , ~~- -~ '~__ :  ~ ~/A~"~, -~- - __ . - .  '.=-~!:~." ~ 
) : :.:',, . - 
TYNAN DESIGN LTD. 
13~-108th At~tml, em'l~, B.C. 
Phe~ F,01.4~?~3 Fax= ~8t4833 
PLAN NO. NB-538 2O34 SQ.FT .  
r By M. TYNAN 
An iateresting angular, 
design 'and an elaborate 
layout are sure to make 
lhis:fimHly home Ihe pride 
of the neighbourlio0d. 
The  stucco exterior, a 
multi-level root', with a 
fashionable Dulcl~ gable, 
and a l)al ladian feature 
Window,) 'combine Io create 
ll!e i)Olmlar "California" 
l ook ;  
. Wa)k. throtgh an  arched 
e!|tnmce-way late a stylish 
living r0om'which boasLs 
a vh'ulted ceiling, a pal- 
ladim Window, and a gas 
firclilace. A 'semi-priw~te 
dining room also."Ms im 
arched entraaee, alld a. fea- 
ture wall'.enhdnced by a 
- glass block. An open phm 
for Ihe kitchen arid'ihmily 
room creates a country 
kitchen style atmosphere 
complete with a cozy 
fireplace. Ilia chef in the 
fan)ily~ will enj0y aml)le 
Ct~l)bo;ird ; and :"c6unler space, a' iaady-, wo~:k  iis- • 
• had; :and, ia :: l),~-idry:..The 
i :to.ok, is rod@ely :  atti'ac: " 
t,(Ye, : l'~idud.g ~', ::vaulted 
•, ce i i ing  'aad a-.: p/dladian : 
: ' f~atui.e:wihdow:: .~: '. ;.;,,.,,.:, 
~:-~ Twos.';';"!::':":" se(.'ol~da~, 
oeurooms ;Ire a!g 
The'~ifiit'stc'r is ~'ery com- 
forlhMel with an extra 
large"malk-'in Closet and a 
five piece easuite with a 
raisedswirl lub. 
l qans  fi)r NB.538 may 
. I)e ol)tai l ied t'or $395 I 'or 
'.a, package ()t' five C()lll- 
plete  seL~ el" worldng 
.prints and $39 for each 
additional set of the 
same phm. Allow $15 ex- 
ti'is to  cover the cost of  
postage and handling 
(B.C. residents add ap- 
plicable sales tax to plan 
total)(All Caltadian resi- 
dents add 7% GST to 
phm total  plus postage Rancher  pmms'catalague Vis;n or MasterCar ( i  all- 
and lmndl ing) .  ' " for $13.65 in]eluding thorizationns payable to: 
T]!is is one of our new postage a,d handling 1"efface Stand;~n'd ])lan 
designs. Many innova- and7%GST,  of the Week, 13659 . 
t ive l)hms are now avail- Ple;Ise make  all she- 10gth Avemne, Surrey,  
al)le in our NEW ques, nnoney orcleL's, and B.C.  V3T  2K4.  
NICE HOME - LARGE LOT RETREAT! RETREAT! AI"rRACTIVE 
Check out this3 + 1 ~droom, full Get away for the weekend. Check  LAKESHORE 
basement Natural gas heated out this beautiful cottage on 10.52 .1298sq.~. -2bedrooms 
home on a 139x156 lot with a acres, A short distance from town, lOOfl lal<eshora ..3/4basement 
20x24 shop. Call Shaunce for more makes it a terrific home away from .Call Jirol MLS .. 
detaiis,$97,500MLS, home, Call Shaunce for more 
Information, $25,500, MLS, GREAT PACKAGE 
: . WANT TO lINES'r? . ~ This 12x68 mobile home with a 
12x28 addition Is a great starter 
If you are looking to Invest, this properly, 11x27 living room with 
property Is a must to consider. 7 A 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom 14'x70' 
acres In town zoned light industflaJ, mobile homein great condition on a frsplace. Three bedrooms. 12x40 
Including 12 revenue su~s, a mini. rentPrivatemakesl°t in town.it a mustlnexpensivefor thosePad $53,500garage shop.MLS, Fenced lot Pflced at 
-.storage. and a roobUe,Mme, park ..... startlr~ Out, Mdst be Seen to be: 
with room to develop. Ch~ck it curl :.. ,:: aPpredated,:Call .Shaunce for an. 
Call Shaunce for more Information?:~'; ::~'a,~p0intrnent:::to view.: $29,000, 
Exclusive. ~lus ive ~ 
CONDO' " 
MOVED Well located to downtown - 3 
12x68, 3 bedroom mobile - 4 bedroom with full basement, 2 
appliances, Asking $14,600, Call bathrooms, Asking $44,900, MLS 
Lauds. . . • Call Lauds, 
I saw your picture in the pa er] p , ~ ,  
Now you can keep a copy of that picture forever through a 
new service offered by THE TERRACE STANDARD. Come in and 
browse through our news photo file. Reprints of black & white 
news photos or the color front page photo are available. Prices 
• will vary depending on size. 
5x7 reprints "other,ze, arealsoavMlable...$800p[us tax 
, ,  , ~ ~:~, 
Stan Pa~er Jim Duffy 
6354031 635-6688 
......... NEATA'~ APINI  : "" 
:- Is this 680 .sq. ~ i ~b~el~ r~ homo 
located in the Keith Estate. Well 
maintained, Three bedrooms, 
master with nursery off it. Natural 
gas heat. Rec room. Located on a 
tidy 60x188 lot close to bus stop, 
Call Jim to make your appointment 
to view this home pdced at $79,900 
MLS. 
LOCATION PLUSI 
Located close to downtown, plus 
having 5 bedrooms, double carport, 
large sundeck, spacious fim!ly room, 
a separate workshop, a wood 
firap!ace, and a natural gas fireplace, 
are just a few qualities of this home 
that make it very desirable, Call Ted 
now, Asking $136,500 MLS, 
INVESTMENT 
OPPORTUNITY 
Excellent building lot close to the 
downtown core. The property is 
proximately one acre in size and 
onts onto Lszelle Avenue and Park 
Avenue, Zoning is R-3 ~hlch will 
allow for construction ofa 25-42Unit 
apartment building. For more 
Information call Hans, MLS 
"$10,000" 
A 1967 Melody 12)(64 mobile home 
that Is quite cozy just $10,000 MLSI 
Call Ted today. 635-5619. 
ATTENTION ALL  
HORSE LOVERS!  
For Sale By Owners  
Lot 29 Kleanza Drive. 2.07 acres with barn and corral area. 
House is 1440 sq. ft. with full walk out basement. Many recent 
renovations. Airtight woodstove. Not on highway frontage. 
Asking $89,000. 
For more  Information or to v iew please call 638-1492.  
I 'NVESTMENT SPECIAL " 
Don't ovedook this new listing, 
Quality family motel and R,V. p=.k in 
pdme location. Features 8 cabins, 
11 fully serviced RV, pads, 1 mobile 
home and a 4 bedroom 
owner/manager suite, For more. 
information and your appointment to 
view, call Godie Olson. Listed at 
$249,0OO, MLS 
~ U ~ :  
Is the best way to describe this 
listing In the Horseshoe. This home 
offers 1200 sq. ft., 3. bedrooms, 1 :. 
bath, N/G fireplace, 16)(20 storage 
shed, and fenced 70x132 lot.. 
"Located 'w]thl~;,~alkih~'~istar~ t) 
~schoots a,M~dOiVi~own. ~ln)  
STOP. cIRCLE, CALL : 
Very attractive wall maintained 1100 
sq, ft. 4 bedroom hornel Located on ~ 
the bench featuring N/G heal 2 
baths, family room, fenced 50x122 
lot, singis detached shop, Asking 
HORSESHOE LOCAtiON 
-1070 sq, ft. -2 baths 
-3 bedrooms -70x132 lot 
• Asking $99,500 MLS . 
EXTRA! EXTRA! CALL US 
• ' 'ABOUTITI ' . ' 
Truly one of Terrace's finest homes, 
This home offers 2250 sq, ft. of living 
space on the rosin floor plus a 3/4 
basement, It also features 7 
bedrooms, living morn; dining room, ' 
family room, rec morn, 4 bathrooms, 
N/G hot water heat, attached garage, 
workshop and much, much more. For 
m ore~'~orki~tl~ ~,"~o[~ p~|~J~ 
appointment toview call Hans. = :~ ~. 
~N~0-  LISTINGS 
New .listings requlred~or a 3 
bedroom, non-basemorit ancher in 
town. A4 or a.6 pisx,:imd also'i~ 5. " 
to 10 acre hobby farm. Call John at 
the office or at 635-9312 events: ' $103,500 MLS. 
. . . . . .  E:~;~ ~' :i:r ~ 
~:  :;?~ ~ ~ < : ~ :i-;~ 
• ~o ~!~!~. 
Gordon 01son Laurie Forbes Hans Stach Shaunce Kmisselbrink Ted Garner 
638-1945 635-5382 635-5739 635.5382 635-5619 
NO ()UESTION ABOUT IT: 
John Nagy 
.635-9312 
~:~ ' 4.. . . , ~ ~  
i ~ GREAT STARTER HOME JUST IN TIME FOR SPRING ~:'~:~" 
This 3bedroom split level home is only HORSESHOE LOCATION CEDARVALE FARM 
! fe rn9  nat. gasheat & Water, Approx. 5 minutes from town and offers the best 4 year old home located In an area of Approx. 100 acres of tormlend on the 
.i,000 sq;'fl, o f living space, Has seen of bo~ v/odds, barn greenhouse, shed, many new homes. This home features BUSINESSll HEALTHY'. Skeem River, 3 homes nestled In the 
some i recent renovations: Close to all ~amenlties:Pr]oed tosell $69,900 MLS, CLOSE&CONVENIEMT large garden' all this on l/2 acre, Pdced over250Osq. E 4bdrms, 2bths, plusa LIFESTYLEII Valley under the Seven Sisters 
to sell at $64,500, Cell Derlck Now. master bedroom ensuite, Living room You can have bolh with Tatogga Lake Mounta]r~ Pdoed to sell et $199,500. 
;Ca] lS~: . '  . Attrac~ve family home dose to schools . ~ a nat. g= fireplace and features Resort located on highway 37, Fully ~r .  rn~b'o n cell Joy orSheUa. 
& hospital, Brand new addition Includes vaulted osllinRs, Theres hare'wood equipped restaurant, RV camping 
: :~FOROABLEACREAGE 3 bedrooms, m=er bath and ensue, R -3LOT flooring In the dining room also a cablm, at= with all amenities. Summer 
Large lot with fenced back yard and new 61x120 in the Horseshoe, TNs property separate I~uge family room. For more resort with year round potential. Call 
Ve~"pict~que propedy has a lot to garage for the handyman. For a private could be the future location for your il~rmation call Dave.Asking $157,500 Sheile. MLS. 19 ACRES ON MERKLEY 
offer including septic system In space viewing call Doug - Listed at $118,500 revenue produdng dwelling, Call Dedck 
~¢1 ~;Urffinished home, Call 5uzanne MLS, . fordetait,~, _ , _ MLS, Build your dre~ home within minutes 
today for more lnfo on this159.83 acres . ~ ~  from town on this beautiful treed 
~ t  ~ell~r$48,0~O MLS, SECLUDED ACREAGE IN - acreage, Spdng creek runs through the 
I ( I /~ I I4~ACANTLOTSI  ' 42LOTSON3'3ACRES;  I MOBiLE HOME' TERRACE TOWN AI'rENTIONCONTRACTORS front pertion of the propedy. $46,500. 
: : TRAILER PARK " ~s  two a¢~e parcel Is located on Over 2 acres of R5 zoning with 4lots CallJ0y, • • 
situated In Hazelton.dght by the Vacentand ready forqulck poses.ion. Terraces sou~ side, At the end of a fronting on Mills and 1 lot MeDeek, 4 ACREAGE'S23,900 . 
L~: -  In tl'~ ,Horseshoe,: close to Highway and Railway, Curren6y zoned Features 3 bedrooms, hal gu heat and dead end stresL Ideal location to build bedroom home with double bay garage 
sEho01s end downtown, Zoned R-3. For industrial, This propedy IS surveyed but hot water, New fioodng in living room, your dre~ home or a multi.family can ~ be sold separately when you 5,76 acres In Woodland Park on the, 
n~!qrfforn'~tion ~1 Dave • Asking not sub.divided. See Wanda for detolls, kitchen and hallway, Call Dedck Now, complex. For more information call Dave purchase this package. Exclm~,e with corner of Fosberry and Johnston Road, 
$29,500 each: MLS, ' . only $i9,500 MLS " Asking $14,900 MLS, -Asking $60,000, MLS, shsite " Call She]la or Joy. MLS, 
: NRS PRC)MISE  OF  SERVICE ,  
! ! ' ;7 ;  ..... i ' "  ~; 
THE PERFECT FAMILY HOME 
This attractive 2 storey home features 4 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 2 large family 
rooms, oak cabinete In the kitchen, 
separate dining, 2]<6 construction. This ts 
a wonderful home for the large ~l ly,  A 
=must see, Call Wands for 
appolntment to~ew,$154,500 ML$ ~ 
COMMERCIAL ' " 
Lease on 4660 Lakelse Avenue. 
=x.OLOr 
on Grelg Avenue. Call Shell=, MLS, 
YOUR OWN ESTATE 
Great opportunity for the family who 
wants to develop their own home. Two 
acres of room w~ city convenisnce, 
$27,500 ML$; Call Doug. 
< 
• 4 
/=i  ¸  i [•• • o 
John rrlo ;: Dave Reynolds : SuzalneGleeson )edekKennedy : WandaWalberg She =Love,, 
635-3126 i : 638-8198~:  , . . . . . . .  ;635~42;  i : i " '635 .3734:  : , ,  - 635-3004 : 
. . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ I . . . . .  ,m ml . . . .  
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Men's  Recreat iona l  Hockey  
Recreational Division 
TEAM GP W L T GF GA PTS 
All Seasons 24 15 5 4 144 100 34 
Skeena Hotel 24 12 7 5 129 123 29 
BackEddyPub 22 11 9 2 132 110 24 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 23 11 10 2 118 115 24 
hm of the West 22 6 14 2 96 136 14 
Precision Builders 23 6 16 1 84 117 13 
Jan~a~3 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 10 
Skeena Hotel 3 
~nuar~5 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 4 
Inn of the West 7 
January'/ 
Precision Builders 5 
All Seasons 
. Precision Builders 
Back Eddy Pub 
SkeenaHotel 
All Seasons 
Oldtimers Division 
TEAM 
Riverside Auto Wrauglors 
Terrace Timbennen 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 
Convoy Supply 
GP W .... L . T GF  GA 
23 12 7 4 90 82 
18 -12 3 3 87 61 
23 9 12 2 80 77 
23 5 16 3 75 113 
January 6 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 6 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 8 
Terrace Timbermen 
Convoy Supply 
Darts  
Ter race  Lad ies  Thursday  N ight  League 
TOTAL GAME POINTS HIGH SCORE POINTS 
Carla Boreham 303 Annette Hiren 154 
Annette Hlren 282 Carla Boreham " 146 
Joyee Bradley 242 Oeorgina Rateliffe 58 
Anita Ratcliffe 186 Joyee Bradley 44 
Betty Campbell 138 Marg Saulnier 40 
Georgina Ratdiffe 147 Betty Campbell 38 
Marg Saulnier 129 Anita Ratcliffe 33 
Joa=i Magrum 102 Peggy Degerness 18 
Peggy Degerness 99 Joan Magrum 6 
Wednesday  N ight  M ixed  
GP W % 
John ltooge 81 54 66.7 
5 Annette Hiren 67 41 61.2 
2 Malcolm Baxter 78 46 59.0 
Brian Mclntyre 110 64 58.2 
3 John Greet 110 61 55.5 
6 Bob Bennett 77 42 54.5 
Keith Norman 87 47 54.0 
2 FrankRodriques 43 23 53.5 
Shirley Tank 41 21 51.2 
Hilda Bennett 77 39 50.6 
Theresa Doucette 95 48 50.5 
PTS Art Lorimer 110 55 50.0 
28 Clare Greet 108 54 50.0 
27 Joyee Bradley 69 34 49.3 
20 Joe Saboudn 84 41 48.8 
13 Frank Bowsher 103 50 48.5 
G'gina Ratcliffe 68 33 48.5 
John Doucette 53 24 45.3 
0 Neal Nordstrom 91 41 45;1 
1 . Laurel Mclntyre 110 49 44.5 
Betty Campbell 89 37 41.6 
Anita Ratcliffe 41 17 41.5 
Barb Dugdale 74 29 39.2 
Scott 62 24 38.7 
Sally Ryan 103 39 37.9 
i 
Getting the results from your sport on to 
• SCOREBOARD is easy. 
Just fax them to 638-8432, phone Malcolm at HighPoints 
638,7283 Or drop them off at the office at 4647 Frank Bowsber ................ ; ............ 46 
Lazelle weekdays, 8 a .m. -5  p.m. Brian Mclntyre ......... ..................... 43 
• I Bob Bennett 30 • Remember, this• space is all yours. ";'"" ......... "':i': ............. 
i Hungry? Try Augies for Lunch I 
I I  LasagnaAllYou Can Eat I I EthnicFood Buffet II Oyster'_PluS I I  
I I  Sa/ad&Garh 'cToast  II *~romAroundtheWo,d* II mo~ep~eep I-I 
i ~ ~ l  s4"95 . I1: .4.9  i I 
~-- - - - - J~  I I  tHURSDAY I TGIF  I I  
\ qO, - , ,  I I Deluxe Burger I Baron of Beef on a Bun ' I i 
"~ /~ 'ee~ I I t°pped with b=con and cheese I served buffet style ! I 
/ . . . .  ,,r/ ' I I sewed with fries ' I 12 pm - 2 pm I ! 
| I ,4.95 I! " I I  
~[  '~#' / ' (~ . , . . . , .  1-"  • " FRIDAY Spm.8pm . I 
~ . / ~ , . ~ ' e . ~  . ~, , Join us in the Kernaode Dining Room '17.95 • I 
' ' ~ ~ ~ _  ~,"~" ~:.'Pfirfi',e'Rib. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :Dinner".:& D e~se~..i:; '~ :,',~,i :[ .;," ~i,.,-i:'. i:~.i;i:,,:.;,.., ;| 
4551 Greig 
Terrace, B.C. 
Annette Hiren ................................. 28 
John Hooge .................................... 27 
Clare Groot ................  ............... 27 
Neal Nordstrom ............. ; ................ 22 
Frank Rodrlques ............................. 20 
Laurel Melntyre .......... : .......... ..... 19 
John Groot.....~ .......... i ................... 19 
Joe Sabourln .................  ............... 18 
Malcolm Baxter. .......................... .16
Art Lorimer ..... ...................... ; ;..~ 14 
Sally Ryan ............... . .................... 10 
Joyce Bradley ............................ ..... 10 
Singles playoffs 
Ladies 
1- Annette Hiren 
2- Clare Greet 
3- Joyce Bradley 
4- S~illy Ryan 
Mens 
1-' Bob Bennett 
2- Frank Bowaher 
3- Brian McIntyre 
4- Malcolm Baxter 
: ~  IMPROVING 
I ~ j /  I YOURODDS 
I @, t AGAINST 
I ,~  I. CA~L~A'S 
I ,c ~ ,~ I #1 lOLLER 
~t ~ . , i :~ '  . • 
( • : '  
:i::: ¸ I: : iii•!•iii: ~: :~: 
635-6630 
EAL E STAT 
Box 22, 
Terrace, 8.C. • ' Major Credit Cards 
V8G 4A2 Accepted 
Majorie Park You F "donation Is
638-11 67 tax deductible 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. F~iease 
send your dodation to the address above, along with 
the name of the deceased your name and address 
and the name and address of the next-of-kin, for an 
,acknowledgement card. 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio 
in Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
VARIABLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.O0 
2 games with $1,000 3-up tickets 
Jackpot every week for $2.00 
Every Friday Is your chance to win thousands of dol lars on CFNR 
Radio Blngol Pick up your cards todayl In Terrace at: 
The House of Simoighets. Northern Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, Northern Health Care, 
West End Chevron, East End Chevron, B & G Grocery, Wayside Groce~j, Terrace Shell 
. and Carwash, Hilltop Grocery, Copperside three, Jems & Gold, as well as, Sybil Morvan of 
: Terrace, Rhoda Seymour of Kitselas, and Della Scodane .t Northern Native Broadcasting, 
" In New Aiyansh at the New Aiyansh Co-op Store, in Kitimat from Darelene Starr, I~ 
~imaat V~llage from Roberta Grant, in Greenville from Ron S~pare, in Gitwinksihlkw 
f~arn Merci Moore. 
C II 638-8137 for  more  info. 
$ r , $ . . . .  
....,see, s.,. S6,599 ' "'~ ..~°~°sa'°s3989 ,:II 
$ ' $ - . ' .  
,.~,.~. ,.~e. s., . '3,899 ,. 3 ,8  ,.~. $,,ao Sa,e 2199$ ;:i I:l: 
.__.: ....... $oooo  ~ _  .~.,..o .,.s $1499 : : / ' I  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ;~  : $  ~ . . . . ' . .  ' 
: ::ill 
k.. ,,,,,oos.,,'8s90 J .:...,. os.,,'8s9o l  
AIAO RI! N E 
• TrevorGlbson 
635"2909 
• • c . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  : • • :  ;~.~!,?~::i~/!( ::i: :~; i:::!r: 
: i : • ' ;  
OFTERRACE 638-1400 : :  '~ . 
,• L 
;. ' 4735 Hamer EXCL $199,900 
$1,600 G,S.T. REBATE 
to qualW~ purchasers. Own your own 
.brand new home. 2 bedroom condo 
including NEW fridge and stove. Comes 
complete with blinds. Total cost $71,500 
($67,000 plus GS~ Call Erika. 
Woodgreen Condo • . 
1 brm + den MLS $54,90 
IF YOU THINK ,' , 
experience counts and you might:be 
considering ,buying or selling, phone 
638'1400 and ask for ~Gordle 
Sheridan. 'Complete package .~Of 
listings available. Market evaluations. 
Experienced, : trustworthy and 
knowledgeable. 
~!~]~- I ~ I INCOME ~' STMENT 
k~L~" ';: I " • ' :~ I  ~ ~ ,  i l  Four luxury condos. ;Gas fireplace 
: '~ :  "i~ ~ ~ ~:' ; '~'" ;~1  ~ ~ 1  oak cabinets exce ent condition. 
~ : ~ ~ \ m  I BB I I~ I I~ I I IB I  R~s~xceed $2,~' per: month. 
::::.: i  .;. i ! : .  ~,::; I I $I , , I~CI'I.~IVE. for the 
:i.: :. :::: :: - :  " '  , I I package. Call Gonlle or John. 
" 2084 Wain=: EX~ $i39'500 5243 Mountain Vista MLS $126,000 ~ 
" i 'experience in I~" ,~ i !  
:, ~ re.,.,a,, r~:}( 
erlka pelletler 
:;:ii ¸  
gordle sheridan | 
2502 Kenney EXC $68,000 
5328 Mountain Vista EXC $104,500 
1stAve., Lakelse ~ke MLS $120,000 
J.oo..n=. ! 
4640 G0ulet Ave, MLS $76,900 
o.8 kC.ES, is ~IN, F.OM ::- 
DOWNTOWN ONLY $27,995 
Pdme rural building lots on quiet cul.de-sac 
near Dover Road. These treed pdvate~lots 
have excellent opportunity for mo~Jntain 
views. Please caJl steve for informaUon 
package . . .  . . . . .  
Old Remo Rd. 4.94 ac MLS $114,900 
r9.67Acres Munson Rd; $19,900 
13 Ac~es Airport Hill !.' . . . .  :=' : 
s~cuaiwew,~s rain, io 
downtown':. ; $291900 
1Acre Queensway,Ready . ' : 
. to Build :: '.' !':;:~i$J7,9(30; : . 
If you. me oonsidering%ellJn(i ~ 6t ;~ b~ing 
acr~a.ge plo~rty; ~ '  Ste#e ~:now:. for 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 5 P.M. 
. . . .  Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADL INES:  When a stst holiday falls on a 
Saturday,  Sunday  or Monday,  the  dead l ine  Is  Thursday  at 
5 p.m. for all d isplay and classi f ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD. 4647 LAZELLE AVE.. TERRACE. B.C. VBG 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash. 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first Insertion) $5.25 plus 12¢ for additional words. *(Addi- 
tional Insertions) $.3.50 plus 9¢ for additional words. $9.95 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial) Prices Include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASS IF ICAT IONS!  
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
27. A~ nouncements 
28. Card of Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
10. Aircraft 21, Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
11. Recreational 22. Careers 33. Travel 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
rhe To.ace Standard reserves the right to classify ads 
under appropriate headtngs und to set rates theref~'e and In 
determine page lecalloe, 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers thai it is against 
the provincial Human 6lghts Act to discriminate on the basis 
of children, marital stalus and employment when placing "For 
Rent" ads, Landlords can slate a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves thn right to revise, edit. 
classify or reject any advortisement a~l to retain any 
answers directed to the News Box Reply Sorvice, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and 
box 'rental, 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions nnt picked up within 10 
days nf expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
marling Instructions are received Those answering Box 
~umbers are requested not id send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in adverttsamenta must be recolveq by 
the publisher within 30 days alter the first poblidatio~. 
ILls agreed by tha advortisar equesting space that the 
!!ab~lily of lhe Terrace Standard in the event of failure to 
publish an advertisemunt as published shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for only ona incorrect inserhoe 
for the pmllon of the advertising space occupied by the incur. 
roct or ~niltad item onb/, and that there shall he no liability in 
any'event greater th~n the amount paid for such adverli.~ng. 
I. Real Estate 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKS! 
You're reading this aren't you? 638- 
3. For Rent 
2 BEDROOM House lor rent in l h0rnhill. 
Wood and electdc heat. Fridge/stove. 
Located in quiet area. Avail. Feb 1st. Call 
635.6442. lp40 
AVAILABLE FEB. lst/93. Furnished 
room. Single.nonsmoker, working. Stu- 
dent, prefer female. Rent $290/month. 
plus $175 damage deposit. Call 635- 
5716 3p40 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE for rent in 
Thornhill. Wood and electric heat. 
Fridge/stove. Located in quiet area. Avail. 
immediately. Call 635.6442. lp40 
2 BEDROOM Duplex. Fridge, stove and 
natural gas heat. Located at 3911 
Paquette $500 P.M. Phone 638. 
1702. lp40 
3 BEDROOM Trailer, 4 appliances, 
$750/month. Includes Hydro and heat, 
References required. Phone 638.1253 
3. For Rent 
3 BEDROOM APT. for rent, w/w carpet. 
Electric heat, fireplace. Available Feb. 
1/93. No pets. Please call 635.7326. lp40 
FOR RENT 
1,400 sq, ft. Retail Space in 
the All West Center. 
638-1166 
J FURNISHED 
BACHELOR UNIT 
Cable end utilities Included. References required, 
OLD BRIDGE PROPERTIES 
635-5350 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALUM & SCOTT 
Close To Town And Schools 
Frldge, stove, heat  and hot water  
Included. Carpeting, storage space.  
References required. 
1 Bedroom Apt. $450.00 
2 Bedroom Apt $525.00 
3 Bedroom Apt, MO0.O0 
No Pets. 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
5. Misc. For Sale 
350 LOADER. New Engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 O.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500 32 ft. house boat 
lifetime aluminum, has everything & 
trailer $19,500. 82 lade 2-door auto • 
good cond. $1500. 14 ft. Td-hull speed 
boat . 50 horse menk, trailer $2800. 
Clean Okana.gan Camper, hyd jacks, 
$2,000. new Kuboda late plant:& battery 
change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697-2474. 19tfn 
FOR SALE: PREFABBED WOOD Con. 
structed utility sheds, garages, work. 
shops. Also trailer skirting, decks and 
fences, joey shacks, snow roofs. Dark 
Bakker 638-176B (evenings) 6p35 
MOVING OUT Sale. Everything must go. 
Furniture, appliances, household goods, 
utility trailer, picnic table, etc. Phone 635. 
6609. 3p38 
DISTRESS SALE. Must sell 2 Quanset 
arch style steel buildings. Brand new. 
Never erected. One is 40x56. Sacdfice 
SAVE. tfn call Mon., Tues., Wednesday. lp40 prices. 1-600-465-1544. 4p38 
ADamAMS ' ~ STORE LOCI.,ATE~ ~T ~ SMALL 2 Bedroom house. W/w ~.~.C1974.,GMC,l.to n with newer 454,motor. 
s LaKe, U.U. lrz nour vom.u~mon::.~ ing fr{dge/stoVe. Large fenced ~yard~,~7. :3 i~ I; inch ~ MaCao p,,,act w~n t~ 
• Arm- 45'min. from Kamloops;; 10 rnit~: \"  $425/l~bnth. References requlredi ':4729"~' ,~l~pl~v~.'~550. r>~'~el~'~"35 ~'1~an~; 
frOmwith ve~/ShusWaPattractiveLakes"living Fullyquarters.r novatedshow. Straume. Call 635-6904. 11o40 radio phone. $400. Couch and matching 
ing excellent return in an Breast growth 3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featur- :chalr.;Goixl:~nditi on. $300. Phone 638. 
and terrific dimete. Start the NewYear on ing 1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement,2 0816. ~!.. 2p39 
a positive note. Phone 1.679-6904. fin37 baths, private yard, carport and satellite OLDSMOBILE,CUTLAS for parts, Excel. 
3 GREAT ALTERNATIVES TO RENT- TV Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31tfn lent motor, gdod !rans, good windshield. 
INC. 3986 Mist (3 Bedrooms) $62,500, 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT right down- $300 ORS. 635.7427. 3p39 
4685 Copper River Road (3 Bedrooms) town. Fridge/stove, security entrance. THE COAST INN 0f the West has for sale 
$64,500. 3983 Simpson Crescent (3 Bed- Paved parking. On site management, a number of bath tubs, toilets, and bath. 
room Mobile) $39,900. Call John Evans 635-7957 15tb room sinks all in very good condition. To 
(RemaxofTerrace0638-1400. 37tfn TERRACE BED & BREAKFAST. Rooms view, Contact Debbie Mclntyre @ 638. 
4.62 ACRES, 2 KM south Tatlow Rd. by the night or by the week. Call 635- 8141 or visit the hotel between 8am - 
Older four bedroor~ house. Partially runs- 5537 or 638.0888, leave message, fin30 4pm. 2c39 
rated, good water, large shop, renlal RETAIL SPACE available at the Houston NORMA MAY'S Telkwa will be open Sat- 
building. By appointment only 847-2986. Mall. Reasonable rates. For information urdays 9-6 and by appointment evenings 
No agents please. 4p37 please call Bert at 635.6316. Also avail, fur the winter months. I still have some 
LARGE HOUSE For sale at Lakelse Lake able is second floor officespace at the 125th Canada quarters left. 846- 
° on 1.8 acres. 3 bdr., 2 baths. Full partly Houston Mall. 8p38 9751. 4p39 
finished basement with wood and N/G SHARED ACCOMODAT10N, Furnished LOSE WEIGHT NOWl Ask me how; 
heat. New well: Must be seen to be near college. Large farm house. Female 100% natural & safe, 100% guarantee. 
appreciated. $135,O00.00. Ph. 798- or male working or student only $300.00 Lots of energy. Dianne Rowe, 638. 
2256 3p39 1 month utilities induded 635.3772. 3p38 1349. 3p39 
HOUSE For sale dose to town 3 bed. ,'~:L~ILER For rent. 3 bedrooms, 4 appli- KIRBY - SINCE 1914.,Sales, Sewice & 
room, 3 washrooms. Price to sell ances, N/G heat. Set upin adult secton of Supplies. Call for a free, no obligation in 
$58,900.00, More information 638- Timberland. References and deposit home demonstration with the wodd class 
0375, 31)39 required. $800/month, 635-4070. 2p40 complete in home care system, Featuring 
NEW HOUSE, split level 3 bedroom. BRAND NEW 3 bedroom home with N.G. 7 units in one versatile machine.Dianne 
1,176 sq' ThomheJght Subdivision. For heat. Suitable for professional couple. No Rowe, 638:1671. 3p39 
more information 635-7497, 31)39 pets. Available immediately. 638-8084 to REPOSSESSED 
4 YEAR Old home In Thomheights Sulxli- view. 2p40 
vision for sale by owner. Full finished THREE BEDROOM home in the down-  GOODS OPEN TO 
basement. 3 b.r, up & down. 2 full bath. town area, within walking distance to BIDS 
rooms plus ensuite, New paint and car- shopping, nat. gas heat, carport, rent 1 - GE Heavy Duty 
pets. Sedous inquiries only. Phone 635- $750.00 no pots, references required. 
4395. 4p39 Available immediately. Contact Rusty  7-Program Washer 
NEW 3 Bedroom home in horseshoe. Ljungh, Terrace Realty Ltd., 638- 1 -GE  7fP Freezer 
Split level, both floors finished, w/w car. 0371. 11o40 1 - Toshiba Microwave 
pets, 2100 sq. ft. living area, 14x28 car- APPUCATIONS are being accepted for 2 1 - Quintrix II 20" Color T.V. 
port, 20x25 workshop in back. Reduced bedroom townhousa. C/W fddge/stove, 1 - Yorx 20" T.V. & Remote 
pdce 125,000. Ca11635-2357. 31)39 w/w carpeting and drapes. No pets. 1 - Yorx Dual Cassette & 
HOBBY FARM 10 acres. Prime agr. Phone635-3798. 21)40 Turntable Ministereo 
Three bedroom plus huge country FURNISHED Basement bachelor suite 
kitchen, shop, barn, 10 mine. from Ter- for single working person, Private 1 - Toshiba VCR & Remote 
race. $130,000.00 OBO or trade. 638. entrance. $375.00 mth, plus deposit. 635- For further Information 
1977. " 31340 3191. 21)40 call 635-2826 8:30 - 5:30 
2. Mobile Homes 
12x60 2 bedroom mobile home in Wood- 
land Heights Trailer Court. Includes FOR RENT 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer, storage 
shed. Bra'td new N/G fumace. 635. 
2816. , 3p~9 NEWLY RENOVATED 
3. ForRent : COMMERCIAL /SERVICE  SPACE 
~tERY CLEAN 3 bedroom Trailer In P ine  'PRIME LOCATION NEAR CENTRE OF  TOWN 
Park, 3 appliances Available Feb, 1,93. "." SQUA Non.smokers, referencesrequired. * 
$590.O01m0nth.635-2126. 3p39 , 5700 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 3 bed. J RE 
room house in Thomhill. $300[month . . . . . .  
Avail. ~medialely, Cal 638-6530 after 6 " I FEET 
pro. 31)39 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home. 311/ 
Clark. No pets. References required. 635- 
4949. 2p39 
FURNISHED SUITES (kitchenettes) utill- 
Ues Included (demsge deposit required), 
Suitable for working person or :student. 
3 BEDROOM Home, with ensuite in mas- , 
'store front 
on Highway 16 
, excellent visibility 
good parking 
880 AND 1320 
SQUARE FOOT 
 BAYS 
4800 sQUARE 
FEET  
with 3 phase power Al l  with 
- 12x12 OH doors 
- natural gas heat • 
5. Misc. For Sale 
PRINCE BLAZE WOOSTOVE $150. 
080. Single Maple Captain Bed. $100 
080. Elan Skis 150 ore. Junior Bindings, 
size 5. $100.00 firm. 635-3850. 3p40 
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling chil. 
dren's furniture, check with the Product 
Safety Branch of consumer & Corporate 
Affairs Canada (804) 666.5003 to ensure 
it meets current Safety Standards. The 
sale of non compliant products not only 
could result in a tragic accident but also is 
a violation of the Hazardous Produots 
Act. tfn 
WANTED FRIDGE, microwave, air brush 
with assec. Hot plate, night tables, chan. 
deller. 638-0874 or 635-4600. 3p38 
7. For Rent Misc. 
FOR RENT: APPROX. 1 acre (fenced) 
with 2 smatl barns. Suitable for 1 or 2 
horses. $100/month. Call 635-5537 or 
638-O888 30till 
MINI STORAGE UNITS I 
• Budget priced 
I • 24-hour access • Port-A-Stor units also available 635-5350 
LAZELLE MINI 
STORAGE LTD. 
Now has many d i f ferent  
s i zes  of  units  avai lable 
for  rent  between 
5'XS'X10'  to  10'X24'X10'  
Call us now for 
SECURE HEATED 
storage units 
635-2507 
8. Cars for Sale 
1989 CAMARO Convertable white exte- 
rior, red interior, Rebuilt 327 cl. 3 spd 
auto, consul, asking for quick sale 
$7000.03 1.692-3709 eve., weekends 
Steve. 4p39 
1990 TOYATA Four Runner 4x4. Auto. 
42,000 kin. Trailer towing package. Red. 
t.~TiIt steering AM/FM, Excellent Condition. , 
~18000.00. Burns Lake. l-B98~G425 
~.eve. 4p39 
1984 F-180 4x4 2 - underbody propane 
tanks. 351 4 spd. H.D. spdngs, good 
body. 4 Mech., second owner. 67 k on 
motor, 195 K truck. $4700.00 Bums Lake 
1-692-3815. Home. 1.692.7887. 4p39 
1991 Z24 Cavalier auto tran. V6 NC 
PW/PS. $12,0o0.00.847.5547. 3P39 
1976 TOYOTA Corolla. 7 new tires. Good 
condition. $900 ORS.Also 1990 G.F. 500 
JVC videemovie and acceasodes. $850 
ORS. 635-4600. 3p39 
1986 Buick Sky hawk, good condition, 
auto, p.s., p.b., $3100 or best offer. Call: 
845.2463 evenings or days at 845- 
2944. 4p40 
1981 OLDS Cutlass supreme; 350; auto; 
tilt; etc.; excellent condition; $2900. or 
best offer. Also a 1979 4-door Chev 
BelAir; 350 auto; good winter tires; runs 
great; $800. Call: 845.7703 @40 
1989 FORD AEROSTAR, 5 passenger 
NC. New tires $9,000.00 OBO, 1.624- 
5304 after 5 p.m. 3p40 
9. TRUCKS for SALE 
1986 FORD RANGER XL 4X4, 2.9 Litre 
engine with rack and canopy. Low mile- 
age. EC. Asking $8600. 635.7400 after 7 
p,m. 15fin 
1974 I.H,C. 3 ton with 16' reefer box. 
GRC, fleet rnalnt. $3000.OO ORS. 635. 
2728 days. 6p35 
1991 AM Sonoma, AM/FM cassette. 
Excellenl condition. Need cash, must sell 
fast $8500 OBO. 635.5485. 3p39 
89 FORD RANGER XLT extra cab 4 
wheel drive loaded new tires. $8500.00 
0(30 635.3324 or 635-2540, 3p39 
1988 GMC Jimmy 4 wheel drive 60,SOD 
km excellent running condition dean inte. 
dor AM/FM cassette, mr, cruise & more! 
$13,000 phone Time Cleaners 638-2838 
or 635-6183 alter 6 pro. 3p39 
MUST SELL 1988 Ford Ranger XLT Cab 
Plus. Tilt, air, cruise, AM/FM cassette 
Low km. $8500.00 ORS. 635-2219 eve- 
ntngs, 635-7256 days, 3p39 
1984 GMC Shut,box 4x4. VB, running 
boards, stereo, no rust. Excellent cond. 
$8500 ORS 635.4493, 3p40 
1989 FORD Ranger. Power brakes, anti- 
lock brakes, low mileage, excellent condi: 
'ion. $7500. Call 638-8194, 3p40 
i98i V.W. Pick.up LX. Diesel, low mile- 
age, Excellent condition. $7900.00. Bums 
Lake 1-692-3762 eve, 4p40 
1989 FULL Sized Blazer 4x4 auto, 350, 
VB, EFI, Air, P/W, P/D. Excellent cond. 
$9500 OBO. Ph, 847.2399 (In Terrace 
frequently.) 3p40 
NO GST! 1992 Dodge Dakota 4x4 
extended cab, with canopy. Fully loaded 
18,000 KM. Excellent conditionl Call 638. 
0878.. 3p40 
11. Recreational Vehicles 
27 ft DUTCHMAN 5th wheel, 1991 fully 
loaded, used 2 months. Immaculate con. 
terbedroom, laundry room, fddge&stove -washrooms. dition. Asking $20,000. Call 638. 
new rugs, close to town quiet ~ea. 636-  ~- ' - - - - '~- - - - " ' - -  " " - " ' -e -  ; ' ` ' J  ~ • ~2.  3p~ 
5177 31)39 ' r-royru~s~lvu vumur  . , - Lu ,  1 . '~RnnwmnhI l~  
(~NENEWBedroontsuite.Preterrsdnon' : " :.,.,~'~!~i-- ~' ~""  :. , .  i: " '  ~, '~ ' " , " '  . . . . . . .  ". . . . .  
, L,., A, , ,  c,~ ,~  ¢nrra~telnf0r ~ ~ : 635 7459 ~ : ~ 19~/S70LC0 Exciter Trail ported, PS! 
.~  . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  , .1..,0 ~., . . . . . . . .  . . ; : . .  . . . . .  Pipe2 paddes, skisktns handwarm Is. m~)n p~ (~/~141 aH~ ro p|n*r p~ I ;', " " ' " ' ' " ' ; . . . . .  e~ ~ a "  3r~n 
13. Snowmobiles 
1986 PHASER. Low miles on rebuilt 
motor, ice picks and tunnel protectors, 
heated hand grips, cover. $2700. OBO. 
047-5490 after 6. 4p40 
1984 GRIZZLY 440 Polaris Dual,rack 
long,rack, 1500 original miles. Beautiful 
condition. Electric start. Reverse, hand 
warmers, large cargo rack, Moving south, 
Sacrifice 31OO. 847.3029 Paul. 4p40 
1989 EXCITER, New clutch and skis. 
Piped, 1 3\4" cover. Too much to list. 
Phone 635-7746 after 6 pro. $5400 
0BO, 3p39 
2 ONLY Yamaha Enticer Snowmobiles 
complete with covers - less than 100 
hours on each machine. Both for 
$550,3.00 call 635-5486. 3p39 
14. Boats & Marine 
~IARINE RADAR 16 Mile Goldstar c/w 
stand $1500 as is. C, al1632-4128. 3p40 
15. Machinery 
D3 CAT PLUS BACKHOE, $16,500. 9 U 
D6 Cat, $9,500. JD 350 loader, $12,000. 
2-OC3 Cats, $4,500 each. 9 U & OC3 
Cat parts. 2 - 20' aluminum boats. 1-697- 
2474, 1-0697-2393. 16fin 
SNOW PLOW Trucks. Graders, sanders, 
front snow dozers and plows. Good 
selection. Backhoes, excavators, dozers, 
loaders and dump trucks. Used bellys, 
pups, Iowbeds and new Tilt trailers. Cone 
crusher complete. 493-6791 @38 
1979 PACIFIC LOG truck, 1988 Peedesa 
trailer, 12 spare tires, lots of misc. parts. 
H-plate and job for winter. 845-2241 after 
5:00 or weekends. 4p38 
CALICO G80 Winch. Comes with control, 
pump, all cables to fit a D7 or equivalent 
$3500.00 Call 635-2292 or 635- 
4000. 3p40 
16. Farm Produce 
BARLEY For sale. $120.00 per ton. 
Alphalfa 1st cut hay no rain. $110.00 per 
ton. Call 690-7431. 4p38 
HAY FOR Sale. $3/bale Call 635- 
2652. 31)39 
17. Garage Sales 
LOCKING TO MAKE ROOM in your 
garage? Advertise your garage sale in the 
Classifieds 638-SAVE. tfn 
18. Business Services 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMIS- 
SICHS & parts. We rebuild standard 
tiansmissions, transfer cases and rear 
ends. Bel.~ Automotive Auto Parts and 
Service. Ph. 846.5101, Telkwa B.C. 16tfn 
CASH & CARRY Cabinet Warehouse. 
Huge savings, warehouse pddng cabl. 
nets by Kitchen Craft of Canada 3566 
Massey Dr. Pdnce George, Ph. 561. 
2240, Fax 561.2250 8p33 
AUDIOSPACE MAN: Quality sound D.J. 
se~vloe. Available for dances, weddings 
and parties. Ught show also available. 1- 
699.8426. 41o40 
  sKID'S 
CASTLE 
(UCENCED) ~¢;~'~ 
PRESCHOOL & DAYCARE 
For children 2V= to 5 
638-8890 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a 
Lost and Found Classified. Phone 638. 
SAVE before 12 Noon Saturdays. 
FOUND One watch in Skeena Mall. To 
identify caJ1638-0170. 21)39 
LOST: LARGE neutered mate cat, white 
with orange markings, blue eyes. Approx~ 
4 yrs. old. Last seen Dec. 30/92 corner of 
Woodland Park and Johnson Rd, 638. 
89so 2p39. 
20. Pets & Livestock 
ADORABLE Papered puppies. Westle. 
Females. ready late January. $500. 
Sheity Males 10ore September. Training 
started. $300, Priced, non.breeding. 
Guarantees, 1-692-3403 4p39 
HYBRID Husky wolf pups for sale. Phone 
846.9049 Between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. and 
weekends. 4p39 
(~NE YR old boxer female, spayed & 
shots to give to a good home. 638.0874 
or 635-4600. 3p39 
PROFESSIONAL PET Grooming. We 
come to you, Sn~ll dogs/cats, ~ge dogs. 
Apts, Price v~es on size. Ph. 635.3772 
'Joanna'. 31)40 
I~BBITS for sale 635-7427. 2"--'~ 
BAILIFF SAL E , ,  
1988 GMC sierra Classic 4x4, VB, 1988 Chev Corsica, 5 Speed, 4 cyl , 
Auto, C/C, A/C, Power AM/FM/I"ape, 94,236Km. 
Locks Tilt, AM/FMRadio, 
104,492 Km. For an appointment to view, call 
635-7649. All sales are on i "as is. 
1985 Ford Bronco, 5 speed, V/6, where Is" basis, no warranUss or 
AM/FM Taps, A/C, Power guarantees are Implied or given. 
Windows, Doors, & Locks. 
Cruise, 154,780 Km. R. Jones 
School District 88 (Terrace) 
HAS FOR SALE 
1 Only 1980 Chevrolet Bussette/ 
Delivery Vehicle 
Converted to Propane Fuel 
FOR SALE AS IS, WHERE IS. 
For appointment to view contact Mr. Max Botelho at 635- 
4931 Local 251. 
Sealed, written bids will be received until Noon Jan..22, 
1993 at 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 3E9 
Attention: Purchasing Agent 
THE H IGHEST OR ANY BID NOT NECESSARILY  
ACCEPTED, 
=- , - - - - - -SAVE THIS  COUPON.= - , . - . - - . - , , t  
I I 
I TWO NIGHTS FOR ] 
,i 59  ' $ 99" 
I 
II ' One double room for two people Ior 2 consscutlve nights : JJ 
| - Advance Reservations Only I 
| Valid until F0bruary 28, 1993 -= 
II ,Convenient downtown local on .I 
a e98 Unil9 with fddges I 
.= ,Indoor P0ol, sauna and swirl J 
.I ,Llcens~l dining lounge II 
1 CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-663.6620 1
I 1550 Victoria Street T Phone 562-4441 I
il Prince George " Fax: 562-4441 i 
qelR m n I l l  m i n n I I i  m m i m m m mmm mmm n m l l l e ld  
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COOK 
Required for approx. 10-15 [ J~  
LI,] hourshveek. Duties include all ~1~ 
kl~ housekeeping, and propsdng ~1,~ I 
~ family meals. Applicant must I~  
~1~ supply references. ~ 
[ '~  Non-smoker preferred. [ j~  
L~ Reply to Rle #11 c/o Terrace ~,~ 
!~ Standard, 4647 Lezelle Ave., ))~ 
CTION A.D 
: ' ' " '  ' " ' ' - '  " ' HT ' "" " ' "" ,, . . . . . .  i,,¢¢, . . . . . . . .  i,,,,; 
wanted. Rent or lease in small, Busy days with each consumer in your market. FEB.9 IN TERRACE monthly dance dub to learn or teach 
dances from the Swing era (Jitterbug, KNOW SOME in the Terrace/Kitimat re shop located in Queen Charlotte City, on I am The Terrace Standard. Call me, I will featuring Shells Billing, Toronto- etc.,), 50's (Jive, etc.), Country & Western with alcohol/drug problems: Get the 
Queen Charlotte Islands. Great opportu- work for you. Standard Advertising 638- based TV make-up artist Career two- and three-step, etc? If you are, beautiful tape, "Raised from the Ruins". 
nity for person who wants to work. Sed. 7283. tfn information presented by Carol phone 638-1534 or 635-9720, after 6 You'll ove it! Free/confdentiaL Call toll- Due enquires only! Short-term accommo- HOUSEKEEPER Available Call Noreen. White, Senior Sales Director with 
p.m. Come on out and try something dif- free 1-800-528.0070. 12p40 dations can be arranged. Contact Chris. 635.6938. 3p39 Mary Kay Cosmetics. $5,00 for ferent! 
tJne H. Rowan @ Chris's Cuts work 559- consultants, guests are free. Limited 
4777 cr home 559-8415. 4p40 seating so call for further details: 
Ester Stevens 1-632-5924 LARGE INTERNATIONAL Company 
expending in this area. Needed, 3 man- 
ager trainees immediately. Send res. to 
9900 116th Ave., Grande Prairie, Alberta, 
T8V 3Y3. 2c40 
CARING MOM just registered with 
Skeena Child Care Sport Program will 
babysit in my home close to Caledonia 
School. Mon-Fd. 638-1636. References 
available. 3p39 
CUSTOM CABINETS, Renovations, fin- 
ish carpentry. No job too small. Steve 
Custom V ideo  
Product ions  
Professional Video Services 
Weddings, Commercial, Real Estate, Insurance 
Inventory, Promotional Videos, Tape Duplication, Slide 
Marshall. 635-7474. 12p40 
CINDERELLA CLEANING Services. 
Commercial and residential. We do walls, 
dean cupboards, wash floors. 10 yrs. 
experience. Free estimates. 635- 
5344. 3p40 
CONFIDENTIAL Bookkeeping for small 
business or self employed. Reasonable 
rates. Mary 635-7474. 12p40 
& Movie Transfers, Print Pictures from Video Tape. I - Journeyman Carpenter 
I Will do finishing, renovations, Install cabob, 
Non C lark  Ph"  R_" . t _~-gnR1 I ~ ,~r~w=~=~"~' .  
Ter race ,  BC - - . .  . . . . . . .  . I PreflnlshedHardwoodFloodng 
I' Maple, birch, ash, oak. Avallsb/e in ~lluml and 
I various Ca/GUm. (No san~g requh~') Size ~ "x 
I 21/2" or 31/4" 
'~  j~ i CALL 638"6277 ~leave a message) ELIZABETH A. TRAPPL, 
MCSP, MOPA, CAFC . Looking for 
Registered PhYsiotherapist I f l[] SkeenaChlld a re?Ch i ld  Care Support H~J 
f0 rApp0 intment  .... n Program he,p ¥'oo make: n' 
~ the right choice for yourChiid:~ 
il i ~:, .,, .,,.. . . . .  I~  For information On (:h6osing ~|  
: Call 635-4757 ~J care and available °Pt]°ns' call l~ 
~ ~1 , Coco at 638-1113. ~ j  
: I;1 Afree service provided by the Terrace 1~I 
~] Women's Resource Centre and funded[] 
[ ]  by the Ministry of Women's Equality. H 
[XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX] 
Consulting Engineers and Foresters 
D.R. Estey Engineering Ltd. is a progressive and 
innovative'firm providing engineering and technical 
expertise in the following areas: 
- surveying 
- forest engineering 
- hydrology and hydraulic engineering 
- civil and structural engineering 
~ project management and supervision 
Established in 1988 and based in Prince George, 
B.C., D.R." Estey Engineering has successfully 
provided ser~,ices to clients in government, 
forestry, :mining and service, sectors for the past 
four years. • 
Further information on this company, its services 
and rates canbe obtained by contacting: . 
R.W. (Bob) Parolin, P. Eng., at (604) 561-2574. 
HOME-BASED/'~ 
~ ~ ~  _ .~~BUSINESSES iV'/.,=1i 
Astro-P re 
Bactertostatic Water Purifiers 
ENJOY SPARKLING CLEAN WATER ON TAP., 
AT A FRACTION OF rHE CO~T OFBOTTLED WATER 
100'/,Rmme*l~rc~t~lB~m~ Fw~) 
Troy & Laurie M=ttura (6(~4) 635"3697 
Terrace, B.C. 
Discovery Toys ® 
O~dm=. Pwt 11me & Ful  ~ C l~ O~po~unl:ln, 
Vl=vt,~ .,i=ep ~
SUSAN M, RIDL~' 
(604) 636-1319 
H HOLIDAY 
HOUSEHOLD HELP 
Complete House, Child & 
Pet SIRIng Services 
Maxlne ~ Bob 
4614 DsvlsAve. • 638,8648 
• Dress Making 
• Alterations 
~ • Custom 
~/~ Sewing 
635-1304 
Machine Quilting 
Beautiful, Fast end Inexpensive 
' ' s  
Let Me Do Your Quilting 
e 
Joyce Casorso 638-8814 
Mustafa's Em~orlum 
Sliver& Gold Jewellery st 
Affordable Prlcos 
Leather Bags - Embroidered Vests 
Olive Wood Carvings Nativity Sets 
Showroom at 4719 Perk Ave. 635-5218 
Creati've£inens : '  L ISTYOUR HOME-  
Custom Made Bedroom Accessories ' BASED BUSINESS 
C~ro[~ .,qn~ C[a~/ HERE FOR ONLY 
~h' (604)635-5181 4805 Dav~ Ave, $5.50 PER WEEK ON 
:ax (604) 635.9068 Tsrrece, B,C, VSG 1Y2 A 13 WEEK CONTRACT 
' : . . . .  For Information On The 
TERRACE HOIME B.~SEO BUSINESS ASSOCIAT IONS 
i i i :~t i r tge  held onThe 3rd of each month 
~ : P lease  Phone  635-9415 
I I i I ' I 
BOYCNA 
BRmSH 
COLUMBIA 
AND ~.,IKON 
• COMMUNITY 
,.we,,,,,. 2 9 2 AS8~ IA'IION 
I 
AUTO 
ENGIN'ES "R~'UILT from 
$995. 8 year 100,000 kms 
warranty. Bond Meohenlcel 
serving B,C, for 27 years. 
Phone 7 days, 8 a.m, - 8 p.m. 
(604)872.0e41, Toll.free 
Mon.Frl 1-800-668-2621, 
A WISE CHOICE, Quality 
Re,lit Englnes.Carsand light 
truoke from $995. 5 Year, 
100,000 Km gmlted warran- 
ties, Canada Engines Ltd, 
680.1060 (7 days) 1-800. 
686.3570, 856.5828 (eve. 
pings), 
F-260, 4X4!s, Cummins Die- 
sel,. Exp!orars, Rangers, 
TRUCKS. Upto $1600, sash 
rebate, O down O,A,C, Pay- 
monte from $189/month, 
Phone Grant or Don collect 
838.9778. 
AUTO LEASING 
FLEET & LEASE truok can- 
Vs. Huge Inventory of Chew 
Iruoks or fsotory oi'der, Busl. 
nus,poraonsl enqulrleewel-, 
oomel Dellveryavallsble, Port 
Chevrolet, John Short, Fleet 
Manager. (604)941-6481, 
BOMB 
Limited ¢ompany with 80' 
Ferro-¢ement sailboat, Ketoh 
dgged motor-sailer, Perfeot 
five aboard, large pilot house, 
g,=lley end cabins: 2 Heads, 
$140,000. Details, 738.0938, 
8UILDINO SUPPLIES 
DOORSIWiNDOWSl Interior 
and extedor wood, metal and 
Frenoh Doors, wood win. 
dows skylights. MOREl Cell 
col sot to WALKER DOOR 
end WINDOW In Vancouver 
at (604)266.t101, 
BUIIHIBB OPPORTUNITIEE 
"L. 
'BE YOUR OWN BOSS', 
Ls~e Franchised Ow'pet & 
Upholstery G leanln 9 Busl- 
neas (Chem-ury.~.~zroonatao 
Cleaners), eree covers Best/ 
West Kootenay's, Columbia 
Valley, East to Alberta bor. 
tier, lgeSA~tro-ven, allequlp- 
mont, eto, Will train, Sedous 
~2q~)fdre:~n/ys,. .(604)426": : 
I 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638-1336 
9:45 Sunday School (all ages) 
10:55 Worship Service 
Pastor: Ron J. 0rr 
NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & 
HEALING CENTRE 
Uberate your creative and spiritual 
awareness through meditation, 
healing, spiritual guidance and 
teaching. Everyone Welcome. 
3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 
25. Business Oppodunities 
RESTAURANT Equipment for sale, Call 
635-7855 or 635-3735 after 10 p,m. 3p39 
FOR SALE Establish~l tow iruck ~ bust- . 
n~s. 2- i tontw0 trucks plUS ~1 ~ ,  
parts, good will. Established accounts. 
$45,000.00. 638.197L 3p40 
40 SEAT Family restaurant. Good hus- 
band/wife operation. Cost of equipment 
exceeds selling pdce. For appointment to 
view 747-3223 4p40 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN SKI CLUB 
Wishes to thank their 
Divisional Race Sponsors 
Clearly Canadian 
Ford of Canada 
, I, 
as well as 
• S mithers Ski Club • Terrace Co,op ~. i, 
• Motorways • Premier Fuels i 
• Safeway • Ski Patrol i~ i 
I 
• B.C. Tel • B,C. Hydro . 
i • All Season 's  Sporting Goods , 
• Dedi luke Surveys  : - i : i  
• Shames  Mountain Corporat ion 
I 
• AGK-Tel Communications : ~ :i 
i • B.C. Winter  Games  '93 Society i : ; . : .  i 
i:~ i~.,~ ; ' ' I 
and all the volunteers that.: 
i helped to make the JuniorAIpine 
i B.C. Winter Games Trials 
i January 9 - 10, 1993 asuccess  
III I I I II II Ill l 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD GALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222, 
BUBIHEBO OPPORTUNmEB 
from HongKongl SomeSam- 
pies FREE. Watohes, 
Jewelry, Ololhlng, Appll- 
andes, Toys, more.,,dlrt 
chsapl FREE ILLUSTRATED 
REPORT: Gateway Bar- 
gains, Dept, bol, #160-1857 
West 4th, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6J 1M4, 
CAREER8 
EOUOA~OH 
CHEF TRAINING PRO- 
GRAM. In Just 17 weeks 
make your future ilnancla]ly 
seoure. Join Canada'e #1 
Industry. Cooklngle Graces- 
alga.proof oareer. Short, In- 
tense training, FIn~olal se- 
elatenco. Gov'tfundlng. Stu- 
dent loans. Continuous en- 
rolment. Accommodation 
arranged, DUBRULLE 
FRENCH CULINARY 
SCHOOL, 1522 W, 8th Ave., 
Vanoouver, B.O. 738-3155 
or Toll-free 1-600-667-7288 
LEGAL COUNSEL' FAMILY 
LAW. A staff lawyer Is re- 
quired for the Smlthere Na- 
tive Community Law Ofilce. 
This Is a permanent position 
starting Immediately. Under 
me dlre~ton of the Exe=JtlVe 
EOUll~MElCr 
BUILDINGS- ROCK-BOT- 
TOM PRLCES. B,O. Factory 
Dlreotor, tho euocessful can- Outlet. Straight-sided and 
dldate will be working w~th a utility models. Example: 
small self-managing group. I 30X40 $5,225, 4OX60 
This lawyer will I~ respona]- $7,969, Order for spring end 
blefor¢onductlngsndeuper-I save. Plonoer Steel 1-800- 
vl=l~ work In the area of 668-5422, 
family lawpdmarlly. The aUG- I 
¢eesful candidate will be a INSTANTSTORAGESPA'CE 
lawyer with 3 or more years " Buy or Rent e 20' or 40' 
experience In general pr~- I Shipping Container. Secure, 
tlce and i~-tloularly exped- I Iockable, watert]ght. Easyto 
en0ed In fw~lly law. Knowl- .transport to your location. 
edge of Gltkean and (604)E81-4445 or (604)734- 
Wet'Suwet'en end other Aho- ~t~(~6. 
rlglnal oultur.ee an asset. 
Salary ne00uao|e, i=xceilent 
benefits. Interested candl- 
dates should apply In wdlJng 
before January 20, 1993 to: 
Von Sara0, Exeoutlve Direr. 
!or Wedzsn Kwe Community 
Law Offoe, Box 2118, 
8mlthsre, B,O. V0J 2N0 
Phone: 847-2600, Fax: 847- 
3800. 
EDUOMIOH 
o 
Train to bs a 'ORM" - OertJ- 
lied Apartment Manager. 
Many Jobs available. Over 
2,000 graduates now work- 
!rig, Government Iloensad 
nome-a]udy course. R,M,T,I, 
881-54~6 or 1.800-665.883g. 
FOR 8ALE MISO, 
'"8EPTICTANKS $549.00[ 
NEW GOVERNMENT CER- 
TIFIED plastlo septlo tank, 
Guaranteed 1o last 6 times 
ranger than ¢onorete. Intro. 
dudtorvoffer INCLUDES DIS- 
TRIBUTION BOX:Value 
SSS.Oq 
FEED & SEED 
ATTENTION LIVESTOCK 
PRODUCERS - Drouant ar- 
eu, 81retoh, u| 'aoerouon- 
age with dehy~ ueo mr=ra 
pellets. Place orders Imme- 
dietary to ensure supply for 
wlnter, Nutritional recommen- 
datl0ns available, Legal AI. 
fells f403)961-3958. 
OAROENING 
ONE STOP GREENHOUSE 
SHOP B.O. Greenhouse 
Builders Ltd., 7426 Hedley 
Ave.,Bumaby, B.O, VBE 2R1, 
FREE BROCHURE, 
Aluminum/Glass or 
Alumfnum/Acq/flteSDP, Dou- 
ble-walled Greenhouses, 
8oladums and oomptete line 
of Greenhouse Accessories, 
Telephone (604)438-4220, 
Fax 433-t285. 
EARN EXTRA MONEYI 
Learn Income Tax Prepare. 
fion or B=slo Bookkeepln~l by 
correspondence. For tree 
broohuree, noobllgafion, con- 
taot U & RTax Sefvtsaa, 205- 
1346 Pemblna Highway, Wln- 
nll~g, Manitoba R3T 266,1- 
800.~85-5144, Also enquire 
aboutexduldve franchise tar. 
diode| now aVailable. 
HEALTH 
GALL NOWI Free Mall Order 
Catalogue from Vitamin Dis- 
count Stores. Please call 1- 
600-663-0747 or In Vancou- 
ver 321-7000 for all you r Vita- 
min Needs. 
HELPWANT60 
EXPERIENCED 
PLANERMAN/MILLWRIGHT 
required for maohlned 
Ioghome manufacturer. Send 
resume to: Worldwide Log & 
Lumber Co. lag,; TOL OWO 
FAX: 932-5273, 
HERE'8 THE OURE FOR 
THE "NO MONEY BLUES". 
Fun, Freedom ands Fabu- 
lous 46°/,, profit can be yours 
by becoming an Independent 
glstrlbutor selling QUALITY 
LINGERIE. Call MACHERIE 
1-800-661-3305. 
HARDWOOD FLOORS - 
Sales Rep for your local area 
Io represent quality 
~refinlshed hardwood floors 
~olesele, Call Peter 321- 
5877 (Vanoouver), Metro- 
~olltsn Hardwood Floors, Inc. 
MOBILE HOME~. 
USED MOBILES. Manufao- 
ture must clear ell mobiles. 
18 units to choose from. 
Priced from $10,000. Noble 
Homes (403)447-2333, 
WINTERWORKSSPEClALI 
Any new mobile or modular 
home ordered dudng Januo 
arywill beequlppedw[th"cen. 
trel air condltlenlng" ($3,000 
value) FREE of oharge, We 
will oustom uulld your home. 
Noble Homes (403)447-2383. 
NOTIOE 
ATTENTION TRUE CHRIS- 
TIANS. The Good 8heperd'a 
Chapel has a message of 
vital Importance for Christians • 
of all churches end denoml. 
nations. Please send self- 
addressed stemped#9 enve* 
lope to: GaD, Box 1322 
Summerlandf B,C. VOH 1ZO, 
PEIFISON,M. 
EXCITING PHOTOS- Koran, 
Syl.vle a.nd Tenya have sen- 
sauonal persona] photos for 
sale. For discreet Info write: 
KAREN, Box 670.GB, 
Kelowne, B.C, V IY  7P4, 
Adults Only P!easel 
II 
for25 
$195 ,o,, 
$,3.70 each sddillonslword 
I IIIll 
PER6ONAL 
WOULD YOU LIKE to corre- 
spond with unattached Chris- 
tian people across Canada 
for compenlonshlp or mar- 
riage? Ashgrove, P.O~ Box 
205, Chase,B.C. VOE 1MO. 
WvOMEN-85.65 yeare old who e under9one breast can- 
cer surgerywlthout reourrence 
since 1987, are needed for a 
study on self.concept. One 15 
mlnutequeetfonnelre. Call Ida 
224-0313~ Vancouver, " 
REAL EOTATE 
GALiANO ISLAND: "INVEST 
IN PARADISE", Pre~ two: 
plus acre view parcel over- 
looking 8turdles Bay. Com.; 
merclal potential. Locates 
minutes from the ferry dock, 
on the Sturdles Bay Road, 
the main Gel/enD road. Great 
exposure to pedestrian and 
vehloular tmfflo, Ideal for re. 
tall cottage Industry, artist's 
studio or gallery. Excellent 
drilled well, 800 lest deepand 
producing 5 gallons per 
minute, $i-26,000. Call Jilt at 
NRS Go]lenD Island Realty 
Ltd. 1-839-2250 Days or 689- 
6896 Eves, 
PRIVATE SALEon The North 
Shore (sunny-aide) of 
SHUSWAP LAKE $55,000,2 
Bdrm. Condo, eliding palfo 
door on the water. Can be an 
owner w/no down paymenL 
rll carry e 2nd mtg.of$30,O00, 
A mtg 25 years, 6 year term, 
10% $268,36/mo, Phone: 
604)837-2348,6-8 p.m,, Fax: 
604)837-4499, 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaid taxes. Crown Land 
oval!ability. For lnforma~on 
on both write: Properties, 
DepL CN, Box 6380, Sin. F, 
0ttawa~ I~.C 8J1. 
6ERVICIF.8 
Major ICBC motor vehlole in- 
Ju~ dslmo, Joel A. Warier, 
tdal lawYer for 24 yearn. Gall 
free: 1-800-668.1138. Con. 
tlngenoy, fees available. 
Simon, Wener & A01ar. 
] 
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26. Personals 
i Happy Birthday I 
It's no laughing 
matter, this joker turns 
60 on January 18. 
Happy Birthday Dad 
Love Your Family 
30. Obituaries 
In Remembrance 
~,~., 
RITA THERESA BETNAR 
Born June 23, 1930 in Seeketoon, 
Rite is survived by her sister Rhea Whitehead 
(Robed) of Kitimet & brother Ken Betnar 
(Vemila) of New Westminster, also nieces: 
Sherry Cleland (Jew, Cdin, Edn), Teriy Betnar 
(Dallas), nephews: Rand,/Whitehead (Sarfna), 
Ralph Whitehead (April, Nicale), James eetnar 
(Judy) and Rodney Betner (Cothedne). 
A service was held Tuesday, December 22, 
1992 In Terrace at MacKay's Funeral Chapel 
wiLh Pastor John Caplin officiating, 
Thank you to Lands Pelletier for all the 
arrangements and for the wonderful care her 
and the staff at Creative Options Residence 
gave to Rite during ~er last nine months of fife. 
She was exlremety happy there. Riia was a 
warm and wonderful person with a big smile 
end a big heart. She will be loved and deeply 
missed by all who knew her, In lieu of flowers, 
donations to the Kitimat Assoc. for Community 
Living, or Kitlmat Home Suppod Services or to 
the charity of your choice. 
Once again, special thanks to everyone l 
Creative Options Reslderce. 
The Whitehead Families 
22. Careers 
: University of Victor ia 
• Bachelor of 
SOcial  Work  
: Distance Degree 
Program 
r 
: Features  
A part-time course of studies 
,, ~ taking 3--4 years to complete. 
: Most courses are completed by 
~ : independent study. Other courses 
~~, ~ : are offered in evening or weekend 
i / classroom Instruction. Two prac- 
, !  i':~:itica re completed in your own 
::; communi ty . .  
:: : :i ::i.- " "  : Benefits 
~,i:;- ;:~ :: :" i" elps You meet many preferred 
i!" : :: ' riqulrements for human 
:!:. : services positions 
!i!i i~ • Allows more opportunities for 
advancement within your 
...... career 
~.' 'Enables you to bu d on your 
~i ~ ~, existing practice and I! ~ knowledge 
i~:~ :: :I: . . . .  Admission Criteria 
i::i ' ': 1; A minimum of two years" 
!; = university coursework, with a 
':: second-class standing or better 
.2.  Personal suitability 
i Application Forms and 
Information 
: -  -Distance B.S.W. Program 
..~' School of Social Work 
BOx 1700, Victoria, B,C. 
VBW 2Y2 
Phone: (604) 721-8047 
Fax: (604) 721-6228 
. Deef l l lne  for  App l i ca t ions  
:~::i ; February  28,  1993 
-<~-~-,r IIII I 
111" 
I I I  
%!... 
33. Travel 
U 
SIGHTSEEING 
TOURS 
Specializing in customized 
town & country scenic tours. 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
I 
For All Your Travel Needs 
EUROPE FOR SUMMER - 
,,,London from $699.00 
.. Manchester from $699.00 
... Frankfurt from $798.00 
,,. Amsterdam from $748.00. 
DISNEYLAND UNTIL MAY 31/93 - 
... from $559.00 per person 
including air and hotel...Don't forget 
to purchase your sale tickets to 
Vancouver $1g0.00 + applicable 
taxes by February 2, 1993. 
124 HRS. 635-61 81 I 
Required Immediately 
Receptionist 
with some medical background. 
Must be a self-starter, a quick study, 
and people oriented. 
Send resume and outline of 
experience with references to 
File 11, 4647 LazelleAve. Terrace, BC V8G 168 
CITY OF TERRACE 
VACANCY 
ASSISTANT BUILDING & 
LICENC E INSPECTOR 
The City of Terrace Is seeking applications from highly motivated 
individuals to fill the position of Assistant. Building & Llcence 
Inspector, The successful applicant will be responsible for Inspection 
of building plans and construction to ensure compliance with Code 
and by-Law requirements, and administration of the City's Business 
I icence Bylaw. 
Preferable Training and experience includes: 
- B.C. Level I Building Inspector Cediflcate 
- Two years' related work experience 
- Valid Class 5 B.C, Ddver's Licorice 
- Good oral and written communication skills 
An excellent benefits and wage package Is offered, This Is a Union 
position, with a 35-hour work week. 
wApePlicatlons will be received by the undersigned until 4:30 p,m., 
dnesday, January 27, 1993. 
• Personr)el Director 
-.,.. . . . .  ~, ~,,~ . , ~- ::, ,,:';(~ f~, 
3215 Et~y Street, Terrace, B,C, 
V8G 2X8 
Phone 635-6311]Fax 638-4777 
I 
TERRACE AND DISTRICT COMMUNITY 
SERVICES SOCIETY CHOICES PROGRAM 
Require. o, a Relief Program Director to co-ordinate the 
services we provide to people who are mentally challenged, 
Our services include community and residential programs. 
This position requires a highly motivated individual with 
excellent communication skills, experience in staff relations, 
negotiation and program development. 
Experience in working with people with m ental challenges 
is required. The successful applicant will have a Bachelor of 
Social Wor': degree or other relevant degree and or 
equivalont experience and training. 
Duration of position will be dependent on the length of 
incumbmenrs maternity leave. 
Salary will be based on qualifications and experience. 
Resumes are to be submitted to: 
Terrace and District Community Services Society 
#1 - 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, BC 
V8G 1X6 
Attention: Mike Beausoleil 
Closing Date: January 31, 1993 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 
Commencing April 1/g3, and for a minimum period of up to 15 
months, the Skeena Native Development Society has a high 
profile vacancy for the position of Admlnlstrstlve Aesletant. to be 
located in the Terrace area. The main function of this position is to 
provide administrative support to the Manager of the Skeena 
Aboriginal Management Board, requinng an Individual with 
demonstrated skills in office organization, overseeing financial 
functions including f/s prep., consolidations, and spread sheet and 
software applications, 
Candidates must have excel lent interpersonal and communicat ion 
skills, have had exper ience in work ing w/native organizat ions,  and 
the abi l i ty  to handle  various tasks concurrently. Your resume 
should reflect PC skills preferably including Lotus and Word 
Perfect, experence  in office organizat ion and supervision, and 
ab!lity to work  independently, 
FIELD OFFICER: 
Commencing April 1/93, and for a minimum period of up to 15 
months, the Skeena Native Development Society has a high 
profile vacancy for the position of Field Officer. to be located in 
the Terrace area. Reporting to the Manager  o f  the Skeena 
Aboriginal Management  Board, the incumbent  will be responsible 
for identifying employment  training needs and in developing 
proposals for native organizat ions in the delivery of employment  
training strategies, Preference will be given to those candidates 
who have the ability to assess wfltten proposals, prepare 
conbibutlon/funding agreements (initial training will be  provided) 
and be will ing to travel  
Candidates must have excel lent interpersonal and communicat ion 
skills, have had exper ience in work ing w/native organizations, and 
the ability tOhand le  vadou$ pro jec ts  concurrently, Your  resume 
shOUld reflect PC skills and exper ience In deal ing With the public, 
Should either of these I~ositions interest you, please apply in 
conf idence ,  by 12 Feb  1993, detail ing work  exper ience and 
qualif ications to: 
Clarence Nycei Manager, Skeena Aboriginal  Management  Board, 
4630 Lazel le Ave.; Terrace, B,C, V1Q 166, or  Fax to: 635-4073, 
i 
29. In Memorium 
In Loving Memory of 
Mrs. June Lunz 
who passed away 
January 13, 1992 
The Rose Beyond the Wall 
A rose once grew where all could 
see, sheltered beside a garden 
wall, end, as the days passed 
swiftly by, it spread its branches, 
straight and tall,,, 
One day, a beam of light shone 
through a crevice that had opened 
wide - the rose bent gently toward 
its warmth then passed beyond to 
the other side,,. 
Now, you who deeply feel its loss, 
be comforted - the rose blooms 
there - it's beauty even greater 
now, nurtured by God's 
own loving care. 
Missed By All 
32. Legal Notices 
IN "filE MATTER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCY OF 
BRENDA LYNN HARRIS AND ROBERT 
ANDREW HARRIS 
NOTICE is hereby given that BRENDA LYNN 
HARRIS AND ROBERT ANDREW HARRIS flied 
ar assignment on the 12th day of November, 
1992, and that he first meeting of creditors will be 
held on Friday, the 22nd day of January, 1993, at 
the hour of 8:30 o'clock in the forenoon, at The 
Court House, 100 Market Place, in the City of 
Prince Rupert, in the Province of British Columbia 
Dated at Pdnce George, B.C. this 131h day of 
January, 1993, 
DELOITrE & TOUCHE INC. 
Trustee #800 - 299 Victoria Street, 
Prince George, B.C., V2L 5B8 
(604) s64-111i 
Deloitte& 
Touche 
IN THE MATrER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCY OF 
RONALD FRANK RIPPEL 
NOTICE is hereby given that RONALD FRANK 
RPPEL filed an assignment on the lOth day of 
Oecember, 1992, and that the first meeting of 
creditors will be held on Friday, the 22nd day of 
Janua~ 1993, at the hour of 2:30 o'dock in the 
aitamoon, at The Coud House, 1(0 Market Place, 
in Ihe City of Prince Ruped, in the Province of 
~6sh Columbia. 
Dated at Pdnce George, B.C. this 13th day of 
.~n=~,.1 .~.,. ............................... 
' DELOITTE & TOUCHE INC. 
Trustee #800 - 299 Victoria Street, 
Prince George, B.C., V2L 5B8 
(604) 564-1111 
Deloitte& 
Touche 
Prov~ce of 
B IN Ih  P. ,dun~ l
Mlnlslry of Hmdl l  
DIVrs lON OF 
VITAL STATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an eppltcstion 
will bs made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant to 
t~a provisions of the 'Name Act" by me: 
RAME OF APPUCANT IN FULL: 
Gurpreet SIdhu 
ADDRESS :4712 Hsugland 
CITY: Terrace, B,C. 
POSTAL CODE: VSG 1G9 
PHONE NO.: 635-4697 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME:, Sldhu 
GIVEN NAMES:, Gurprsst 
TO: 
SURNAME:, Sidhu 
GIVEN NAMES:, Nine 
DATED THIS 8th DAY OF October A.O. 
1992, 
(~)  Province of Mlnldr/ol @ 
Brllluh Cslumbla Fsrena 
RENTAL OF 
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
The Ministry of Forests invites submissions 
to its Equipment Rental Submission List for 
the 1993.94 fiscal year. Only those units 
listed will be used by the Forest Regions 
and Districts when hiring construction and 
maintenance equipment on an hourly 
basis, The following types of equipment 
may be required: skidders; dump trucks; 
crawler tractors; scrapers; front.end 
leaders', graders; excavators end 
backhoes; rock drilling equipment; 
compaction equipment; miscellaneous 
heavy duty conslruction equipment. 
Rental raleo will be requested If and when 
the equipment Is required. 
Interested equipment owners are invited to 
list their equipment, giving the following 
information: 
Year, make, model, serial number, 
and attachments for each machine: 
business address, telephone 
number and WorkerI' Compensation 
number. 
Written submissions should be forwarded 
bef~e February 28, 1993, to: 
ManNer, Engineering Section 
Timber Harvesting Branch 
Ministry of Forests 
3rd Floor, 1450 Government Street 
Victoria, British Columbia 
V8W 3E7 
IN THE MATrER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCY OF 
HEATHER SARAH PRISK 
NOTICE Is hereby given that HEATHER SARAH 
PRISK filed an assignment on the 12th day of 
November, 1992, end that the first meeting of 
creditors will be held on Friday, the 22nd day of 
January, 1993, at the hour of 9..(0 o'clock In the 
forenoon, at The Court House, I(0 Market Place, 
in the City of Prince Ruped, in the Province of 
British Columbia. 
Dated at Prince George, B,C. this t3th day of 
January, 1993 
• DELOITTE & TOUCHE INC, 
Trustee//8(0 - 299 Victoria Streel, 
Prince George, BIC,, V2L 5Be 
(604) 564- t 111 
Del0itte& 
Touche 
IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCIES 
OF JAMES ROBERT GORDON SOUTAR 
AND SUSAN MARY SOUTAR 
NOTICE is hereby given that JAMES ROBERT 
GORDON SOUTAR AND SUSAN MARY 
SOUTAR flied an assignment on the 12th day of 
November, 1992, and that the first meeting of 
creditors will be held on Friday, the 22nd day of 
Januaff, 1993, al the hour of 3:00 o'clock in the 
afternoon, atThe Coud House, 100 Market Place, 
in the City of Prince Rupert, in the Province of 
British Columbia. 
Daled at Prince George, B.C. this 13th day of 
Januaff, 1993. 
DELOITTE & TOUCHE INC. 
Trustee #800 - 299 Victoria Street, 
Prince George, B.C,, V2L 5B8 
(6O4) 564-i 11 t 
Del0itte& 
Touche 
INVITATION TO 
TENDER 
Tenders will be received up 
to 1300 hours February 23, 
1993 to provide bus service 
for students Port Edward to 
Prince Rupert. Offers 
should be submitted for a 
three (3) year contract with 
an option to extend for an 
additional two (2) years. 
Details of the routes and 
~requirements are available 
.at the School Boaid :.OffiCei 
634 East 6th Avenue, 
Prince Rupert, B.C., V8J 
1X1. The lowest or any 
tender may not necessarily 
be accepted. 
Yours truly, 
A. Lien 
Secretary-Treasurer 
S.D. #52 (Prince Rupert) 
i 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCY OF 
STEVEN KREVENCHUK 
NOTICE is hereby given that STEVEN 
KREVENCHUK fled an emignrnent on the 4th day 
of December, 1992, and that he first meeting of 
creditors will be held on Friday, the 22nd day of 
January, 199~, at the hour of 9.30 o'dod( in the 
forenoon, at The Coud House, 100 Market Place, 
in the City of Prince Rupe~ in the Province of 
British Columbia. 
Dated at Prince George, B,C. this 13th day of 
January, 1993, 
DELOITTE & TOUCHE INC. 
Trustee #800 - 299 Victoria Street, 
Prince George, B.C., V2L 5B8 
(604) 564-1111 
Del0itte& 
Touche 
I111 1 11m 
TERRACe, 6.C. 
MINISTRY OF 
HIGHWAYS 
Sealed lenders marked T-!111035 
TERRACE In provide labnnr :rod 
muterials for renovations ~tt 4825 Keilh 
Avenue, Terrace. B,C, Ibr the Ministry or" 
Highways will be received uatil 3:00 PM, 
January 22, 1993, aldlrlose availuble ut 
th=lt time will be opened in public at: 
B,C. Buildings Corporation 
2918 S. EI)y Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8(; 2X5 
There will be a mal!datorypre-te='lder site 
tour al 9:00 A,M, local time on Junuary 
18. 1993. Panicipanls will meelon-site, 
Teuder documents will be uvaihtble at the 
site tour for General Contractors only. 
Teuder documents may be viewed at the 
Terrace Construction Assodation. 
The Corporation reserves the right to 
reject lenders front any bidders who are 
under restriclions, or who in the 
reasonable opinion of the Corporation, are 
deemed incapable of providing the 
necessary labour, materials, supplies, 
equiprnent, financial or management 
resources to perform the work in 'a  
s:tlisfaetory inaaner, 
If you require any further inh)rlnation, 
please contact Barry Book in Terrace at 
638-3674, 
The Cmiumah,i re.wrve. . . . .  
I.Tq~m~d mul the hnre.~t , 
|I 
B£ 
BUILDING', 
COflPOnkTlO 
Bulh l tngs  j
Bet ter  Br i t i sh  ( 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Description: Powerhouse roof replacement-  Prince 
Rupert. 
Reference: Q3.3016 
Closing Date: January 27, 1993. 
Details available from office of B.C. Hydro Purchasing 
Manager, 6911 Southpoint Dr,, 13th,Floor, Burnaby, B.C., 
V3N 4×8; (604) 528-2577/2560, Sealed tenders clearly 
marked with reference number will be received on 13th 
Floor, address as above, until 11:00 a.m. on the above 
closing dates, 
BChydro 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
Notice of pre-harvest silviculture prescriptions or silviculture 
prescription for an area to be logged pursuant to Section 3 
of the Silviculture Regulations. 
The following areas have proposed prescriptions that will 
apply if approval to log is obtained from the Ministry of 
Forests. The proposed prescriptions will be available for 
viewing until February 1, 1993 at the location noted below, 
during regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration before logging commences, any 
written comments must be made to the Forestry & Planning 
Department, Skeena Cellulose Inc,, Box 3000, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 4C6 by the above date. 
As provided for under Section 3.1, B.C. Reg. 147/88 of the 
Forest Act, Silviculture Regulation, it has been determined 
that in order to effectively salvage blowdown timber (i.e.C.P. 
2 & 11) harvesting may commence as early as Janaury 27, 
1993, which is 7 days after the first posting of this notice. 
FOREST LICENCE A-16835 
C.R Cut Block Location Area Amendment 
- I  - - -  ,~ 
159 F32039 Anwei ler  Creek 50.0 No 
159 F32045 Anwei ler  Creek 67.0 No 
061 J48015 Skeena West 21.0 Yes 
- :- - I  ~ .  - - -  "- - - : - "  • , ~  
.o.,o..` 
2 U91211 Little Oliver 22,8 Yes I 
11 U91107 Little Oliver 2.2 ~ No 
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WEATE :E ', 1 ,rATCH 
LAST Max. Min. Snow Rain Sun LAST Max. Min. Snow Rain Sun 
3 WEEKS Temp. Temp. (cm) (ram) (ln~) YFAR Temp. Temp. (cm) (ram) (hrs) 
Dec. 19 • -7.6 -10.4 15.6 0 0 Dec. 19 1,9 -1.0 
Dee. 20 " ,7.6 -11.1 2.0 0 0 Dec. 20 3,0 -1.2 
Dee. 21 -5.3 -9,2 8.2 O 0 Dec. 21 4.3 1.9 
Dee. 22 -4.8 -6;3 4.4 0 0 Dec. 22 4.4 1.5 
Dee.23 _ 4.3 -6,4 32 0 15,2 0 Dec. 2 3 : 2 , 9  0.5 
Dec. 24:  3.3 -1,3 Trace 0 1.5 Dec. 24 5.1 -0.2 
Dee. 25 " ", "2.2 -0.2 0.8 0 0 
Dec. 26 0.4 -2.8 1.4 0 0 
Dec. 27 -2.8 ~ -17.9 Trace 0 5.0 
Dec.28 • ' ,14.5 -18.3 0 0 5.0 
Dee: 29" -12.7 -16.3 0 0 5.6 
Dec. 30- q2 .7  -18.6 0 0 6.6 
Dee.31 -17.6 -21.8 0 0 6.6 
4.6 
77.4 
O 
O 
0 
5.0 : 
Dec. 25 4,0 0.0 1.0 
Dec. 26 1,5 0.0 0.4 
Dec. 27 2,9 0 .9  Trace 
Dec. 28 -. 2.6 0.9 0 
Dec. 29 2.2 0.8 0 
Dec. 30 1;9 0,4 0 
Dee. 31 1,5 0.0 7.0 
2.0 0 
64,6 0 
5.6 0 
1.4 0 
29.8 0 
22.0 0 
27,4 0 
13.2 0 
10.4 0 
2.6 " 0 
0.6 0 
Trace 0 
18.2 0 
r :' 
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/ Baby's Nmnei ........... 
Marlene Katelynn Gona 
Date & Ti:ne of Birth: 
January 11/93 a112:31 p.m, 
Weight: 8 Ibs 9 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Ben Gonu Jr. & 
Arlene Smythe 
Baby's Name: 
Taien Terranee Daniel 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
January 1/93 at 8:42 p,n:. 
Weighh 0 Ibs 14.5 oz Sex: Male 
Pareuts= Mr, & Mrs, Gordon Creed 
Baby's Nan:e: 
Drayden William Taekema 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
January 8/93 at 9:00 a.m. 
Weight: 9Ibs 6.5 oz Sex~ Male 
Parenls: Wilf & Pally 
Brother for Kollcn & Samanlha 
Baby's Name: 
R[eky Jonathon Wesley Jr. 
Date & T'm:e of Birth: 
January 5/93 at 7:05 a.m, 
Weight: 5 Ibs 5,5 oz Sex= Male 
Parents; Angela Fowler & 
Jan. I . :  :" ,i i i : : .  i 19'1 -22.3 O 
Jail. 2 :: , ~ ~-14 3 -20.9 O 
Jan. 3:~!: ~ i ~ -6.9 -14.3 0 
Jail. 411:~- :i: :" -7.2 -12.4 0 
Jan. 5:ii :i::-:,:::,,-,::II:5 ' -17.7 0 
jati: 6 :~:i~;),!::!i ~:ii!i~.~:~:i:~"~ 16;0 ':. : i -19.2 0 
Jan~ ''~:i:-;!:'::'~:~i:::!::iiV~:~l":~. ;19.0 0.8 
Jan. -12.2 0 
Jan. -14.9 0 
Jan; -17.1 0 
Jan. -15.5 0 
Jan. 12"/!!::i ,!!i-~.) !::~:~12.0 -15.5 
Jan.:13 :! ?,::~ :.,12:8 -16.1 
Jau,:'i4: ~::::i :')~:~ -13.6 ~17.7, 
Jan. 15  :/.::::.: : 213.4 : , -19 :5  
THANKS 
Dear Sir:. 
The Cauadian Diabetes Associ- 
ation (Terrace Branch) would like 
to thank every one for the support 
given to the annual appeal. 
Thank you to all who donated 
so generously and thank you to 
all our canvassers who took the 
time to go out and collect. 
Thanks also to the media for 
their support and to Mr. Frank 
Donahue for helping to organize 
this campaign, 
The total amount collected is 
$9,197.05 with some donations 
still coming in. 
Thauks again. 
Jane Braam 
,Campaign Chairman 
Canadian Diabetes 
Association 
i .Dear:slr:".~': ..... : " " ~ 
T~e 747 Air Cadet Squadron of 
Td~:i~e'i~ould like to thank all 
the people who purchased• tickets 
in our raffle draw . . . .  
First prize of 100 seratch-aod- 
win iickets went to Ken Fraser, of 
Terrace. Hope you won, Ken! 
Second prize was 50 scratch 
tickets and Susau Raudrup was 
the lucky wiuuer. Hope you also 
won, Susan. 
Third prize of five provincial 
tickts went t ° Bob Daugherty of 
Kitimat. Good luck Bob: 
All draws, took place at our an- 
nual Christmas dinner, given to 
the squadron by the Ladies Auxil- 
liary of the Royal Canadian 
Legion, Br.13. on Dec 13. Thank 
you, Ladies Auxilliary. 
There were several pro:notions 
of cadets that evening. , 
F/Sgt, Adam Hill wa s pro:noted 
to WO2. Cpl. Nell Papais to Sgt. 
LAC J. H i l l  to Cpl. LAC 
8.Sahadat to Cpl. LAC J. Keitch 
to Cpl. LAC N. Wright to Cpl. 
LAC T. Coulas to Cpl. 
Congratulations ~ to  the cadets 
for their achievements in the air 
cadet movement. 
Anyone ~anting more informa- 
tion about the 747 Squadron can 
call me at 635-2158. :
• : LissiSorensen, 
,. : ~ehldrpers0n: . 
; 747 h, lr Cadet 
: " '~::~,/Squadt:;on : 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 5,7 
0 0 
0 1.7 
0 5.1 
0 . 5.8 
0 5.8 
" 0 • 3.7 
0 5.9 
0 6.0 
0 6.0 
0 6.1 
0 6.1 
0 6.1 
6.2 
0 2.7 
• Jaa. 1 3.6 0.7 1.0 
Jan. 2 2;7 0.2 4.0 
Jail. 3 2,2 -0.4 0.6 
Jan. 4 1,5 -1.2 1.0 
Jan. 5 0,1 -2.2 1.0 
Jail. 6 -2.1 -5.2 0 
Jau. 7 -4.3 -6.0 5.2 
Jan. 8 -0.3 -5.1 9.8 
Jan. 9 1.6 -0.6 Trace 
Jan. 10 3.5 0.3 0 
Jan; 11 2.5 0.5 0 
Jan. 12 1.1 0 4.2 
Jan. 13 2,2 0.2 Trace 
Jan. 14 3,7 1.0 0 
Jau. 15 3.2 1.0 0 
16.6 0 
4.4 0 
0.8 0 
O 0.5 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
12.4 0 
14.6 0 
1.6 0 
0 0 
0.2 0 
Trace 0 
5.8 0 
0.4 0 
I I~t .~kyWo.,.ys, I 
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Skeena Mall 635-5236 
LIGHT 78 
TUNA 
Chunk. Gold Seal sa  
184 g tin. 
ORANGE , 
JUICE 68 Scotch Buy. - , 
Frozen ea  
'Concen~ate. 
341 mL tin. 
EDWARDS COF,. 168 
A=sorted Grlnda. 
300 g Pkg. ea  
Limit 2. 
Over limit $'1.98 . . . . . . . . . . .  
MONEY'S 
MUSHROOMS 68 
Sliced. 
284 mL tin. t ea  
PARKAY 
SeaS ::: 
MARGARINE 1 
Kraft. 31b/1.36 kg ! 
Limit 1. 
Over limit $2.78 
~q~4:~,i~ ': . . '  ~;~4 
A He.___~w wag to Pag, 
COKE or 
SPRITE . , 
Reg., Diet or 
Coke Class ic  i 
2 L. plus deposit :ea 
i;!: ~.< 
28 
-:':~i~!!ii~i::~ ¸ : 
i¸!!i  :il 
STANDING 
RIB ROAST 
Cut from Canada Grade A Beef ' 
Limit 1. Previously Frozen 
6,57/kg Ib 
FRESH 
BANANAS 
From the tropics, Umit in effect 
.55'kg. 
4JSloo 
98 
• lli i!Ii EXTRA STRENGTH "13'LONO i iii WHOLE HAM  iiii:,iiii;ili;ii;i  FRESH SNAPPER 
• ITiS THE " J "~/  Ready to eat. IR  i!!iiiii .~ . [ii!iiiii~ii[ - [ii'~i~iiii'i F,ets i~!~i~i~i~i:~i~: Container of 49 ,~i~,,,,~,,,,~ Bone.in. UncuL ~i!i~i!i~ili~i~i!iiil  86/100 gm 
LUC  DAY 115 Tab le ts  ' L imi t ,  
January 1st was a lucky  day for  . . . . .  Phone 635-1375 ~ ca...: .......................................................................... 
Mr. attd Mrs, G, Bcntham of In, 
uvik. 
The  couple's :lame was picked 
foi the $11,000 New Year,s Day 
prize ill the R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
• Foundation's cash calendar draw. 
Sittce that day:there have been 
other winuers..: i . 
The following people have won 
$50 prizes: Hnghella After, of 
Victoria; Lola Hull of Terrace; 
Natalia Dodd of Terrace; Mr, attd 
Mrs. D, McKay of Vancouver; 
Mr. and Mrs~ W, Hedberg of  Ter- 
race; Grace Lorenz of Hazel:on; 
Sheri Connolly of Terrace; 
Sheldon Woodcock of Terrace; 
Beverly Nickless of Courtenay; 
Maicohn Campbell 0f:  Terrace; 
Marilyn Dahl of Terrace; Medico 
Galic o! Delta;Lucy Denicolo of 
Terrace; Miriam ~ attd: ~rant Bail, 
lie of Coguiflam; 'Boh=,aild Ruth 
Wagner Of VanoouVe~ Roland 
Larierre : of ~= iTerraCe; :i::: Dave 
JohnSon of Ter race . ' " :  
Grand 0 
O % OFF .BULK FOODS 
.u .D .EDs  OF ,TEMS re  C.OOSE F.OM  
It's Better by the Bin - Buy a little or a lot! Save money too!,~ 
To Call Our Full Service 
Departments Directly 
Customer Service ..... 635-7206 
Dell ............................ 635:1374 
/Bakery  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  635-1372 
F lo ra l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  635-1371 
Pharmacy  .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .635-1375 
effective until Saturday, January 23, 1993 at your new Terrace Safeway store Quantity rights resewed! ' :~i 
